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Preface
After the fact, nearly a week and a half after finishing the first draft of my thesis,
Shadows on the Wall, I first realized that the novel that I had just completed could function as a
retelling of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave, as found in Book VII of The Republic. Though I had
never read the referenced text before this realization, I had come into contact with its basic
premises many times over my academic life. Looking back, the allegory seemed such a
foundational element of my manuscript that I almost convinced myself that I must have read it
beforehand, no matter my recollections to the contrary.
Fearful that my subconscious recollection of Plato’s allegory had erred and that I had
unintentionally committed a sin against literary antiquity, I immediately looked up the Wikipedia
article referencing the Allegory of the Cave to compare it against my private recollection. What I
read in Wikipedia encouraged me, but I determined to perform the research myself (just in case)
and sought out a recent translation of The Republic. As I read the allegory, I became convinced
that I had never before read the text for myself, but the philosophical similarities between Plato’s
allegory and my manuscript interacted quite closely. Throughout revisions, I was surprised to
find that very few changes needed to be made in order to align the manuscript with the thought
experiment first proposed by Plato. Instead, the greater dilemma became to what degree I wished
to purposefully align my experiment with Plato’s.
During the private, pleasurable reading in which I engaged around this time, I was
reminded of a story by my favorite author, but to which I had previously ascribed little
significance, and had in fact, deemed among the least interesting of Thomas Mann’s works.
Retreating to my bookshelf, I retrieved Death in Venice and Seven Other Stories and reread
“Mario and the Magician.” In like manner to my post-draft reading of Plato, I noticed a number
of thematic similarities between my manuscript and this story that, as a result of my relative
ignorance at my first reading, I had unfairly viewed as a comparatively unremarkable work.
My undergraduate training was in Comparative Literature, and critically comparing texts
to one another is my default approach when reading. By extension, my approach to writing
1

narrative arises as an extension of this comparatist approach. It is an approach that is admittedly
driven more by concept than by image, avails itself of allusion before metaphor, and puts greater
emphasis on literary history than on fashionably modern experimentation.
In preparation for writing my thesis, I compiled a list of books I had recently been
reading, as well as a few other favorites that I felt had something similar to say in content or style
as what I hoped to accomplish with Shadows on the Wall. In this list were literary classics such
as Don Quixote, Utopia, The Tale of Genji, and Dante’s Inferno; more modern Literature such as
Golding’s The Lord of the Flies and The Inheritors, Vonnegut’s Galapagos, and Kirkman’s The
Walking Dead graphic novel serial; and a handful of non-fiction, neuro-psychological and
political philosophy books.
However, while each text certainly left its mark on my work, the Allegory of the Cave
and “Mario and the Magician” provide the best frame from which to discuss the framework of
my manuscript.
Plato’s allegory, from which one of Shadows’ epitaphs is taken, consists of a short
thought experiment designed to illustrate the difference between a philosopher’s comprehension
of the universe in comparison to that of non-philosophers. In the allegory, a group of people are
kept chained in a cave for their entire lives. They can only see in front of them, but what they see
on the walls of the cave are only shadows of objects that are behind them. Their understanding of
reality, of “truth would be literally nothing but the shadows of the images” (Plato 2263). When
one of the people is freed from his chains, he is able to see that what he once understood was
reality was merely the shadows of real objects.
In like manner, the characters that live within the Refuge know only very little about the
rest of the world. They are sealed away beneath the earth—away from the sun, the moon, rivers
—without any prospect of leaving. Unlike Plato’s people, the citizens of the Refuge know an
outer world exists, but they believe that the limited world in which they live is superior to the
mess outside. The discovery of Esme and Bita, living in another, smaller, self-enclosed refuge
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casts in doubt nearly everything Thom believed he knew about the system he lived under, the
system to which he was an active party.
Much like Neo and his compatriots from the Wachowskis’ Matrix Trilogy, Thom, Scott,
and Geoff come to learn that what they believed to be reality is actually only a very limited
replica of a much greater truth. They are Plato’s philosophers, and like Plato’s philosophers, are
persecuted and sentenced to death because of their greater understanding of the nature of the
world.
Such a simple, short, and ancient allegory has appeared time and again in various cultural
narratives. It’s a classic that most understand, as I had, without ever having read the text. It is a
very short thought experiment that nevertheless allows considerable room for broader application
within its boundaries. The conflict between the enlightened and unenlightened, between novel
thought and immutable tradition, provokes and has provoked numberless narratives. These
needn’t only serve the purposes of the enlightened and free philosophers, for tyranny will utilize
every tool at its disposal to hypnotize the masses against those who endanger the status quo.
Within the frame provided by Plato’s Cave, the narrative arc of Shadows on the Wall also
finds a cousin in Mann’s “Mario and the Magician.” Written in 1929, during the reign of
Mussolini, the story chronicles the various encounters that a young German family has with an
increasingly nationalistic and elitist Italian populace. When their nine year old daughter strips in
public in order to rinse out her bathing suit, they are harassed by locals and accused of
disrespecting Italy’s social mores. A minor princess hears their son coughing and uses her
influence to force the family to relocate to a more remote resort, lest her own children contract
some horrid, German disease. The narrator reacts to these events by admitting “that I do not
easily forget these collisions with ordinary humanity, the naive misuse of power, the injustice,
the sycophantic corruption” (138). He often muses how idyllic the holiday would have been, if
not for the zealously Italian populace. Eventually, once the holiday is nearly at an end, the
desperate parents attempt to salvage the trip for their children by taking them to a late night,
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traveling magic show. Here, in the magic show, the family confronts the quintessential Italian
propagandist, a magician/hypnotist named Cipolla.
Cipolla requires absolute deference to his authority as the performer throughout the show,
but does not require the same level of fastidious consideration of himself. He makes the audience
wait for nearly a full hour after the advertised start time before finally making his appearance,
but mostly just talks to the audience for another half hour before finally beginning his show. He
is hypersensitive to heckles from the audience, but neither does he hesitate to vindictively exact
revenge upon his hecklers.
Similarly, in Shadows, Trask, the Council Minister, takes liberties for himself that would
not be permitted to other citizens. Indeed, he doesn’t even allow his own granddaughter to wear a
fancy dress in public despite the fact that he wears the nicest suit in the facility whenever it is
politically expedient. Unable to father a son with his first or second wives, he exercises his
prerogative of authority to impregnate Glynis, an orphaned mute girl.
Both Cipolla and Trask exercise complete control over those under their authority. And in
both realms, whether under the spell of a hypnotist or a slick politician, the people under their
authority gleefully accept their subjugation, offering only nominal, easily subdued resistance.
“Freedom exists,” Cipolla proclaims, “and also the will exists; but freedom of the will does not
exist, for a will that aims at its own freedom aims at the unknown” (160). The oath that Trask,
Thom, and all other Admins have taken parallels Cipolla’s statement by subjugating the
individual will to an external governing power—for Cipolla’s audience it is the greatness of Italy,
and for the citizens of the Refuge, it is the Founding.
So complete is the influence of Cipolla and Trask over their respective audience that
when someone (Mario for Cipolla, Esme for Trask) emphatically challenges their tyrannical
authority, the audiences rush to defend their leaders. They “fl[i]ng themselves on Mario in a mob,
to take away the weapon that hung from his fingers” (178) and offer bloodthirsty chants for the
death of Esme, Bita, Geoff and Thom despite the indignities they have suffered at the hands of
these men.
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When Thom finally looks into the stars and the narrator of Mann’s story is finally able to
leave Cibolla’s show, both narrators carry with them the burden of deadly recent events. But
Mann’s narrator also recognizes “a liberation—for I could not, and I cannot, but find it so” (178).
Thom experiences a similar sentiment when he, for the first time, observes the moon “r[ising] to
illuminate the weathered and neglected road before [him]”.
Fundamental to my approach in writing Shadows on the Wall is the belief that
“philosophy, ideological content, in its proper context, [can] enhance artistic value because it
corroborates several important artistic values: those of complexity and coherence” (Warren 123).
While a heavy-handed approach, or a fanatical exuberance for an idea, can certainly distract and
undermine the narrative integrity of a work, when the situational framework from which the
narrative builds is sufficiently flawed, then will the philosophical content emerge, not forcibly or
in an explicit manner, but as an acceptable outgrowth that leaves the narrative, somewhat
undefinably, enriched.
Beneath Shadows rests a situational framework identified in the academic work of
political game-theorists Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and Alastair Smith and illustrated in their
book The Dictator’s Handbook: “First, politics is about getting and keeping political power.
Second, political survival is best assured by depending on few people to attain and retain
office” (19). Building from this rather dim view of human nature, the philosophy guiding
Shadows emerges, perhaps best expressed by Albert Camus in “The Artist and His Time”: “The
tyrannies of today are improved; they no longer admit of silence and neutrality” (207). Shadows
on the Wall breaks a particular silence.
On July 22, 2010, Jesse Walker, author of the upcoming history of conspiracy theories in
America, The United States of Paranoia, posted a short blog entry referencing a formerly secret,
underground facility intended to serve as an emergency shelter for Congress in case of nuclear,
chemical, or other catastrophic national disaster. Though the post itself was mostly
informational, with several links to websites with more information, Walker closed his post by
commenting on the official policy which would have allowed access only to Congressional
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members and staffers while excluding their families, which he calls “a terrifying world where
you have no company for all eternity except a few hundred politicians and their aides” (Walker).
This comment provoked a chuckle, but it also sowed a few seeds of curiosity. I soon found
myself clicking through various links across the Internet, learning all I could regarding the U.S.
Government facility at The Greenbrier luxury resort in West Sulphur Springs, West Virginia.
The Greenbrier facility was constructed from 1958-1961 and specially prepared to serve
the specific needs of a disaster-fleeing U.S. Congress. The underground facility contained beds to
accommodate 1,100 people, stockpiles of food, water and fuel, and two unique meeting
chambers—one for each body of Congress. As reported on its official website, what was “Once a
top secret U.S. government relocation facility for Congress,” has now become a feature
advertised to attract customers “interested in reliving a legendary piece of The Greenbrier
history” (http://www.greenbrier.com/Activities/The-Bunker.aspx).
Interestingly, the official copy on the website assumes potential customers will be more
interested in the resort’s history than in the U.S. Government’s conspiracy-baiting response to the
threat of nuclear annihilation, or in the cronyism from which the Resort derived (and continues to
derive) significant economic benefit as a result of this secretive partnership. What machinations
led to Congress’ decision to seek apocalyptical refuge within an ultra-high-end, luxury resort? In
a time when doomsday preppers are subjected to the ridicule of reality TV, let’s not forget that
Congress was once the most luxuriously prepared of all doomsdayers. If it was true then, could it
also be true now?
Subsequent reflection upon what I had learned about the Greenbrier Bunker’s history as
well as the operational ethos implied by the elitist and exclusionary policies governing entrance
into the facility, led me to consider the story-potential that Walker’s “terrifying world” might
generate. Though I felt strongly that there was an interesting story to derive from this particular
scenario, I also feared that pursuing such a story could easily deteriorate into a highly invective,
ideological screed—a prospect I was determined to avoid to the greatest extent of my ability—
and so, I quickly typed out a brief description of this potential scenario, filed it away with other
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project ideas, and abandoned the concept until I could look at the Bunker as less an example of a
paranoid reality and more of a microcosmic metaphor.
Over a year later, while looking through my project ideas in order to find one suitable to a
particular assignment in one of my courses, I came across my hastily-written description of a
post-apocalyptical world where the very best and brightest had provided for their own
deliverance, while allowing all remaining humanity to perish. Within fifteen minutes, I had
created character sketches for the primary actors within this story. I chose to write a different
story for that class, but was glad to find that the narrative possibilities of this scenario were
beginning to bear fruit in my mind.
Quite a few Hollywood block-busters, such as Independence Day, The Day After
Tomorrow, and 2012 (all written, directed, and produced by Roland Emmerich), have already
found massive audiences for humanity-on-the-edge-of-destruction narratives. Fantasizing about
the end of the world almost seems like an innate characteristic of human endeavors when we
consider the Norse concept of Ragnarok, The Revelation of Saint John, or the recent media
frenzy leading up to the purported Mayan Apocalypse on 21 December 2012. But I could not
interest myself in telling such a story. It seemed much more interesting to think beyond the initial
calamity and consider what life might be like for people whose whole lives—whose whole
histories—bore themselves out in the aftermath of such an event. Taking as a foundational
premise that World War II would have been viewed by those who had recently survived the War
to End All Wars as unlikely an event as most today view the possibility of a near-world-ending
catastrophe, I considered the possibility that while the real-world Congress had built the
Greenbrier Bunker but never needed it, in an alternate (fictional) reality, perhaps an alternate
Congress had needed to enter the bunker, or in still another reality, perhaps they had entered the
bunker and sealed themselves in, but hadn’t really needed to escape anything.
Armed with these potential historical backdrops firmly, indeed almost mythically, in the
past of the story I intended to write, I picked a protagonist from the earlier character sketches I
had made and wrote the first scene of Shadows on the Wall in November of 2011. Again, I left
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the project dormant for several months, but returned in February to develop the characters and
their roles as well as to define the limits and size of the underground facility where the story
would take place. That summer, during Professor Daniel Chacón’s Advanced Fiction seminar, I
took the opportunities afforded me by that class to write short stories from the perspectives of the
important characters in order to discover their world views, habits, personality flaws, vices and
voices. Many of these short narratives ended up contradicting what became the final narrative
arc, but were useful in developing my understanding of the characters and their motivations.
Ultimately, the scope of the project grew from what had begun as a simple meditation on
the self-preservation instincts of a ruling class with the tax-extracted means to supply for their
own salvation into a much broader discussion of the human need to test the nature and strength
of our limits, be they naturally or artificially imposed. Setting the story in a post-annihilation
bunker provided me a controlled environment in which to address the human tendency towards
exceptionalism--that is, the instinct to view organizations in which one has a vested interest as
inherently superior to those which are unknown or poorly understood.
The residents of the Refuge believe themselves the sole surviving members of humanity,
a perspective that necessarily places them in a more desirable position than those who did not
survive. Their survival, from a Darwinian perspective, infers that the original members of this
community—the ones to have escaped the calamity—brought with them a superior gene load.
But, even within the Refuge, the survivors separate themselves into competing factions which
not only affect their political interests but nearly every aspect of life.
In an environment where extreme isolation is not only a necessity of survival but also a
mechanism of societal manipulation, the sudden confrontation of facts or persons from without
the accepted paradigm are certain to cause tension. Casting a young person as the protagonist,
especially one with deep connections to the accepted hierarchy, provide the greatest opportunity
to strain the tension to its breaking point as generations clash, beliefs shatter, and alliances shift
in response to the newly acquired information.
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In The Myth of Sisyphus, Albert Camus writes that “All try their hands at miming, at
repeating, and at re-creating the reality that is theirs” and “Creation is the great mime” (93).
Thus, the narrative of Thom Roth plays out in the recent past tense, as he attempts to understand,
through narrative mimesis, the implications of his choices. This is a deeply personal process that
causes him to abandon the greater portion of his belief system in order to do what he knows to be
just and fair, even if that means he must forfeit his life in the process. The journey must be
viewed through his eyes and heard through his ears. Any thoughts and feelings must be his alone.
Placing the narration from within the limited perspective of the protagonist, Thom Roth,
creates an intentionally limited narrative where the only information available to the reader is
that which Thom hears, sees or thinks. Any information regarding other characters’ motivations
can only be read or misread by body language and the comparison of words to actions. This
approach firstly attempts to create a strong, mimetic representation of the relevant narrative
events as viewed from a solitary and self-interested perspective, but also allows for narrative
growth by providing other, external characters the opportunity to assert themselves through their
own words and actions. The limited first-person narrative cannot control the words and actions of
the other characters, and so his world is primarily one of reaction. He can anticipate, but only a
few moves.
The words and actions of the other characters compel Thom’s growth by forcing him to
respond to their own wills. Thom often initiates a conversation, hoping it will lead in one
direction only to be diverted by Geoff’s teasing or Trask’s manipulation. These conversations
lead Thom to act outside his comfort zone, and the more he is pushed and pulled by the selfish
motivations of others, the more he is forced to choose his own path. The other voices must
belong to the other characters and not to the retelling by another narrator, or even by an overlyreflective Thom. Doing so would attempt to impose an external narrative will on what ought to
be unimpeded, free voices.
In other words, this is Thom’s story, in Thom’s words. But there are others, and the others
tell their stories from their perspectives, in their own words. Thom is, of course, free to embellish
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whenever he is alone, but the others, telling their story in their own words, prohibit Thom from
fully knowing their mind and compel him to adapt the rules of his story to the rules of the other
perspectives.
Glynis provides an important exception to the explicitly sovereign voices that exert their
own willful influence upon Thom’s narrative. She is mute and cannot either metaphorically or
literally assert a strong private influence in the outcome of the story. Many of the other voices act
as if this lack of voice also reflects a lack of will, and thus deny her the metaphorical right to
assert herself. Literally speaking, the other voices speak far too loudly for her voice to be heard.
Within the frame of the narrative, Glynis is perceived as both an innocent and helpless,
though closer inspection implies that she would not choose these descriptors for herself. The
survivors within the Refuge treat her as a sacred other. They feel the need to protect her from
being the subject of locker-room talk under the pretense that she cannot speak up to defend
herself, yet the other young women are fair game, despite their inability to defend themselves on
account of their absence from the conversation. Even Thom sees Glynis primarily as only a
victim of Trask’s lecherous ego, wholly unable to willfully engage with her life. He focuses on
her tears, but doesn’t bother to find out what they really signify, imposing instead his own
interpretation for their bitterness. Only near the end, once it is too late, does he learn that Glynis
was once in love with Trask, and that her situation is at least partially the result of directed,
willful action.
Narratively speaking, Glynis is the exception that proves the rule. Unable to use her own
voice, she cannot keep others from speaking for her. She must submit, for the most part, to the
impositions of others’ voices. No one bothers much to truly seek her out, but neither does she
resist the impositions placed upon her. In the end, she pays a steep price.
Taking a broader view, and even accepting that the character voices represent unique
personalities and wills, by viewing the story through the eyes and ears of Thom, we cannot avoid
seeing parts of Thom, or of ourselves, in the other voices. Trask is the voice of Thom as a
political animal. Geoff is the voice of Thom as a non-conformist. Allen is the voice of Thom as
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an ideological absolutist. Es is the voice of Thom as a cynical anarchist. Scott is the voice of
Thom as an opportunist. Even Glynis is the voice of Thom as a naive optimist, or positivist.
Just as all of us cannot help but take Camus at his word and re-create our reality through
our relationships with others, Thom also recreates himself through his interaction with other
voices. He could become any one of them, or all, or none. Looking at the world, and at people,
through Thom’s eyes allows us to more easily view the narrative as an acceptable reflection of
life.
As Lisa Cron points out in Wired for Story, “After all, a good story doesn’t feel like an
illusion. What it feels like is life. Literally” (4). Cron is describing how the human mind
responds to an engaging story as if it were actually playing itself out in reality. This characteristic
of the human mind allows us to enter other worlds, or psyches; to feel empathy when we read a
book, or listen to friends; and to suspend our disbelief while feeling very real emotions evoked
by very fictional characters. Aristotle’s catharsis, it would seem, is an essential function of our
uniquely human neurology.
Convincing another mind to engage in a story is the greatest challenge an author can face
and one I tried to directly confront during the writing and revision process. Early on, as I began
to review drafts of early chapters, I found myself skipping lines and sometimes paragraphs that I
had written. If they could not keep my attention, they certainly would not convince someone else
to invest the time and emotional energy into my book. Cron’s observation that “the ease with
which we surrender to the stories we read tends to cloud our understanding of stories we write”
proved an accurate diagnosis for the key problems in my early manuscript (3).
Painfully, sometimes fearfully, I had to train myself to “filter out everything that would
distract [readers] from the situation at hand” (Cron 12). This included some favorite passages
including metaphors and images I originally believed were essential to the story, but by cutting
those sections, the pace of the story became more consistent and engaging.
Contemporaneous to the challenge of creating an engaging voice for the narrative, I
sought to tell a story that would delight readers without resorting to easily anticipated and
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cliched narrative tropes. As a long-time subscriber to the idea that all possible stories have
already been told, I did not hope that I would be able to tell an original story when I began my
thesis. At best, it would be a novel iteration of a familiar narrative structure. However, bound
eternally alongside this belief is the companion assertion that this was true when García
Márquez, Franz Kafka, Cervantes, or Sophocles first ventured into storytelling, yet each was able
to carve out their places in the literary pantheon using only the same narrative elements available
to everyone else. Also, they possessed a considerable talent for writing with a compelling and
stylistic take on these well-loved stories. (I make no claims of comparison, but only mention
these literary behemoths as illustration of an underlying premise lurking behind my
methodology.)
I began this project with a very rudimentary narrative roadmap and modestly detailed
character sketches. As the characters began to interact with each other and relationships began to
establish and solidify, I found that the story adapted to better fit the nature of the developing
relationships. Glynis became mute rather than Bita being deaf. Dee reciprocated Thom’s
attraction, changing the nature of the negotiations between he and Trask. Geoff won the Feats of
Strength instead of Thom. Most importantly, the number and identity of the deaths changed
dramatically.
In keeping with René Welleck and Austin Warren’s observation from their seminal
Theory of Literature that “men’s pleasure in a literary work is compounded of the sense of
novelty and the sense of recognition,” I worked to avoid novelty for the sake of novelty and
instead tried to convey a story with recognizable, universal conflicts that allowed the will of the
participating characters to evolve and complicate the plot line as naturally as possible (235). The
execution scene provides an illustrative example of the functions of this process, where Esme’s
refusal to allow the pretensions of others to break her sense of self clashed directly with Trask’s
pride and thereby changed what I had earlier believed was the inevitable fate of nearly everyone
in the scene.
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Camus wrote, again from Sisyphus, “The fecundity and the importance of a literary form
are often measured by the trash it contains” (100). This somewhat pessimistic, almost hopeless,
statement accurately reflects, I believe, the value and power of the novel as an art form. Who has
not become utterly engrossed in a tale and, upon finishing it, wished his or her self capable of
telling as grand an adventure? The sheer quantity of novels published every year suggests that
only a very few have not succumbed to this desire.
This work humbly strives to avoid the literary trash heap to which Camus refers, though
in so hoping, it violates Thomas Mann’s dictum: “I take it for a rule that the greatest works were
those of the most modest purpose. Ambition may not stand at the beginning; it must not come
before the work but must grow with the work, which will itself be greater than the blithely
astonished artist dreamed; it must be bound up with the work and not with the ego of the
artist” (“Voyage With Don Quixote” 363).
I use this quote not as an assertion of comparison, but as one of aspiration. As to my
evaluation of success in creating an emotionally engaging story filled with novel and familiar
elements and which respectfully nods to my literary and philosophical ethos, I can only state that
I set out to write a very different novel than the one it became. It is better than it would have
been.
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Epitaph
And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the
mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the
rocks of the mountains;
—Revelation 6:15

Behold! human beings living in an underground den, which has a mouth open to the light and
reaching all along the den; here they have been from their childhood, and have their legs and
necks chained so they cannot move,
—Plato, The Republic, Book VII
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Chapter 1: Cracks in the Floor

“Quick! Put these in your pocket!” Before I could answer, Geoff thrust both his fists deep
into my jeans pockets, deposited something, and withdrew. “Leave them be. Don’t even think
about touching them.”
“I told you never again,” I shot back, teeth clenched with sincere indignation.
“We’ll talk about it later.” Geoff grinned, reached his hand under a giant zucchini leaf
and retrieved the garden shears and pollination brush he’d stored there fifteen minutes ago. “And
stop doing that.”
“Doing what?”
“You turn red whenever you feel guilty. As difficult as it would be for anyone to believe
you were capable of it, with a face like that—right now, what you’re telegraphing with your eyes
—even Trask would think you, his very own golden child, were guilty of high treason.” He
turned his eyes back to his work as he said this, pulling four large zucchinis off one plant. He
pulled them by hand, yanking and twisting savagely, but placing them delicately into the
awaiting basket.
“Capable of what?” I demanded.
“What do you mean?”
“You said ‘if anyone believed I was capable to it.’ If I was capable of what?” I demanded.
“Anything, really.” He looked at me sideways for a second and frowned. “Taking an extra
roll at lunch, or letting your best friend check his answers on the Placement test.”
He exaggerated his point just to annoy me. “I might do that, for the right price.”
15

“Liar.”
“Course, I’d change them back to the correct answers right before turning it in.”
He pointed the stem of a long, thin zucchini at me like it was a sword. “I’d kill you for
that one, you can be sure of that.” His teasing grin faded again. “C’mon man,” he whined. “Your
face is going to give us both away. Cut it out.” He clipped his last sentence short with a terse and
slightly menacing glare.
I bent down to return to work. “Last week, you said you were done skimming slurry.”
At least once a week, for the past two years, Geoff had snuck out to 2A Spoke to skim a
few ounces at a time of slurry, a slimy byproduct of a fungus we mixed with the chicken and goat
dung in order to recharge old soil. He dried the slurry under one of the water heaters in Water
Treatment on Level 3. When it dried in a thin film, you could stick a paper-thin, pumpkin seedsized chip on your tongue, before bed, and remain lucid for most of the night while you dreamed
about whatever you wanted…or whoever you wanted. Some people rolled a bit into a berry-sized
drop and swallowed it whole, a few minutes later, time seemed to dilate and everything slowed
down. All forms of the substance, wet or dried, were explicitly prohibited for personal use. Most
of it was destroyed in the incinerators as quickly as it was produced.
Somehow, Geoff had found a loophole in the incineration protocols and found a way to
make off with just a bit each week. He sold the chips for salt and carrot rations and the drops for
dried fruit for his sister. Sara was allergic to gluten and couldn’t eat normal rations.
“I am quitting,” Geoff said. He didn’t look up from the blossom he was pollinating.
“Right after this one. It was already ready. Couldn’t let it go to waste.”
“You’re going to get caught,” I said.
“Nah. Not if you carry it.”
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“I knew you wouldn’t be able to quit,” I said. “More than Sara’s fruit, you’re in it for the
thrill.”
“I told you, we’ll talk about it later. Not now.” He nodded at Mr. Allen, the Farms
supervisor, walking up the B-C corridor. “One last time. Absolutely last time. Now stop staring at
me and get back to work, ‘less you want him to start asking you questions you’re not prepared to
answer.”
I felt the bulges through the outside of my pants. Drops, most likely. I wanted to reach
into my pocket, pull out the slurry drops, and throw them to the other side of the hex. He could
fetch them back himself, if he really wanted them, see how he liked playing the dog. I sure
wasn’t going to let him be my master, I thought. But I didn’t throw anything. I didn’t even take
them out of my pocket. Instead, as Mr. Allen walked directly towards me, I instinctively lowered
my eyes, and tried to bury my attention in the pea vines.
He’d walk right past us without a word, if we appeared to be fully engrossed in our work.
However, the slightest suspicion that you were not ecstatically laboring would prompt a five
minute lecture, during which he’d demand you look at him while he waxed eloquently of the
triumph of man over the chaos of natural phenomena. “The natural state of mankind is poverty,”
he’d begin. But that’s as far as anyone could remember. That blood-red birthmark covering twothirds of his face would conquer the attention of even the most obsequious listener.
I risked a glance down the hall. Allen walked directly towards me.
Combined with his naturally dour demeanor, Allen’s birthmark effectively exiled him
from nearly all the other members of the Refuge. Sometimes, during meals, I’d see him seated by
himself, in a far corner of the Commons, eating his meal in silence and staring into emptiness.
I’d watch him for a moment and I’d feel sorry for him. But, I never walked over to join him.
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Trask was the only person I ever saw seek him out. Upstairs, he didn’t belong to any particular
faction, though he did live in E Hex, which was mostly occupied by the Trask-Blythe alliance.
Down here, in the Farms, Allen was in charge. As his foot steps on the concrete grew
louder, I tried to envision what I hoped would be the limits of our interaction: He’d pause for a
few seconds, maybe, take a mental note of how full my basket was, and ask how many I’d
already filled. If he was satisfied with my number (he’d check it as soon as he got the chance, of
course), he would simply grunt, fold his arms, rub his nose and walk away. If he wasn’t satisfied,
he’d just walk away, presumably to make a note of it somewhere, but I never knew of anyone
confronted about a bad day picking peas. His lectures usually happened during wheat harvest or
corn grinding. He cared only about your attitude. Said he could tell if a man would meet his
quota or not simply by the attitude he brought to his work.
I whistled a low, upbeat tune, hoping it would provide enough evidence of a positive
attitude. I wouldn’t have to look at his face.
Geoff was grunting loudly, pretending to wrestle a large, old zucchini plant out of the
planter. His face reddened and sweat broke easily from his forehead. But, I was stuck with peas.
As I pulled the ready pods from the vine, I realized I was holding my breath, desperately
awaiting Mr. Allen’s grunt, the signal to exhale. Instead, I felt his large, heavy hand on my
shoulder.
His thick fingers curled around my collar bone, as if he thought I might be tempted to risk
running away. Where, exactly, did he think I might run? I started to turn and face him.
“That’s enough!” Allen commanded. “Stay as you are.” His fingers relaxed their grip a
bit, but still held me firmly, facing away from him. “What did Mann give you?”
“I don’t know what you mean.”
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“You sure as the devil know exactly what I mean!” He tightened his grip again and gave a
short, firm jerk on my shoulder. “You’ve no business taking the blame for him, but I’ll have no
problems putting you on review if you don’t cooperate. What did Geoffrey give you?”
“Why don’t you ask him?”
“Because you’re the one smart enough to talk first.”
I kept my mouth shut and clenched my fists inside my gloves. I gritted my teeth at his
assertion that being smart was synonymous with ratting out your friends. If it was or not, how
would he know?
Immediately, I felt a minor tinge of guilt for taking the cheap shot, even if only in my
head.
“You’ll answer me.”
I didn’t answer. I thought Geoff might. He usually took the blame for his pranks
eventually, but he looked as if he wasn’t even listening, like suddenly the only thing in the world
that mattered to him at that moment was pollinating squash blossoms. I thought I heard him
whistling.
“Fine. I didn’t figure you for the kind to make enemies. But, I guess we can’t all be
friends.” With his free hand, he reached into my right jeans pocket and retrieved Geoff’s
treasure.
“What the hell is this?”
I looked down at Allen’s open hand. There was nothing but a zucchini stem and two
hardened goat turds. In front of me, Geoff averted his gaze, lowered his head while his shoulders
convulsed unevenly as he struggled to contain his laughter.
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Allen threw the evidence into the dirt of the pea plot. “Clever, you two. Real clever.”
Then he walked away.
Geoff was still laughing. Every fourth chuckle escaped through his teeth. I picked up one
of the turds and threw it at his head. It hit him square in the neck, but he didn’t turn around. He
just lifted up another few leaves and pulled out two whole zucchinis in one motion.
“That was impressive.”
“Shut up,” I retorted. I tugged hard at a small clump of pea pods but broke off only the
tips. I had grabbed them too far away from the stem, and they weren’t quite ready anyway. The
peas were small and immature.
“No, I mean it. I didn’t think you had it in you—deliberately disobeying like that.”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” I picked up the basket I’d been filling, carried
it to the end of my row and set it in the produce cart. Winston, the quota captain (it’s a stupid
title, but someone picked it anyway) directed me to pick half a basket of green beans and told me
I could then call it a day.
The green beans were just opposite of the peas, unfortunately, so Geoff didn’t let our
conversation die. “Seriously. That was a finer display of gonads than I’d have ever given you
credit for. I’ve never known anyone to disobey a direct order from Allen before.”
“You disobey his instructions all the time.”
Geoff paused and faced me. I could feel him staring at the back of my head. “Yeah, but
not in front of him. Not right to his face.”
“I wasn’t disobeying. I just didn’t know what to say.” I exhaled loudly, though only for
show. “I was afraid.”
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Geoff smiled as he cut off a squash blossom and stuck it in his mouth. “Nah, man. You
were angry. Your fists were tighter than a goat’s sphincter. That, my friend, was a deliberate act
of insubordination.” He chuckled. “Pretty damn impressive.” I heard another six zucchini, in
rapid succession, land in his basket.
“Whatever you say,” I replied. “Now shut the hell up so I can get out of here.”
“I ain’t stopping ya’. Don’t listen if you’re really not that interested. You know me. I
gotta’ keep talking, otherwise the CO2 in my body starts to build up and I feel like I’m going to
burst.”
“Too bad it’s just a feeling, nothing more,” I said.
“It’d be a hell of a mess you’d have to clean up. What if it happened during a meal?
Might make you sad, scraping my guts off the floor. Probably ruin everyone’s appetite, too.”
“Not a whole lot of us that’d miss you, that’s for sure.”
“You don’t even know how much it hurts, man.” He feigned hurt feelings, but realized he
couldn’t and shifted tactics. “Bottling up all these thoughts of mine would be so uncomfortable.
At the very least, it’d give me a terrible case of the runs.”
“The runs?”
“Gotta’ come out somewhere.” My eyes were buried in the base of the vines, but I could
hear the stupid grin on his face as he said it.
I stood and smiled smugly. “And how would you ever have figured that out,” I snapped.
Geoff was silent for a second. Just a second, but it seemed longer.
“Now you’ve really hurt my feelings, Thommy.” Another few seconds of silence. I
almost thought I really did hurt his feelings. “But seriously, I don’t know how you can deal with
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it,” Geoff continued, having reverted again to his teasing, slightly playful, but mostly just bored,
tone.
“Do what?” I grabbed a handful of green beans of mixed maturity levels and tore them
from the vine.
“Hold it all in, like you did with Allen, just now. I saw it in your eyes. You were thinking
all the things I was thinking I would say in your situation. Except, you didn’t say anything.”
“I told you, I was just scared. For all I knew, you’d put a dozen drops in my pockets. I
wasn’t ‘holding anything in’ like you say. Just never heard of him grabbing anyone like he did.
Or searching their pockets.”
“I’m done with slurry, like I said.” Geoff stood up and slapped the zucchini in his hand
into his other palm for emphasis. “I promise.”
I didn’t acknowledge his promise.
“Anyway, don’t worry about Allen. Guy like him only knows how to intimidate. Problem
is, he ain’t that intimidating unless he knows you’re staring at his birthmark, or thinking about it,
at least. That’s the only way he can hold power over you. Distraction. Don’t think about it, don’t
think about him, and he’s powerless.” He chewed on squash blossoms as he spoke. “It make you
feel all funny inside, his hands on you like that?”
I turned to face him. “Yeah, it did. In fact, it felt funny as hell. If you like, I’ll teach you
all about feeling funny at wrestling practice tomorrow.” It sounded much less stupid in the split
second before I spoke it aloud.
“Ha! We’ll see. I’ve been putting in extra hours. You might be surprised.”
“You’ve never put extra hours into anything.”
He looked at me with his smug smile. “You know, you’re not supposed to eat those.”
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I realized I’d already eaten half the handful of green beans I’d pulled off. “So what? Most
of these were too small to pick, anyway.”
“I’m just saying… You don’t want to get too carried away breaking so many rules in
rapid succession, now do ya’? Walk before you can run, buddy.”
Neither of us spoke for several minutes. I filled half my basket and started back toward
Winston so I could check out for the day.
“Give me a hand, eh? I just have five plants to go.”
“You should have been done by now,” I called back. “You sneak off to hell-knows-where,
get me into it with Allen, and now you want me to pick up your slack?”
“That sounds about right. No big deal. Five plants. Easy. I’ll even let you do three of
them if you want.”
“You’re so generous.” I kept walking.
“Matter of fact, I am. You just don’t know it yet.”
I set down my basket, and in six big strides I was standing face to face with him, only
inches from his nose. “Tell me what you were doing and I’ll pollenate two plants.”
“You know what I was doing. Gathering dried goat poop.”
“Bull crap.”
“No, dude. Goat crap. We don’t have bulls down here.”
“Smart ass.”
“Not particularly, no. Don’t have those either, by the way.”
“Shut up. Doesn’t take you that long to gather two goat turds. And don’t say that’s the
point, that it makes you look more guilty than you are.”
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“Four turds. You still have two in your left pocket. And another stem. You don’t think
that’s the truth? Don’t you trust your best buddy?” He held his gloved hands to his heart. “You
injure me.”
“You should be used to it by now.”
“Oh, but you never get used to—“
“Cut it out. Just tell me where you were. If you weren’t collecting slurry, where where
you?”
“Can’t do that. Not yet. Not the time for it, yet.”
“You are so full of it. Do your own damn plants.” I shoved him away, retrieved my basket
and dropped it off with Winston.
Winston looked up from his check list with his bulging, insect-like eyes. He tapped his
pencil on his checklist as he spoke, a tap for each syllable. Rumor was he stuttered as a kid. “A
little more than half there, Roth.” He had to stand on his tip-toes just to look into the basket I
held. “And some of them ain’t any good.”
“Not many of them. Just get rid of them when you sort.” I pulled a few of the smallest
beans and threw them on top of the compost heap behind Winston.
“You ain’t s’posed to pick them when they’re that small, Roth. It’s wasteful.” He
scratched a few marks on his checklist. “You been working here long enough to know better.”
Normally I would have just apologized, promised to use my picking guide for a week and
been done with it. But I didn’t feel like apologizing. “That much ain’t going to mean anything.
‘Sides we grow them faster than we can eat them.”
“You should be more careful tomorrow,” he said and made a few more scratches on his
checklist. “Use your picking guide for a few days to refresh your memory.”
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“Can’t do that. Lost it.” That was a lie. It was in my back pocket, where I always kept it,
just in case.
“How long’s it been missing?”
“Month or so.”
“Where did you last have it?”
“Hell am I supposed to know? It’s lost. Wouldn’t be lost if I knew where it was, would
it?”
Winston licked his teeth inside his lips and set his jaw before carefully tapping out his
reply. “Do not be smart with me, Roth. Not unless you want to be grinding corn for six months.
I’d be more than happy to oblige, if you’d prefer.”
The absurd impotence of his threats lifted the tension that had been building since Geoff
stuck the goat turds in my pockets to a boil. “Ain’t your job, Winston,” I hissed disdainfully.
“My job is to assign,” he hissed back. “And I assign who I want, where I want.”
“Just in vegetables,” I called his bluff. “You can’t assign me to food prep, that’s Lynch’s
job, and he ain’t going to listen to you, either, not since Wyny told him you walked in on her in
the showers.”
Winston’s lips curled up in rage and he viciously licked the lower one before sputtering
back, “I was filling in for Bill Heard. Check the log. Heard got sick and I covered for him. It’s a
matter of public record.” He spoke in a desperate whisper, tap-tap-tapping each syllable.
“That right?” I raised my voice so Flynn and Gordon could hear the next part. “Lizzie
Meade says she saw you as she was leaving, told you the showers weren’t clear, that Wyny was
still in there. Now, I understand your situation, really I do. It’s sad, almost tragic, really. Fortyfive and never had a woman knowingly get naked in front of you.”
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Winston’s bulging eyes seemed as if they might suddenly shoot right out of his skull. It
made me laugh out loud.
“You insolent…,” he sputtered. “Laugh, right. Laugh! I’ll show you funny. You’ll see.
You’ll be picking all special requests for a year. By yourself!”
I wanted to shove it back in his face, tell him I was going to be nominated for Admin at
the festival tonight, that in a few weeks I’d be the one sending for special requests, that his
threats were even more meaningless then even he knew, but I couldn’t stop laughing at his eyes. I
really thought they might just shoot right out and hit me in the face. What were the odds that one
would land in my open, laughing mouth, or hit me in the eye? Eye to eye! Ha! Only time that’d
ever happen for a guy short as Winston.
Normally, I wouldn’t think so derisively about someone’s misfortunate physical flaws,
but when someone had my number like Winston did, all I could think about was cutting him
down to his actual size. Maybe it was arrogance, or just a bit of the evil inherent in human
nature, but I could not abide the little man’s empty threats, not today. “Big, threatening words
from such a tiny person.”
“Enough!” Winston swung at me and the corner of his checklist caught me right between
my two lower ribs on the right side. Little guy could swing pretty hard, I thought. Then, I swung
back.
Growing up, of course, I had been in a fight every once in a while. Normally, I would just
take a punch and walk it off. I was big enough to take a hit from most anyone in here, and it
meant a helluva lot less paperwork if I didn’t strike back. If I ever did swing back, and I only did
two or three times, it was only a half-hearted attempt. I’d pull back at the last minute, or shift to
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the side and strike a glancing blow. But this time, I didn’t care about paperwork. This time, I
swung like I meant it.
As soon as (but not before) my fist connected with his cheekbone, I felt terrible about it,
utterly, self-loathingly horrible. What a stupid thing to do, I thought. What the hell were we even
arguing about? A handful of green beans? And why the cheekbone, which was about the worst
place to hit someone? Probably injured my hand more than his face. And Winston, of all people,
was not big enough for a punch like that. I felt like I had just kicked a child.
The worst of it, though, was that it wasn’t even Winston’s fault. It should have been
Geoff on the receiving end of that one. His stupid prank on Allen, putting me in the middle of it.
I bet he’d watched this whole thing with Winston and was laughing his ass off. That punch was
meant for him.
Winston fell backward, blood already coursing from the cut on his face, and the other
workers, as they had been trained to do, came running to stop the fight, but there was no need. I
was already walking away. Someone yelled that I needed to stop by Admin and report the
incident. I yelled back something that amounted to a colorful ‘I would,’ but decided I would let
Winston or someone else get around to it.
I took the long way, leaving 2C through the C-F corridor instead of the direct route down
the 2C spoke. As I walked down the corridor, my eyes followed a thin crack in the cement floor
that started at the entrance to 2C and snaked in an irregular pattern, as it followed the weaknesses
hidden just below the surface—uneven and irregular aggregate which would have remained
hidden but for the immense pressure of the mountain above us and the passage of time. Every
few feet, another crack, thinner than the trunk, joined the main crack as it continued its journey
across the floor of two-thirds of the corridor, where it finally reached the opposite wall. Rather
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than slamming into it headfirst, the crack seemed to plunge down and down, until it found a
pathway under the wall and into the mountain.
It was a silly idea, much too silly for my age, but I imagined that crack as a river,
sneaking around and under any and all obstacles, ever-seeking escape into the freedom of the
ocean. I’d never seen a river before. Or the ocean. Or a mountain, for that matter—at least, not
from the outside. I’d never seen anything outside. None of us had. Except Monroe, and he was
dying.
Ever since I was a kid, I’d followed the cracks in the Refuge as they stretched across the
cold, gray surfaces that defined our entire world. Concrete walls. Concrete floors. Concrete
ceilings. Our concrete universe. Plato’s cave, where we read in books about shadows called
rivers, oceans, mountains, trees, birds, skyscrapers, bridges and clouds. The shadows called the
sun, the moon, the stars.
I turned left into F Hex. This led me directly past the goat and chicken pens.
As I approached the goats, I could see Glynis seated in the milking pen, milking
Smunchy, the oldest milking goat in the Refuge. She waved exuberantly at me as I passed, and
smiled wider than her face could fit, like she always did.
Her black hair was pulled back tightly against her head and tied simply in a single pony
tail, very different than the intricate braids that the other girls wore, even while working in the
farms. With the back of her hand, she brushed a few stray strands out of her face as she stood up
to greet me.
“Morning, Glynny,” I called out. She was just that kind of person—the kind that could
make you forget how lousy your day was going, with just that smile. She was pretty, of course.
Beautiful even—her silver eyes peering out above high cheekbones and a delicate, rounded nose.
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But, it was her smile that made all the difference. It was so bright and kind that you didn’t even
notice how pretty the rest of her face was.
Everyone liked her, even Dee, though most wouldn’t stop to talk with her very often. It
made them nervous, I guess, how good she was at listening. Of all the adolescent conversations
I’d ever been a part of, I’d never heard anyone talk about Glynis like they talked about Dee. You
just didn’t talk like that about Glynis. Scott once hinted he might like to see how good a kisser
she might be. That earned him a kick in the ribs and a broomstick to the shins.
I couldn’t tell you who attacked him, it could have been anyone. Not even Scott could tell
you. It might as well have been from everyone. He probably would have done the same to any
one of us. It was funny; no one would stop to talk, but everyone would defend her.
Glynis lightly touched her forehead and then her mouth with the fingers of her right hand.
Wisdom and Health. Her typical greeting. I signed it back to her, but I couldn’t help but feel selfconscious as I did it, just as I had in school during oral French exams. I smiled awkwardly as I
performed as clumsy a job as something simple as touching your forehead could be. She smiled
back with even greater sincerity.
I watched her teeth for a moment, but I couldn’t think of anything else to say.
Goodbye, I waved, but just as I was waving, another goat walked right between Glynis
and I, then pooped.
“Hey Glynis?”
She smiled again and beamed as if there was nothing I could ask her that she wouldn’t do
her best to accommodate.
“Did Geoff come by here earlier?”
She shrugged and held her hand up as if she was holding an invisible apple. Why?
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“He mentioned something about goats earlier. Just wondering if you saw him come by
here.
Glynis shook her head and pointed at the goat she was milking. She held up her right
pointer finger. First one.
“You just got here? Figures.” Geoff probably hadn’t been there for longer than a few
seconds, anyway. Just another misdirection. “Thanks, anyway. Have a great day.”
She didn’t quite frown, but I could tell she was sorry she couldn’t give give me the
answer I wanted. Sometimes, you wondered how anyone could be so sincere and nice. In most of
the books I’d read in school, orphans like Glynis were supposed to be miserable and brooding, or
deceitful con artists. Sure, I was an orphan too, but I had known my parents for more than half
my life. Hers had died only weeks after her birth.
“She’s running a mighty long con, then,” Geoff had answered when I mentioned it to
him. “Been running it since she was a toddler. Bet the whole mute bit’s part of it, too.” That
made me feel pretty lousy when he said that, though I knew he didn’t mean it that way.
“Well, thanks anyway,” I said and waved goodbye again.
She lightly clapped her hands in front of her, palms resting perpendicular to each other,
and slightly bowed her head. You’re welcome.
As soon as I turned away from Glynis, I fell right back into the shame I felt for laying
poor Winston out like I did. I decided I would file the report in Admin after all. As much as I had
to lose, things would almost certainly go easier for me if I owned up to my mistakes willingly. If
I wanted to make Admin, I’d better take care of it myself. Shower first, I thought.
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I made my way down the 2F Spoke and into the central hex of level 2, Food Service and
Storage. Turning to the left, I pulled open the door to the south stairwell and climbed the 42 stairs
to Level 1.
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Chapter 2: Article Nine, Section Forty-two
The mirror squeaked as I wiped away the condensed steam with my right fist. Beads of
water remained in the jagged window that exposed my face to scrutiny. The bluish, LED lights
above the mirror almost made me look ill. I leaned in for a closer look. Where was my
arrogance? How many shames lay just underneath the translucent surface layer? Such irrational
insecurities surface when you’re staring at yourself in the mirror after a shower. Things that no
one else knows, things you weren’t sure about yourself, or tried to forget, at least. I ran my
tongue over my teeth and decided I should brush them before dinner. Maybe I should shave?
As I was lathering up my face with a brush full of suds, the tuck came out of my towel
and it dropped to the floor.
“I’ll give you a minute. No! Don’t turn around.”
The voice startled me and I flung a splash of suds across the mirror. No one was ever in
the showers at this time of day. “I’m sorry, sir,” I stammered as I reached down with my free
hand to retrieve the towel. “My hands…it fell…” I was able to retrieve it easily enough with the
one hand, but had to drop the brush in the sink full of warm water in order to wrap the towel
back around myself.
“No worries, my boy,” Trask reassured me. “These things happen, though usually it’s
younger boys who just discovered their first pubic hair. That’s not what’s going on here, is it?.”
He waited an uncomfortable moment for me to answer. Finally, he laughed.
You could never tell if Trask was saying something seriously or telling a joke. He almost
always spoke with the same even tone, pace and inflection. But always, after a joke, he would
wait a minute, as if he was savoring your confusion, and then laugh heartily. Then, you could
laugh along.
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I chuckled politely, wiped the soap from my hands across the towel, and turned around to
face Trask. His silver hair was parted to the left as always, though still wet. He must have only
recently run a comb through it. He was wearing his black suit, the one he had inherited from his
father, Rueben Trask, first Minister of the Refuge, and which he only wore on important
occasions, such as the funeral of another Admin, or during an election. As far as I knew, he was
the only one that had any clothing as nice as that suit, anymore. Most of us just wore simple
patterns, made from the cotton or woolen cloth we produced in the Textile Hex of Level 2, but a
few people had an item or two from the old times—from before the Refuge—that they had
inherited from a parent or grandparent. Most of it was too old to risk exposure to our daily
lifestyle and far too large for any of us to wear practically. Many of the Founders must have been
quite a bit larger when they first got here than any of us were now. Plus, as we had been taught
since we were children, indulging often in the memories of the past could be dangerous.
“Did Monroe die? I heard he wasn’t doing very well this morning,” I said.
“Not yet, unfortunately.” He huffed as he said this, indicating that topic was over. “How
are you feeling? I heard there were a few incidents in the Farms this afternoon.”
“I punched Winston in the face.” I looked Trask in the eye and didn’t flinch as I said it.
“In fact, I hit him harder than I’ve ever hit anyone. I was going to report the incident as soon as I
was finished here.”
“There’s no need to report it anymore. I already heard Winston’s side. Thought I’d give
you a chance to explain yourself.” He stared at me without blinking, but not menacingly.
“But aren’t the farms Monroe’s responsibility?”
“Yes, but as you said, he’s not doing very well, lately. The Council have divided his
supervisory responsibilities amongst the rest of us for the time being.”
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“How’d you find me?” I shifted the subject.
Trask took a step towards me. You could always count on him taking pleasure in
explaining his thought processes to you, especially if there was an element of detective work
implied. “Big night like tonight? You’re too vain not to clean up beforehand.” He stood up tall,
straightened his lapels and clicked his heels together. “Believe me, I completely understand.”
“I just needed to calm down a bit. Relax.” My hands were starting to get tacky from the
soap residue, so I turned back to the sink and rinsed them. I looked into the mirror again. The
condensation on the mirror was starting to dissipate, but the much larger droplets where I had
cleared with my fist still remained. The splash of soap suds were slowly drying, so I scooped a
handful of water out of the sink and splashed it across my reflection. I realized that soap suds
were also slowly drying on my real face and performed the same ritual for the real Thom.
“Not going to shave, after all?”
“Decided there wasn’t any point to it.”
“Probably for the best. A five-o-clock shadow will make you look stronger, more mature,
especially when compared to your competition.”
I turned around with what must have been a hilariously quizzical face because Trask burst
out laughing. “Will I still be allowed to compete? Will I still be nominated? I thought for sure
Winston would lodge a complaint. He does side with Monroe a lot lately.”
“Oh, you’ve noticed that, have you? Good.” He sat down on the changing bench in front
of the sinks and crossed his right leg over his left knee. “Of course you’ll still be allowed to
compete. You’re my nominee.”
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I looked down at my bare toes and curled them under. “I apologize for any
embarrassment that I might cause you.” How could I have acted so rashly, even considering the
years of preparation for this day?
“Takes more than a single complaint against you in more than six years to embarrass
me.” He stepped forward to examine his own face in the mirror, and straighten his tie. “Fact is,
for a not insignificant number of people, punching Winston in the face makes you a minor folk
hero.”
“Still, I am very sorry that my behavior should reflect so poorly on you—after all you
have done to help me earn this chance.”
Trask had taken an interest in me since I was only in grade school, since before my
parents both died of influenza. And since their deaths, he had spent three hours a week reviewing
my academic scores, labor reports and behavior logs and identifying areas in which I needed to
improve in order to become an Admin.
He helped me excel at wrestling when I had lost all confidence in my athletic ability,
having failed at every other sport. “It’s just you versus another man, flesh against flesh. The
naturally endowed competitive spirit, distilled to its barest and most civilized state. Nothing is
simpler or more noble. You don’t have to be the strongest, you don’t have to be the swiftest. You
have to be balanced. It requires total control over every muscle twitch and compels you to
immediately respond decisively to the strengths and weaknesses of your opponent,” he’d said to
me. “It is the sport of classical antiquity. That is why it is the only sport included in the Feats.”
He had personally designed my training regimen—the same one he had used in preparation for
the Feats—so that I would gain the confidence I needed in the ring. I owed him so very much for
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all these years of careful cultivation, and I had let myself jeopardize the whole thing over a
handful of beans.
“Nonsense.” Trask stood up and walked to the low wall that divided the sinks and
showers from the toilets and urinals. “I like to look at incidents like this as analogies.”
“Analogies?” I asked.
“Metaphors. Metaphors is the right word. You know it, I assume?” He waited a moment,
then laughed. “You kept your cool.”
“I punched Winston in the face,” I interrupted. “That’s about all there is to it. He didn’t
deserve it. I lost my cool and I punched him.”
“Like I said, I think of it as a metaphor for the kind of leader I expect you to be
someday.”
I waited for him to laugh, but he never did. Instead, he leaned against the wall. He ran the
thumb and forefinger of his right hand down the middle of his tie, thumb in back. “He’s pushing
for confinement, can you believe that? For a week.”
I let the words sink in for a moment before opening my mouth to reply.
“Don’t worry about that,” Trask interrupted me. He stood up straight as he spoke. “No
one’s ever been put in confinement unless they posed a significant risk to the safety of others, or
themselves. Besides, the other witnesses testified he hit you first. That true?”
I nodded.
“Still, you have to be more careful about how you manage your temper. You’re to be held
as an example, a model of ideal citizenship.”
“He did swing first, but I didn’t…”
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“Nothing else matters near as much as who swung first. Stop trying so hard to disqualify
yourself. Still, you’ll be expected to take some responsibility for your part in the whole thing.
You made a mistake. Deal with it. Done.”
I nodded my understanding.
“I think I can get Fisk to agree to a five point handicap tomorrow.”
“I’d rather have been confined for a month,” I complained. “At least then I’d have the
right to challenge the winner in two years. If I lose because of those points tomorrow, I don’t get
another shot.”
“You think I don’t know all this? Trust me. This is better. The pressure of an artificially
imposed disadvantage is always the best performance enhancement. You won’t lose.”
“How are you so sure? We still don’t know who I’ll be up against, for sure.”
“Human nature, my boy.” He scratched the point of his nose with his thumbnail. “To be
honest, this is much better.” He emphasized the ‘much’ with a stare. “Before, you’d have left
yourself open to careless mistakes. You cannot afford mistakes.” He paused and stroked his tie
again, ending by carefully tucking the tip into the cut of his vest. “We cannot afford mistakes.”
“I understand.” I was holding on to my towel and anxious to be allowed to go get
dressed. Still, because it wasn’t up to me to end the conversation, I asked another question. “I
heard Alvarez will nominate Lunt. Is it true?”
“I believe that’s correct. He never really tries to nominate someone who could win. He
cares more about giving each family a shot. That’s why only one of his nominees in the past
eighteen years has been admitted to Admin.” He stared at me for a moment to stress the
significance of what he was about to say. “Monroe will put up Welker.”
“Which one?”
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“The younger one. What’s his name? The older one didn’t qualify.” Trask watched my
face for a reaction. “Monroe expects you to do well on the exams. He’ll try to embarrass you in
the matches, make you look weak in front of everyone. No one watches the exams, or even
listens to the scores once they’re announced. Everyone watches the matches.”
“I’ve had close matches with the Welkers before. I can beat him. I know I can.”
“He’s been training exclusively for the matches. All the time you spend studying,
Welker’s been training. And he’s about ten pounds heavier.” He let his words sink in for a
moment, before continuing. “Still, I believe that Monroe wants you to win. ‘Nothing exposes
weaknesses like victory,’ my old man used to say. He’ll expect to use those weaknesses against
you in the future, whatever future remains for him, anyway. But, if you get your face wiped
across the mat by Welker, winning will mean even more work for you in the long term.”
I thought quietly for a few moments about what it would take to beat Welker. “And the
wildcard?”
“Don’t worry about that.”
“I’m not worrying, just curious.” The wildcard was picked from all those who applied for
Admin, but who had not been nominated by a member of the Council. Applications were kept
strictly confidential, but everyone usually could figure out who was being prepped for
nomination about a year in advance. On the other hand, no one had any idea who would end up
getting the wildcard nomination until it was announced. I wasn’t even sure how they were
picked.
“So am I,” Trask stated, then winked. “Guess we’ll find out later this evening, won’t we?
Until then, you had better decide if you’re going to shave or not and get dressed.
“I need to get dressed.”
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Trask nodded and exited the bathroom.
When I finally left D Hex, the lights were already dimming in the public spaces. They’d
be serving dinner soon. The weight and cardio machines along the walls of the D Spoke were
silent and empty. That was odd, since there was almost always a machine or two that had been
left in standby mode.
As a kid, Geoff, Scott and I used to leave them on purposely and sneak out into the spoke
after curfew to walk up and down the rows, as the light from the control panel LEDs danced on
the walls of the corridor. The reds and greens cast across the walls became the Amazon rainforest
in our imaginations. Sometimes we were explorers, the first Europeans to penetrate the alluring
veil of virgin pre-Columbia. Other times, we were natives, cautiously watching the earliest
incursions against our ancient way of life. That was before Geoff and his family moved to E Hex.
But right now, the machine lights were all off, only the low illumination of the evening corridor
lights cast shadows, much colder and monochrome than the rain forest of our youth. I wondered
if Trask had turned them off when he left. Those were the rules, after all.
Further on, I saw that one of the machines was being used, near the end of the spoke,
tight up against the wall, hidden behind one of the pillars that jutted out of the wall like a rib
every twenty feet. In the early evening light, a figure bobbed up and down quickly, causing the
LEDs to flicker as the shadow that was the figure’s body covered and uncovered the lights. As I
got even closer, I recognized Dee McKay, Trask’s granddaughter.
The sound of her running feet gave her away first. She preferred to run barefoot rather
than wearing the simple moccasins the rest of us wore. The sound of her feet, which were
surprisingly large considering how slight she was otherwise, slapped across the treadmill with
every step, as if she was applauding her own efforts. I realized I had unconsciously matched the
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rhythm of her running with my own feet, though only at half tempo. She was running hard and
fast, her skinny legs moving impossibly quickly from the fall of one step, sliding across the
moving surface and launching into the air, through an arc that thrust it once again crashing down
with that loud clapping on the rubber tread. I couldn’t help but watch as her bare legs flew
underneath her, almost a blur, while her torso remained still, almost motionless, above.
Even in the dim light, I could see the sweat glistening on the skin of her lower back. My
heart rate quickened as I approached, perhaps even enough to match her, I thought. Each step
brought her closer in my view, and finally, I experienced a minor time dilation as I recognized the
distinct sensation of adrenaline entering my blood stream. It seemed like I could see every strand
of hair from her pony tail bounce and rise, and hang in place for a split second, before being
bounced in another direction by another clap of her feet. I saw beads of sweat form at the base of
her hair and then trace their way down the side of her neck before being absorbed into the fabric
of her running top. I watched her elbows pump back and forth as she ran, and I imagined
counting the freckles on her left forearm.
Then, I ran straight into the handle bars of a stationary bicycle. Dee turned the treadmill
off and turned around. I half-smiled sheepishly as I straightened the bicycle back out and
continued walking past her.
“Good luck tomorrow,” she called out.
I paused and turned around, my insides icy from the retreat of the adrenaline. I nodded
appreciation, but I didn’t say anything. How do you recover from running into a stationery object
because you were staring at a girl?
“I mean it. I really hope you do well tomorrow. You’ve been working so hard for this. I
think you deserve it.”
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“Did your grandpa tell you he was nominating me?” was all I managed as I tried not to
stare too directly into her brown eyes.
“He walked by here half hour ago, and no one else has but you. You two were talking.
Plus, he was wearing his suit. I figured he was letting you know he planned to nominate you.”
She paused. “And, it’s been pretty obvious for about ten years now that he planned to nominate
you some day. Kinda’ confirmed our suspicions.”
“Whose suspicions?” I demanded.
“No one. I mean, no one in particular. Everyone, really. We all just assumed you two had
a long-standing understanding.”
“No. He told me for sure last week.” I realized I wasn't looking her in the eyes as I spoke,
or looking at her face at all. “But…”
“Hey!” she said excitedly, and I quickly lifted my eyes to meet hers. “That’s when I
found out!”
“He told you?” I searched her eyes for evidence I’d been found out. She didn’t seem to
notice where I had been staring, or didn't seem to care. However, she was smiling slyly. Maybe I
imagined that.
“No. He would never do that.” She took a step toward me and wiped her forehead and
neck with a towel. “Last week I found out that Linda Blythe was nominating me.” She was
definitely biting her lip now, but I couldn’t tell if she was just excited about her nomination.
“You shouldn’t be telling me this yet. We’re not supposed to speak about it until its
announced at the celebration tonight.” Was I too obviously desperate to continue this
conversation? What else was I going to say? She was close now. I could have reached out and
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touched her arm. I wanted to reach out and touch the drops of sweat that bloomed from the tops
of her shoulders. But, I didn’t.
“Oh well, now it’s fair. I know who nominated you and you know who nominated me.”
She took another step toward me. She was so close. I could smell the scent of her shampoo
mingled with the sweet mustiness of the sweat in her hair. So close. She dropped her hand with
the towel to her side. It brushed across my hand as it fell.
I took a step backwards at the incidental contact. “I guess.” She frowned and I couldn’t
believe how badly I was blowing this conversation. “Congratulations, then. Good luck,” I added.
Her smile came back. “You deserve it,” I said, but it struck me that I had no idea if that was true
or not.
“You think so?”
“Yeah, I do,” I said, because I wanted to keep looking at her just a little bit longer. “You
going to eat?”
“Already did.” She nodded towards the treadmill she’d been using. “Just trying to get one
last workout in before tomorrow.”
“Good idea” was all I could think to say. When she didn’t say anything, I tried to imagine
all the times I’d seen Geoff talking to girls. “I mean, I’m sure you won’t need it, but like your
Grandfather was just telling me, you don’t want to be overconfident and assume the position is
yours.”
“You’re sweet. But, he’s right. I’m trying to take this thing as seriously as I can. My
Grandfather is a very smart man.”
“Yes, he is. And so is everyone in his family,” I said, because I wasn’t thinking about how
smart she was.
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“Thanks!” And just like that, she kissed me. Just a short peck. Almost short enough that I
could doubt whether it had really happened. I didn’t even know that had been my goal, but I
immediately felt the thrill of conquest, like acing a math exam, or winning a wrestling match.
“Wouldn’t it be great if we both made Admin?” she added.
I didn’t know where else the conversation was supposed to go, so I just said “Yeah, that’d
be great,” and left. Almost immediately, my face flushed red, even though no one had been there
to see me make such a fool of myself. No one except Dee, that is. I sighed and shook my head a
few times. Then, I stepped out of D Spoke and into the Commons and the air around my
melodramatic despair opened up.
The ceiling of the central hex climbed sharply until it formed a six-sided dome fifty feet
above the floor. The moon was out, its LED/Halogen bulbs forming a full moon for the special
occasion of the Nomination Party. Across the interior surface of the dome, stars flickered on and
off occasionally, although there were much fewer than on most nights, on account of the full
moon.
We were taught that while the Founders had designed the interior of the commons to
mimic the outside world they had once known, the stars had to be arranged in a grid during
construction. In the real world, we learned to believe, not only were the stars distributed
randomly and without a coherent pattern, but there were infinitely many more than the lights in
the ceiling of the Refuge. As a little kid, I used to ask my mom if she would take me to see the
real stars some day. She’d said that someday, when I was older, she would take me to see the
stars. It was the only promise she didn’t keep.
As I strode across the Commons, staring up at the artificial stars, I was struck with a
feeling of the supernal immensity of the universe. Here in this Refuge, little more than a cave in
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comparison, we had enough room for food, shelter and all life-sustaining amenities—everything
we would ever need—but we were underneath a mountain. Somewhere, way above us, were a
billion stars, many perhaps with the potential to sustain another planet in life-sustaining orbit.
There was so much to learn out there, but down here all we knew, all we would probably ever
know, would be imitations.
Artificial as it was, it was still our home and had been for over sixty years. We didn’t
choose the circumstances of our birth, but the fact that we were born at all depended entirely on
the shelter of the Refuge. As all children have been brought up to believe that their existence is
singular and exceptional in the eyes of their parents, so too were we brought up to believe that in
our hands, in the work of our ancestors and by the work of our children would humanity finally
be redeemed from its cursed arrogance. Here, in the very bowels of the earth, we ensured the
perpetuation of our species.
In the center of the Commons was a park, an all grass hexagon, big enough for everyone
in the Refuge to picnic on during holidays, the perimeter surrounded by carefully cultivated and
trimmed bushes and small trees. Mom, Dad, and I used to come out here at night, lay in the grass
and just talk for hours. Often, I would fall asleep and they would keep talking. The next morning
I would wake up in my bed feeling like I was the most loved little boy that ever existed, all
because my parents didn’t leave me sleeping out in the dark by myself.
The dining areas filled in most of the space around the park, with the exception of the
food service area, which sat just to the left of the Library, the spoke that led to the Admin hex.
When I was young, the residents of each hex were supposed to eat in the dining area immediately
to the right of the spoke that led to their hex, but Trask changed that almost as soon as he became
the minister.
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That election, he won almost the entire young person vote on that platform alone. “Some
rules are stupid,” he told me. “They just exist for the benefit of the rule maker, and have no
practical purpose but to exercise the force of Will.” That was a line he used in one of his
speeches, and it seemed at the time that it served as a rallying call that took him all the way to
election. “But, in the end,” he said in between forkfuls of baked potato, “I won because they
wanted to be able to eat dinner with their friends, and especially with their significant others. Just
one thing that they wanted. All you need is one thing that enough people care about. Never
underestimate the power of a single idea.”
By the time I got to the food service line, most everyone had eaten already or was eating.
I walked to the end of the line, fully expecting nothing but the dried-up remnants scraped from
the edges of the pans. Maybe, if I was lucky, they’d have some of the leftovers from lunch out.
Turnip and baby green salad with an orange vinaigrette and goat cheese? No, that was yesterday.
Broccoli soup. The one vegetable I despised.
“Thom!”
Scott’s wheezy voice called from across the Park. He was beckoning me to come over to
him with one hand, even as he shoveled food into his mouth with the other. I pantomimed my
tray being filled by a Service Worker, my enjoying the food immensely, and then choking to
death on poison. He responded by shoving two heaping forkfuls of real food into his mouth and
calling me over again. Then, he pointed to the empty seat next to him. It looked like there was a
tray of food sitting there.
As I got closer, Scott called out to me. “About time. I thought I was going to have to eat
all of it.”
“Whose is this?”
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“Yours.” Scott’s voice whistled slightly on his S’s. “Told them I was bringing it to you in
confinement.” He got really quiet, almost a whisper. “Figured they’d feed you there, and I’d get
to eat two meals.” Scott was the only person in the Refuge large enough to fit into some of that
old Founders’ clothing.
“They’re already saying I got sent to confinement?”
“Some people are.”
“You mean you are.”
“Someone asked me about it. I said, ‘Do you see him anywhere?’ that’s all. Can’t help
how they interpret my words. Like I said, I was hungry. Though, I began to think there might be
something to it, when it took so long for you to show up.”
“Why didn’t you eat it then?” I didn’t bother whispering.
“Shhh! Was waiting until they all left.” He gestured at the other three seated at his table.
“Didn’t want them to see me eat both trays. I just got done with my probation. Don’t want any
more bad reports. Three months on a restricted diet is more than enough for me.”
“Didn’t seem to make any difference,” I said and smacked him in the belly which always
made me think he was made out of rubber, rather than flesh and blood, like the rest of us. I’d
thought that since I was a kid. He started laughing loudly and his laughter enhanced the illusion
of his rubber constitution.
“What’s so funny?”
“I actually gained weight on their diet, that’s what. Ha! Joke’s on them. As much as they
may try, they can’t control my eating habits. Just like how Winston can’t control your punching
habits, eh?”
“You’re hilarious,” I said. “Where’s Geoff? I need to talk with him.”
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“I saw him as I came in. He ate early. Had something he had to go do, he said.”
“You see! That’s what we need to talk to him about. He’s into something but he won’t tell
me anything. He say anything about it to you?”
“Not slurry? I thought he was done with that?”
“He swears it has nothing to do with slurry,” I said.
“I don’t know, man. He never tells me anything unless he’s told you first.” He shoveled
another heaping spoonful into his mouth, then spoke with his mouth full. “Sit down. Come eat.
‘Less you don’t want it anymore?”
I took two carrots and a roll from the tray. “Go ahead. I’m not that hungry.”
Scott immediately began scraping my food onto his tray. I sat down with my back to the
table, facing out into the park. Most of the people were congregating in the center, having
abandoned the usual after-dinner gossiping and debating that marked a typical meal. I
haphazardly scanned the crowd for Alvarez or Monroe. Maybe one of the two of them would be
chatting with their nominee? But, I never found them.
Suddenly, I felt nervous about the nomination. What if Trask changed his mind? What if
Alvarez and Monroe pressured him to withdraw my nomination in order to avoid the appearance
of judicial favoritism?
“You ok?” Scott asked.
“Yeah, why?”
“You’re sweating like me.” He had finished my food and was standing up to remove his
tray. “Maybe you’ve been gaining weight, too? Doc Ruskin says that’s why I’m always
sweating.” He chuckled again and finished the last few bites of my food. He looked out across
the park. “Looks like they’re about to begin. If I can’t find you, good luck, eh?”
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I looked up at the stars again. They seemed even dimmer and the moon even brighter.
Everyone else was seated in the Park, facing the short platform opposite the food service area, on
the other side of the library. The six Counselors, including Trask, were seated in their
corresponding positions on the platform. Only the last few Service Workers, as they cleared the
remaining serving trays and trucked them back into the kitchen, stood apart from the rest of the
Refuge in the park. And me too. I wasn’t with them yet.
-I stood and walked to the back of the seated crowd. No announcement was given, but
everyone suddenly became silent. I could hear the blades of grass under my shoes bending.
Monroe was standing up and getting ready to speak. Guess he’s feeling better than he was this
morning, I thought. He stumbled after only a few feet and a few of his faction leapt to his aid.
“Leave me be!” he blurted out. Most of those that had jumped to his aid sat back down,
but two seemed reluctant to obey immediately. It was Welker, and some girl I didn’t know very
well. Stacy something, I think. Both remained slightly behind him, arms gently outstretched,
ready to act at the slightest hint of instability. But, Monroe drew himself up to his full height and
strode the last few steps to the microphone.
“Good evening, my elect brothers and sisters.” His voice was weakened and slightly
breathy, like air was somehow escaping around the side of his voice, but still resolute. “I know
that it is highly irregular that I should open the 11th Nomination Party, but as you all must be
aware by now, I am not expecting I shall spend very many more meals with you.” He paused for
a reaction from the audience. The Monrovians obliged with a melodramatic gasp, as if they
weren’t acutely aware of his condition. Most of the others remained silent, though I noticed a
few shook their heads remorsefully. “Minister Trask has, very graciously and obligingly,
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conceded that I offer you the welcome, as I will more than likely miss the Administration Rites,
if not also the Feats themselves.”
He paused again for a few well timed cries of despair and a short chanting of ‘Viva
Monroe!’ He held up his hand and silenced his people. “I have lived a very long time already. I
was the youngest one to enter the Refuge, sixty years ago, and I am the last one of the Founders
to depart.”
Some who identified with Trask and Alvarez huffed at this. It was a well and commonly
known fact that the Founders had largely excluded Monroe from the Founding, since he had the
least seniority and no connections. He’d struggled since that time to establish himself as the head
of a faction and earn a place on the Council. Even though he’d been on the Council longer than
any seated member, he had never been Minister, nor even a serious contender for the position, a
fact that nearly every one who didn’t belong to his faction would quietly snicker about wherever
he walked past. I’d heard Alvarez publicly disparage the man, saying the only reason whatsoever
he had managed to gather a faction around him at all was solely on account of his longevity.
Monroe seemed to be lost in thought for a minute, perhaps remembering all those who
had passed before him. He called for a glass of water, then drank it slowly. “Sixty years ago, four
hundred and forty-five of us sought refuge from a great calamity, the like of which had never
before come upon our world. Within three years, due to illness, our inexpert agriculture, and a
regrettable, bloody conflict, only one hundred and fifty of us remained. Realizing the utter
desperation of our situation and believing, I think rightfully, that we were the only surviving
remnant of our species, we put aside our differences, and undertook the Founding. For the first
time in history, all of humanity was united in purpose. Everyone of us had an acute
understanding of what was at stake and fully comprehended the types of sacrifices that would be
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necessary to our species’ survival. And we crafted the Founding with that specific goal in mind,
so that we might protect the human race. Where we, as a race, had once argued endlessly about
the boundaries of one man or woman’s rights versus another’s, we finally understood the noble
truth that only by sacrificing the individual will, is our survival as a people guaranteed. Since that
day, there has been a deep and abiding peace among us, and I remember thinking at the time
(rather cynically, I admit) of the tragedy of the situation. Only in humanity’s final gasp, had we
finally discovered a path that transcended murderous conflict.”
We all knew this story as well as we knew our own reflections, yet as Monroe spoke of
the Founding everyone in the Refuge listened intently, even reverently. It reminded me of how I
imagined indigenous peoples had listened to the elders of the tribe convey their culture over the
evening campfire. We even seemed to forgive Monroe his obvious exaggerations, because no one
cheered and no one huffed. We just listened to the recitation of our own Genesis.
He paused to lick his lips, then continued. “Since then, I have come to realize the
importance of failure in shaping our future. For, when there is no more room for failure, all that
remains is to succeed.” I’m not sure anyone understood what he was saying, but everyone
applauded that thought. I applauded, too, mostly because everyone else was. “Once, we were
caught up endlessly in arguments as to whether we were, as a species, the product of a naturally
selective accident (in many ways nothing more than semi-sentient animals) or the transmogrified
children of a divine being or force. Now, we accept existence as evidence enough of itself. We
realized that the argument matters little if we never survive long enough to make it an argument
worth defending or refuting.” We applauded him again.
“My brothers.” His voice faltered slightly. “My sisters. Tonight we ensure the
continuation of our peace. We continue the transformative process of our rebirth as a species. We
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guarantee the conceptualization of the future.” More applause. Monroe smiled as he looked out
across the body of us. It seemed as if everyone had been genuinely moved by his speech. He
closed his eyes for a moment, a long blink. “It is my pleasure to announce my nominee for the
11th Admin.”
Everyone became very silent. Tradition dictated that the standing Minister announce his
nominee first. I looked at Trask. He seemed taken aback by Monroe’s boldness, but he didn’t
move to intervene. Off to the left of the stage, Welker was preparing to accept the honor of the
first nomination.
“My nomination,” Monroe began the ceremony, “in accordance with Article Nine,
Section 42 of the Founding, and under no consideration of selfish motivations which might
attempt to sway my judgement as a Council Member, shall remain irrevocable, providing the
adequate qualification of the nominee, which qualifications shall hence be tested through Feats of
Strength and Wisdom, that only the very Best and Brightest Hopes shall take the reins of the
rising generations. I am, therefore, deeply honored to respectfully submit for qualification, One
whom I deem worthy of the honor.” He was breathing very heavily now and had to hold onto the
edges of the podium for support. “Behold! Thomas Andrew Roth.” Trask leaped to his feet, the
audience gasped, and Monroe crumpled to the ground.
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Chapter 3: Memories

As was our custom, the memorial services for Monroe were held the next day. I was
freshly bathed, but under each eye, a smear of mud, specially prepared from newly recharged
garden soil ran thick from the inside corners, near the top of my nose, and thinned as they
reached my cheekbones. My hair was wet and combed to the back, as everyone else’s would be.
That was, according to our custom, the proper way to mourn.
Also, according to custom, the lights throughout the Refuge were lowered to late evening
levels. The moon was set to new, but the stars were turned to their full, sustained brightness. This
ritualized atmosphere we endured after every death, no matter the status of the recently departed.
Everyone in D Hex left for the services together. We moved in silence, like shadows,
creeping slowly towards the Commons. Per tradition, we carried our heads slightly tilted
downwards, looking only at the ground. We did not acknowledge friends or family as we passed,
even should we accidentally identify them by their feet. Relationships were beside the point, for
we were no longer individuals. We were forms only, as empty as the solemn void beyond death.
As the dark and nameless forms slowly, asymmetrically, yet uniformly amassed
themselves two, three, or four at a time into the center of the Commons, where only the evening
before, each of these forms had been a person, happy and celebratory, it occurred to me that
while everyone always seemed to walk more slowly in the dark, on such occasions, we walked
even more slowly than normal. I suppressed a chuckle. It seemed absurdly comical that we
should pay homage to the fleetingness of life by wasting so much time in the dark.
But the somber atmosphere also brought with it the bitter and solemn memories of the
past.
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The last time a Founder had died, I was only six years old. Mama Elo, everyone called
her. She insisted. I didn’t learn about it until much later, but Mama Elo was Glynis’s
grandmother. When I finally asked my mom who “the poor orphan girl” everyone kept
mentioning was, she told me that Mama Elo had been raising her granddaughter all by herself
since the girl’s parents had died when she was still a baby. “The little girl who stood in front of
the incinerator,” she said, and returned to the conversation she was having with Scott’s mom.
I remembered her, standing quiet and still, her short black hair forming tiny curls above
her ears where her hair was drying. I remembered the light of the incinerator illuminating her
face, and then slowly darkening from the left as the furnace door was closed. I remembered this
because it seemed like she was the only one not crying. She couldn’t have been more than five
years old. Maybe she didn’t understand what was going on.
Years later, when my own parents died, that image of the firelight turning to darkness
across Glynis’s face was all I could think about for days. I couldn’t cry. I just remembered Glynis
standing in front of the sealed incinerator, her fists clenched, staring where the fire had been. Two
weeks after my parents’ memorial, I found myself standing in front of the incinerator, gazing into
the cold, dark, and empty hollow where my parents’ bodies had disappeared into a flash of
crimson heat. I must have stood there at least an hour. Someone put their hand on my right
shoulder. It was Glynis.
She squeezed my shoulder and, as if she had been turning a release valve, I burst into
inconsolable tears. She grasped my other shoulder, and touched her forehead to mine. We wept
together.
I was only ten, and I’d been to quite a few memorial services since then, but with Monroe
being the last Founder, his loss, however imminent his failing health had made it seem, touched
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us all in a way that no one seemed to be able to vocalize, but everyone seemed to wear in our
eyes. It wasn’t sadness, because some of us, especially Trask, were not sad. Anxiety, maybe?
Excitement? Nostalgia? Or perhaps the impression that this particular death carried greater
weight than any of ours ever would. The last of the first. I thought that perhaps this feeling was
what had originally inspired the smear of mud under our eyes.
Once we were gathered together and permitted, by tradition, to speak with one another, I
asked Scott about it. He just said people were sad, after Monroe’s big speech, and all. He didn’t
notice anything else. I couldn’t find Geoff to ask his opinion.
Maybe I was making it up. Maybe I noticed the strange weight in everyone’s eyes
because everyone kept looking at me. Staring, really. Whenever they thought I wasn’t looking.
The same weighted stare that told of Monroe’s death. Blaming? Not really.
I couldn’t tell you what it was, but I assumed that most of them didn’t approve of my
nomination by Monroe, a sentiment they most certainly shared with Trask. What would Trask
expect me to do about it? To deny a dying man’s last request simply because he was of an
opposing faction? I hadn’t had the chance to speak with him since Monroe’s death.
He’d shook his head when I made a motion to approach him during the scuffle following
Monroe’s collapse. His face was taut and fierce as he shook me off and then walked over to assist
the Med Techs lift Monroe onto a gurney and rolled him off to the Medical Corridor. Was he
disappointed I hadn’t immediately renounced the nomination? Not knowing what Trask thought
bothered me, but not nearly as much as being the empty focus of everyone’s gaze.
The entire Refuge turned out for the service, including children. We all sat cross-legged,
surrounded by the bushes and trees that formed the park’s boundaries, facing the center. The
Council Members sat on the ground as well, in a small circle in the center, facing outwards
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towards the rest of us. Trask, despite some objections from some of the more senior members of
Monroe’s faction, led the memorial, although he did not give the eulogy. He didn’t wear his suit,
either. Instead, Monroe’s son, Eugene, gave a rambling, boring, and unnecessarily long eulogy.
Everyone else seemed distant, connected to their own past losses. Some, especially the children,
snored softly on the shoulders of loved ones. Even Monroe’s widow nodded off a few times, but
I wasn’t sure anyone else but me even noticed.
Eugene wasn’t her son. He was from Monroe’s first wife and he mostly just talked about
everything he and his mom used to do when he was a boy. He barely even mentioned his father.
Nobody listening to Eugene would have left with any intimate insight into Monroe.
Instead, we got to hear about how Eugene used to sleep in between his mom and dad until he was
nine, and on weekends after that until he was 13. He and his mother were very close, he said. No
wonder he didn’t have any full siblings.
When he finally finished, everyone slowly filed down the stairs to the lowest level of the
Refuge—Level Three: Utilities. On normal days, Level Three was a restricted area, with only
one stairwell connecting it to the upper levels. Only Survivability Technicians came down here
on a regular basis. During memorial services, and only during memorial services, the rest of us
were permitted to view the complex machinery that kept our water pure, our air filtered, our
supplies preserved and all the various lights in the Refuge flickering precisely as designed.
Level Three had only one spoke connecting the perimeter to the reactor—the most
severely restricted location in the whole Refuge. The stark, gray doors to the Reactor Spoke were
just to the left of the 3E Hex stairwell, but they were always locked. I didn’t even know if they
were ever opened any more, and anyway, the blinking lights and monitors of Automation in 3E
were much more interesting to look at.
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As a boy, I had hoped one day to work in Automation, but that was before my parents
died. When Trask took me under his wing, I told him I was interested in becoming a technician.
“Why would you want to work with machines?” he asked. “People offer a far greater challenge.
The machine can only obey, but people, well people must be…convinced. There is nothing more
satisfying than watching another will accept your own.” I nodded, and he made me his protégé.
From 3E, we had to walk around the perimeter, all the way back to 3B, the hex directly
opposite Automation. The men walked down the right perimeter and the women to the left, each
in a single file line tracing the perimeter. The men passed through the Water Treatment and West
Climate Hexes while the women passed through the Warehouse and East Climate Hexes. Once
again, we were silent.
We came together again in 3B, in front of the Incinerator. Eugene, Cole Welker and
another member of Monroe’s faction, whose name I could not remember, lifted Monroe’s body
off the gurney and laid it gently on the steel-wire conveyer belt that would bear the remains into
the interior of the incinerator. We were thanked for our presence, and excused, but almost no one
left.
Normally, only family members would remain to remove the deceased’s clothes and
watch as the naked body of their loved one was pulled slowly into the mouth of the pulsing
incinerator. This time, almost everyone, including young children, remained silent and still as the
heat door lifted open, the motors of the conveyor belt whined, and our faces were bathed in a hot,
orange glow. I saw a young girl avert her eyes and wince as Monroe’s feet entered the furnace.
Her mother squeezed her shoulder until the girl lifted her gaze back to the furnace. The bitter
smell of burning hair and the sweetness of burning flesh reached our nostrils and some covered
their noses with hands or shirt sleeves, but all eyes remained fixed on the body, until the top of
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the head disappeared into the flames. Only then did people turn their eyes, search the crowd for
family and friends and silently head back to the upper levels.
I remained another minute or two longer than most. Only Monroe’s family remained,
huddled near the conveyor belt.
Not wanting to cause a scene should any of the family find my presence disrespectful, I
hung back near some hanging tools. I watched them grieving, the widow convulsing with her
tears, and I felt a sort of familial empathy with them that I didn’t ever remember feeling about
Trask, or even Scott or Geoff. How inappropriate, I thought. Adopting myself into this family
that surely doesn’t want me a part of it. Just because an old man lost his senses immediately
before he died. That’s not fair. He was coherent enough during his speech. Still, it’s not your
place to be here. I lowered my gaze in shame, found my toes, exhaled, and looked back up at
Monroe’s family again. They were no longer my new family. Just rivals, like before last night.
Blake Reynolds, the Utilities foreman was pleading with Monroe’s widow to let him seal
the incinerator. She was physically blocking him from pulling the lever, so he called Welker and
Eugene over to assist him. Welker placed his arm around the widow and just as he did, a loud
pop resonated from inside the incinerator. Something came hissing out of the still-opened door
and hit Welker, who yelped and knocked the Widow Monroe to the ground.
He yelled, shaking and flailing his right arm around. “Wha….? Snirg…Raugh!” It wasn’t
really words. He screamed excruciatingly and ran frantically in my direction.
“Grab him!” commanded Reynolds. Eugene reached out feebly to grab him, though he
still stood in the same place. He looked down and saw his stepmother on the ground. He dropped
his arm. Reynolds was stooping to help her up. Eugene watched, as if none of it was real.
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With my other eye, I was tracking Welker. I lunged and caught hold of his left arm, but he
huffed and hurled me against a rack of shovels, then continued, screaming, to the east exit of the
Hex. Right as he was about to step into the perimeter, Geoff appeared out of nowhere, running in
the opposite direction, and tackled Welker right in the gut with his shoulder. The two of them
crashed into the ground and slid about six feet across the smooth concrete. Welker screamed and
kicked, but Geoff held him firm against the floor. Reynolds came rushing to the two of them,
carrying a bucket of water.
“Get to Medical. Get someone down here immediately,” he yelled at me. I stood up and
took a few steps towards them. Geoff was holding Welker’s right arm outstretched and Reynolds
was slowly pouring the water over it. Welker was sobbing and grasping for his injured arm.
Geoff held the arm turned away from me so I couldn’t see what was causing Welker so much
pain.
“Now, Roth! Move it!” Reynolds hissed.
Geoff looked at me and grinned.
I ran as fast as I could around the perimeter, tripping over four people, slamming into
Allen as I dashed up the stairs, and flying across the park and into the Medical Corridor in B
Spoke. No one was there. I ran all the way up to B Hex, but couldn’t find anyone, so I ran back
out to the Commons. It was too dark to recognize anyone well from a distance, so I had to trot
around the Commons, from person to person, searching for a Med Tech.
Finally, I ran into Caroline Ruskin, Geoff’s ex-girlfriend. “Caroline! Where’s your father?
We need him down at the Incinerator. Cole’s been burned.”
Caroline stared at me for a moment before answering. I was trying hard to control my
breathing, but I wasn’t very successful. Dammit, I thought. Even in an emergency you’re
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worrying about what a girl thinks about your cardiovascular health. And, of all the girls you
could worry about impressing right now…Geoff’s ex!
“You’re late. Someone just came by and told him,” Caroline finally spoke. “He went to
grab a kit and go down there.” I looked towards the stairwell, as if I was looking to make my
escape. Caroline stepped in front of me and set her feet. “What happened?” she demanded.
“I don’t know,” I stammered. “There was a loud pop. Something flew out of the furnace
and hit Cole. Geoff…”
“What did Geoff do? Was this one of his pranks?” She hurled the questions at me as if
they were rocks. I winced as they pummeled me like I was a straw man.
“No,” I said. I thought about Geoff’s grin.
“You sure? This wouldn’t be the first time someone got hurt from his stupid games.” I
could practically feel the poison dripping from the syllables as she spit them out.
“Of course not. I mean… Geoff wasn’t involved.” I realized I sounded desperate, as if I
was denying my own guilt instead of Geoff’s. “He’s trying to help Reynolds with Cole. His
pranks are careful, always. Geoff would never do anything to hurt someone.”
Caroline glared at me like I was the foulest person in the Earth for a moment before
turning around and walking away without saying another word. The breakfast bell rang and
without even thinking about it, I found the line and joined it.
Later that afternoon, while I was nearing my quota in the Farms, Geoff finally appeared
with his empty basket under his arm and that same smile on his face. He nodded to me, winked
and started pulling carrots out of the ground three rows over from me.
I knew he wanted me to think he had been involved, that it was one of his pranks. Maybe
he even expected me to thank him for neutralizing my competition, as if any of that mattered
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right now. He couldn’t have really been involved, could he? How would he have been able to so
precisely hit Welker and not the widow? Unless he was trying to hit the widow. That didn’t make
any sense.
None of the scenarios I imagined in my head made any sense. But he was suspiciously
missing from the memorial service. I really and truly didn’t believe Geoff was capable of this
kind of a prank, but sometimes, your head goes there anyway, just because two things look like
they might have a connection. Finally, I filled my basket with beets and walked over to Geoff.
“You didn’t have anything to do with that, didya’?” I whispered.
“Of course I did.” He grinned from ear to ear. “Doc Ruskin says if not for my holding
Welker down, they might have torn half the flesh right off the bone when they removed the
skull.”
I stared at him.“What do you mean, skull?”
He looked back at me, the same smile sealed to his face. “A piece of Monroe’s skull.
That’s what shot out of the furnace and hit Welker. Right in the arm! Pow.” He clapped his hands
together sharply and quickly pulled them apart so they simulated both the sound and explosion
that had occurred that morning. “Seared the flesh and stuck like it was glued on.”
“That was a piece of skull?”
“Isn’t that what I just said?”
“Yes. But…how?”
“Brain’s full of fluid. Water in an enclosed space—just add fire.” He waved his right
fingers underneath his fist, simulating fire, and then suddenly dropped both hands. “Boom!,” he
mouthed, and chuckled as he said it. “Doc had to cut a section out in order to remove that big
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chunk of Monroe. It was all blistered and charred around the wound. He’ll have one helluva
scar.”
“You keep laughing like that, no one’s going to believe you didn’t have anything to do
with it,” I said.
“Don’t worry about me. Doc’ll corroborate my story. I was a willing and helpful
assistant. A hero, really, I’d say. Anyway, you gotta’ admit…What are the odds?” He paused to
clean the dirt off a carrot and took a bite. He watched me while he chewed. “What? You feel like
you have to avenge your new-found sponsor?” He spoke as he chewed. Small bits of crushed
carrot spilled out of his mouth. “Even if I did have anything to do with the explosion, I certainly
didn’t kill him.” He grinned wider and jerked his eyebrows up a bit, then took another bite.
I shifted the weight of the basket I held under my arm, frowned, and scanned around the
hex. Most of the other workers were heading back to report their haul to Winston. I frowned
again at the thought of having to face him today. My eyes found their way back to Geoff. He was
still watching me, instead of working.
“What?” he asked. “I’m awaiting your response.”
“Where were you during the memorial? I hadn’t seen you all morning. Not until you
jumped out and tackled Welker. Or last night? Where were you last night?”
“Wouldn’t you like to know?” he bent over and started pulling carrots again. I watched
him fill a quarter of the basket without speaking, so I left. “Congratulations, by the way,” he
called after me.
“Thanks,” I muttered. I walked to the cart, dropped my basket in Winston’s cart without
saying a word and walked upstairs.
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I crossed the park and stood for a moment in front of the stage, directly in front of the
pulpit where Monroe had nominated me, and then died. I looked around the park, the Evening
Star I used to call it, when I was young. When I had parents.
The whole Commons was empty, a rare occurrence. Everyone must have been in their
own hexes, gossiping about the last twenty-four hours. Unfortunately, many of them were
probably talking about me. Surely there were those who thought I ought to refuse the
nomination, out of some arbitrary principle they suddenly found vitally essential. Others, I
imagined, expected me to honor the last wish of an esteemed man. Or maybe, most didn’t even
care, though that seemed hard to believe, no matter how much I thought—almost wished—that
they did.
As I stood there, gazing emptily at the memory of Monroe’s last breaths, I wondered if
joining Admin was where I truly wanted my life to lead. What were my options? Farm? I could
always teach. Maybe primary grades. Nothing too difficult, but still essential. Biology, maybe.
Before my parents died, if someone asked me what I wanted to do when I got older, I’d
shake their hand, smile and say I wanted to be a vampire. Or a Survivability Engineer. I never
considered Admin until Trask asked me if I’d ever thought about being an Admin, like he was—
like my mother had been. I said it didn’t sound like very much fun. He laughed, and that was it
for the time being, but very shortly thereafter, he took a keen interest in my studies. He and
Marissa even had me over for their private, family dinners, once a month. Somehow, I’d gone
along for the ride and ended up only a few tests away from an eventual leadership position with
the council, maybe even the Ministry.
“Hey Thom! Getting used to your new life, eh?”
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I realized I was standing behind the podium now, facing out across the empty park. Scott
was huffing and bouncing towards me. “I was just…” I started, then realized I didn’t have any
way to finish the sentence.
“No worries. I ain’t gunna’ tell anyone ‘bout your delusions of grandeur. So long as you
promise not to forget your life-long pals when you carry out your coup.” He panted heavily as he
spoke.
“What’s wrong?” Scott only ran when it was urgent. Really urgent.
“Trask wants to speak with you this evening.”
“So soon?” I frowned. “Where and when?”
“After the dinner bell rings. Excuse yourself, and meet him and Marissa in the Ministry
Home. He asked that you be discreet about your exit.”
I laughed. “Yeah, right. I don’t think I can.”
“Why not? Minister Tra…”
“Hold your horses, Scott. I didn’t mean anything by it. Just that everyone is always
watching me now.”
“Not this again!” Scott sighed. “You are so ridiculously paranoid.”
“No. I’m serious.” I pushed Scott a step back, outside of my space. “I’m on the other
team now. Officially, anyway. Can’t make it too obvious that Trask still expects me to win for
him.”
“Paranoid was the wrong word. Self-important is a better one.” He grinned, but continued
when he saw his words stung more he intended. “Why bother with the subterfuge? Everyone
knows how it’ll all turn out. Really, you don’t give us poor, normal folk much credit. Don’t think
any one of us would even blame you for taking the advantage.”
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”Yes, they would. And they will hate me all the more for it.”
“Now you’re giving people too much credit. Or I should say, yourself too much credit.
No one cares. They really don’t—at least, not that much. As long as they have enough to eat,
they’re golden.”
“You’re over-simplifying.”
Scott laughed. “If you say so. Me, at least, I’m even with enough to eat.”
“Of course you are,” I retorted, the malice filtered out, though only partially, at the last
possible millisecond. “If other people don’t care, why does Trask want me to be discreet?”
“Because he cares.”
“Because he knows that some of the others care, as well.”
“Admins, maybe. Others? No. Not once they have their food.”
“What?”
“No one will give a damn about you once they’ve sat down with their food.”
“Why would that make a difference?”
“Just how it works. Once we start eating, only thing we care about is the food we’re
eating. Sure, we’ll chat and gossip, but all the while, our primary concern is the food on our
plate. Even when we talk, we usually do it with our mouth full, even though we know it’s
impolite.”
“That right? Where’d you read that?” Scott didn’t read.
“It’s called experience. You know? Life. That thing you all keep reading about? Trust me.
It’s a subconscious thing. They’ll be looking for you in the line, but once the food’s in front of
them, that’s what really matters. No one will notice if you ‘sneak away’ during dinner.”
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“If you say so,” I said, but I didn’t bother to hide my patronizing tone. Scott frowned, so I
tried to change the subject. “Since when did you become Trask’s after-hours messenger?”
“Since last week.” He drew himself up to his full height as he said this and sucked in his
bulging stomach a bit. “I told you about it last night, when you didn’t eat your food. Simmonds
has a bad case of carpal tunnel or something like that. It’s only temporary—the job, that is—but
also very posh and easy. He only ever needs to deliver a message every other day or so.”
I could see that Scott was very pleased with himself for landing that gig, temporary as it
might be. I was happy for him, but it also kind of depressed me at the same time. He had gotten
something he wanted, but it would be taken away almost before he could even enjoy it. I told
him to let Trask know I would arrive about ten minutes after the dinner bell.
Scott nodded and left. He trotted for the first twenty or so steps, then decayed into a
determined, yet uneven walk. I forgot to ask him if Trask already knew about the nature of
Welker’s injuries. Well, that’s something I can always use when the conversation dances
awkwardly about the real reason I’m there, I thought.
As I watched Scott disappear into the darkness of A Spoke, I saw a thin shadow slink out
of the corner, just after he disappeared. It kept looking back, as if to make sure Scott hadn’t seen
her, but walked very briskly away. I strained my eyes in the dark to see its face. The shadow
tripped on something as it looked back at A Spoke, and crashed heavily to the ground.
Without thinking, I ran over to where the shadow had fallen. I wondered why the shadow
had not cried out as it fell. As I approached, I realized it was Glynis. She was examining a cut on
her knee.
“Are you alright?”
She didn’t look at me.
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“Glynis? Are you ok?” I touched her left shoulder.
She looked up at me, her eyes were swollen and red, vision blurred by tears, as if she had
been crying for hours. As soon as she recognized me, she leapt to her feet, looked at me one
more time, her face contorted in unbearable pain—much greater than the cut on the knee
warranted--and ran off.
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Chapter 4: Dinner with the Trasks

The soft sound of my footsteps on the cold, white tile of A Spoke somehow seemed
utterly new and foreign to me as I made my way to what I supposed would be my last meal with
the Trasks. Only A Spoke was tiled, the rest of the Refuge floors were nothing but bare concrete.
I’d walked this spoke a thousand times in my life, but that day, I could easily have been walking
across a different planet, or some narrow canyon in the outside world. I discovered details that
had previously eluded me: a scratch in the tile where a book cart had lost its wheel and ground
the wheel stem into the shiny glaze, exposing the darker, more earthy ceramic beneath; a wedge
of paper propping up the too-short leg of one of the reading tables; the half-empty shelves in the
history section. I felt that I would never again walk along it with similar purpose (How could
Trask allow it?), and for that reason alone, it seemed new to me.
It was another stupid thought, which I realized was fallaciously predicated upon the idea
that the Ministry House belonged to the Trasks, a foolish and naive artifact of my still waning
immaturity. Ministry House belonged to the Minister, and even Trask couldn’t be Minister
forever.
How foolish our youthful perceptions suddenly feel when we are older and realize how
much that we did not understand. Sometimes, premonitions are useful; other times, they’re just a
reflection of your insecurities, I thought. Also, there was the fact that A Spoke also housed the
Library. I didn’t suppose that Trask would forbid me from reading. The Library was one of the
few areas where people were encouraged to spend any available free time, even their insomniatic
nights. Still, the walk down A Spoke felt practically apocalyptical, for no good reason at all.
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In the back of my thoughts, behind my thoughts on thoughts, lurked Glynis’s red eyes,
fixing on me in the false evening of a community compelled by tradition and the weight of our
history of grief. Only just then, as the image of her swollen eyes burrowed deep into my
everlasting memory, did I realize that the stripe of mud underneath her eyes was gone. Was she
wearing it earlier that morning? I didn’t remember. What about when my parents died? Her
parents? I remembered her face under the light of the furnace. But I didn’t notice any mud in my
memory. She was so young. Of course, when I tried hard enough to remember it, I thought I
could see it, but then it was gone again. I preferred the mud-free version of young Glynis,
anyway. But what about today? She might have gotten away with not smearing the mud as a
child, but she would certainly not get away with it now, no matter how much leniency she was
unnecessarily given in other areas. Traditions don’t care if you can voice your objections to them
or not. No matter how awkward most people found interacting with her, someone would have
made a big deal about her not following tradition, especially if they didn’t have to say it to her
face. Therefore, I assumed my mind had deleted the mud from her eyes.
A deep, sucking hole, settled in my stomach as I thought about how awkward others
acted around her, and realized my own behaviors were not all that different. How often did I
speak to her just because no one else would? How much of any friendliness I showed was out of
pity, out of arrogance, out of guilt? I thought again of my parents’ funeral, of how she had been
there for me. And she had only ever been sincere with me. I thought of her as a friend, though I
couldn’t honestly say my part of the friendship was selflessly disinterested. How much of my
concern for her stemmed from the desire to be recognized as someone different, even better, than
others? Not all of it, I convinced myself. At least, not at first, when I was younger. And I did very
much enjoy seeing her smile.
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I stopped walking for a moment to inhale slowly, for a five count, and then exhale for
five. Every once in a while, I just felt guilty as hell for whatever reason was the most convenient
at the time. This was one of those times. Then, I felt guilty about using Glynis as the impetus for
one of my guilt parties. Sometimes, I just couldn’t win when I started to think. Thankfully, A
spoke wasn’t any longer than any of the others, no matter how long the white tile and
bookshelves made it look, and standing fierce and intimidating before me: the big, steel doors of
A Hex. Administration. The council chambers. Ministry House. The Trask residence.
As late as it was, all Admin would be eating in the Commons, so I knocked loudly three
times. I half expected Trask himself to answer the door, explain to me how he could no longer
offer me counsel and support in my administrative pursuits, and send me away. That would be
the easiest way to do it.
Dee opened the door.
“Hi Thom. Come in.”
She was wearing a pink dress. Sleeveless, with square, inch-wide straps which ran
perpendicular to the ground, of course, but the relationship I noticed was the 60-degree angles
they formed with her collarbones. It was an illusion of perspective created by the delicate curve
they traced around her neck and how close she was standing to me, but I was overwhelmed by
the desire to more thoroughly understand the illusion. I had never realized how much taller than
her I was. The tiniest, finest, lightest hairs I had ever seen sprouted delicately, almost
imperceptibly from her exploded skin. Her scent pushed into my nostrils as I stepped around her
and into the Council Chambers. I felt my nostrils flare and my pulse tighten.
In the middle of the triangle-shaped room, the solid oak Council Table sat cold and silent,
one chair facing out and away, in honor of Monroe. Dee shut the door behind us. Two other
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doors faced me, the left leading to Ministry House and the one on the right leading to the other
Admin offices.
“Congratulations,” Dee said. “I still don’t know if I will be nominated for sure. Have you
heard how long I have to wait to find out?”
I opened my mouth slightly to speak, but shook my head instead.
“Some people are saying the rest of the nominations will be announced in a week,” Dee
continued. “I know I shouldn’t worry too much about that now. After everything. It’s just that
now, well, no one can be too sure about how exactly things will go. And don’t take this the
wrong way, because you certainly couldn’t help things happening the way they did, but it really
isn’t fair that an old man’s death compels us to look back for so long, when we really ought to be
thinking firstly about the future, don’t you think?”
“Was that your grandmother’s dress?” I didn’t want to turn around to speak with her, for
fear of staring. So, I stared firmly at the office doors, with my back to her. My cheeks reddened a
bit as I considered how inappropriately melodramatic and utterly ridiculous my posture must
seem. You don’t have a chance to unthink some things before you act on them, though.
There was no point in denying it any further. I wanted to look at her again, but how could
I turn around naturally, at this point? I imagined myself staring at that wall for eternity, too
terrified to repair my awkwardness with more awkwardness. Sometimes, when I wanted
something, there was nothing I could do about it. I’d had plenty of those moments already in my
life, moments paralyzed by the threat of appearing foolish.
This time, though, an unexpected but welcome thought popped into my head. Screw it. I
spun around quickly on my left heel. Dee looked surprised, as if she’d forgotten I had a face.
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“It was Marissa’s. She wore it when she married Grandpa,” she finally said. She looked
down and played with her fingers. “It was her grandma’s, I guess. What do you think?”
“It looks like it’s in pretty good shape for being so old.”
“Yes,” Dee said. Her tone fell as she spoke. “It was from before. This is the first time
Grandpa’s let me wear it.”
“Really? Why’s that?”
“He says it’s too fancy for these times. That no one has clothing from the old days
anymore, and we ought not to show off.”
“But he wears his suit on special occasions,” I protested.
“He has a lot more than that. But that’s the only one that he wears in public.” Her tone
elevated again as she said this, as if it was a point of secret familial pride that she was all too
eager to let slip. She smiled slyly and lightly licked her lips. “Honestly, I think he’s just afraid
that some boy might think this dress suits me just a little too well.”
She stood up as straight and tall as she could manage. I swallowed, and felt a slight flash
of light entering my eyes as I watched the pink fabric shift and fold where she was bony and
strain and stretch where she was soft. I wanted to say something about how the dress fit, but all I
could do was swallow nervously.
I was staring at her lips, and somehow, she was a lot closer to me, though I didn’t know
how. More than almost anything I wanted to reach out and pull her to me, grab her around the
waist and… I didn’t really think past that step, and so I just stood there silently.
Finally, Marissa came in from the Residence door. “Dee, sweetie. Dinner’s waiting. Bring
poor Thom on in.” She walked over to greet me. “Are you hot, Thom? Your face is red.”
“No, ma’am.”
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She turned to Dee and winked. “Told you so,” she whispered, almost quiet enough that I
wouldn’t hear. “What do you think of Dee’s dress, Thom? Doesn’t it fit her just perfectly? You
know, it used to be mine. I was the same exact size when I was her age, except a little taller, so
the hem was higher. I asked Dee if she wanted me to bring it up a bit, but she’s a bit shy about
her legs, though she shouldn’t be. You’ll see I’m right, someday.” She whispered that last part in
my direction, once again, just loud enough to be overheard, then chuckled lightly.
“Marissa!” Dee hissed. “You’re making him uncomfortable.”
Almost imperceptibly, I shook my head. It was awkward, but not uncomfortable. It was
pleasant, in fact. I was imagining Marissa as a young woman wearing Dee’s dress. Even in her
early forties, she was still a very attractive woman, though Dee’s dress had probably not fit her
for five years or more. Marissa caught me looking at her legs. She winked, smiled, then turned
and led us into the residence portion of A Hex.
As I followed behind Marissa and Dee, my eyes shifted from one corner of the room to
the other, searching for Trask, as if I expected him to suddenly jump out at me, swinging a
hammer. I was already sweating, thanks to Dee, but as my eyes shifted around and could not find
him, my heart beat harder and my hands felt like they were dripping. I wiped my hands on the
side of my pants. They left a faint streak of sweat.
“Nicodemo will be joining us in a few minutes,” Marissa said, as if she had been reading
my mind. “He had to run a quick errand. Said we shouldn’t feel bad about starting dinner without
him.” She gestured to the small, square table in the middle of the room, neatly set with cloth
napkins and place settings. It was the nicest table setting I had ever seen in real life, completely
unlike every other dinner I had enjoyed with the Trasks over the years. It looked like a scene
from so many movies. In the center, a tray of steaming potatoes and freshly sliced tomatoes
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surrounded a bowl of edamame and goat cheese. There was a spinach salad with raspberries and
a basket of fresh rolls and butter.
I sighed a little too loudly.
“What’s the matter, Thom? I’ve never seen you so out of sorts.” She pulled out my
customary seat and gestured that I sit. “There’s no need to be so nervous. We don’t bite. Well, I
don’t…anymore.” She pushed my chair in as I sat, leaned over, and whispered loudly in my ear.
“Though I really can’t say for sure about Dee. You’ll have to find out that one all by yourself.”
On the other side of the table, Dee rolled her eyes, but she smiled when our eyes made
contact.
“How long do you think he will be?” I formed my words carefully, afraid my voice
would crack or tremble.
Marissa sat down to my right, across from Trask’s spot. “You know how these things go.
There’s always some pressing matter. He said he’d be a few minutes, which usually means about
fifteen. I’m a little surprised he didn’t come in with you, actually.”
“Oh,” I said.
Marissa began serving herself. So did Dee. I served myself a few potatoes and edamame,
but a somewhat greedy serving of salad.
“Eat as much as you like, of course. It serves Nicodemo right if he misses out.”
I nodded politely, and ate with great concentration, grateful to have something to do. At
least dinner, the eating part, wouldn’t be too awkward, without Trask. Maybe I’d at least get a
pleasant meal before he arrived. Then, I could remember the meal gratefully, at least, if not the
conversation that would eventually follow.
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No one spoke, though I felt as if it was my fault. They had welcomed me warmly enough,
but all of the air felt like it had been sucked out of the room. Whatever the evening would bring,
it certainly felt like a last meal--the three of us, uncomfortably quiet, each unsure of how to treat
the one who will shortly be permanently excluded from future dinners.
Dee finished her food first, set down her utensils and sat with her hands in her lap, and
her eyes slightly down, staring blankly at the nearly empty food trays. When I finished, my eyes
traced the seams of Dee’s dress, following the stitches as far as I could before they disappeared
below the table, and then imagining how they might trace their way down to the hem, follow it
around the back of the dress and then creep slowly back up the other side. She looked even
smaller, almost fragile, in that dress.
Eventually, my eyes shifted away from the stitches and ventured onto Dee’s skin. It was
pale, almost translucent, and instead of stitches, I traced hints of veins. I was too far away to be
sure, but I half observed, half imagined their pathways through her limbs and just underneath the
skin’s surface before plunging deep through the muscles and then into her heart. My forefinger
traced the veins in my own wrist as I traced across Dee’s shoulder and neck and down
underneath her dress in my mind.
Dee’s gaze remained fixed on the food trays.
The sound of the residence door opening broke both of us from our trance. Marissa stood
to greet her husband. Dee stood soon after, but I was a little slower to stand and turn around.
“Please, please, don’t let me interrupt!” Trask came bounding into the dining area with a
wide grin across his face. Something about his smile seemed a bit off, though. Perhaps he had
hoped I would have left? “Sit down! Sit down. Finish your meal.”
I sat quickly.
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“Thom and I are already finished, Grandpa. You were gone much longer than you said
you would be. And Marissa has been eating so slowly that her food is nearly rotten, just so that
you wold have someone to eat with.”
“I know, my dear, and I do apologize.” He crossed quickly into the kitchenette and to the
sink where he washed his hands, shook the extra water off and finished drying them on his admin
tunic, which he then took off carefully, folded and set on a small lamp table near the door to the
bedroom. “You too, Thom. I’ve been a terrible host, inviting you to dinner and then missing the
bulk of it. I promise I won’t let it happen again. At least, not to this degree.” On his way back to
the table, he leaned over to kiss Marissa before stepping to his side of the table. He sat down to
my left, facing Marissa. “You sure look beautiful this evening,” he said to her and winked at me,
before helping himself to the remaining food.
“What took so long?” Marissa asked.
“I was in Medical.”
“Your indigestion again?”
“No, I was talking to the doctor about a fellow citizen whose health I am especially
concerned about.”
“Oh no! Is it serious?” Dee asked. “Who?”
“It is serious, but that’s not always a bad thing, to answer your first question. And I’ll
answer the second with the none of your business that you very well know that it deserves.” He
grinned good-naturedly at Dee.
The three of us watched him eat, but he wouldn’t have it. “Well? Go ahead. Talk with
each other. Have a conversation. Don’t tell me you’ve already run out of things to say. You don’t
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need to politely wait until I’m finished eating. You certainly don’t need my permission to
converse.”
Dee and Marissa looked at me. I looked at Trask. He was shoveling a massive forkful of
potatoes into his mouth. What was I supposed to say? Anything but Monroe and the nomination.
Something, anything that wouldn’t draw attention to the fact that I was no longer a welcome
friend of this household.
“Here’s what I think,” I began. “This will be good for us, in the long run. Good for you,
that is. Monroe’s dead, and that’s good for you. And I’m to replace him eventually--if the Feats
go my way, that is—which means I’ll be on the inside. I’ll be able to influence. We’ll still be able
to work together.”
Trask set his fork down. Marissa sighed, her hope of a dinner free from politics ruined.
Dee watched Trask more anxiously than I did.
“That’s a hell of a lead in, son. You are going to have to learn to be a lot more diplomatic.
You could have at least asked about my day first, given me some pleasant topic to digest my food
with.”
“I’m sorry, sir.” I picked up my fork again, even though my plate had been empty for
some time. “I just think that we need to figure out how this will work. I’ll be expected to act a
certain way, of course. But, I feel confident that I’ll be able to help Monroe’s faction lean our
way. Maybe not right away, but with time, I’m sure of it.”
“Then you insist on continuing this conversation right now?”
“Yessir.” I set my fork back down. “No sir. That is, that’s all I have to say about it. The
details can be worked out when they become necessary. This is a good thing for us both. That’s
really all there is to it.” I’d never spoken to him like that before.
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“Is it?” He shoveled another heaping fork of potatoes and goat cheese into his mouth. He
chewed slowly and silently as we all watched for clues as to how he was going to react. Another
three forkfuls and he had completely cleaned his plate. He finished his meal, took a drink of
water and used his napkin, which he then set to the left of his plate.
“Well now, Thom. Monroe seems to have already gotten under your skin.”
For a second, I thought about apologizing. But I didn’t.
Trask stood up quietly, and turned to walk away from the table. Then, he burst out
laughing. Marissa, Dee and I let out audible sighs. Trask wheeled around and hung his pointer
finger in my face. “Not many people have been able to speak to me as directly as that without
completely pissing their pants.”
“Nicodemo! No language at the dinner table,” Marissa scolded.
“I know, and I apologize, my dear. But, I think you must admit that we are no longer
eating dinner.” He clapped his big hands on my shoulders. “My boy! Congratulations! You have
won me to your cause!” He pulled me out of my seat. “However, I disagree that there is nothing
more to say on the matter. There are a few things that we must attend to immediately. Let’s go to
my office and talk about a few of these.” He walked toward his office, but I didn’t immediately
follow him.
“You better go with him, Thom,” Dee said.
“I’ll keep Dee company until you get back,” Marissa added. I hurried to follow Trask
before either of them could see my red face.
When I walked into Trask’s office, he was already seated at his desk. “Have a seat.” He
motioned to the sofa against the wall. “This won’t take too long, but you might as well be
comfortable.”
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I sat down on the edge of the cushion.
Trask leaned back in his chair. “I have to compliment you, Thom. You proved again that
you were the right man for the job. You presented a very good plan. Couldn’t have come up with
a better one myself.” He smiled as he spoke. “In fact, I’m pleased that it seems you’ve learned a
few things from me.”
“You had the same idea?”
“Of course I did. You think I was going to let that bastard Monroe steal you right from
under my nose just like that? Cold day in hell, indeed.”
I slowly sat back into the sofa. “Why didn’t you just say so?”
“I would have, but Marissa likes to have politics-free dinners. You beat me to it. And
good thing, too. Gave you an opportunity to show off in front of Dee. I make a pretty good
wingman, don’t I?”
“Yessir.” I agreed out of habit, out of duty, before I realized I should have kept silent.
Trask suddenly sat forward in his chair and aimed his finger directly at my heart. “Now
listen, she’s still my granddaughter. I’m not giving you the ok to fool around with her. But, of
course, it only makes sense that eventually, you two should make a politically expedient
coupling. Not yet, though. Keep it to yourselves, for now. Be discreet.” He stood up, signaling it
was time for me to do the same. “Keep it to yourself.” He emphasized it and winked, then
laughed again.
“Yessir,” I said.
“Good man.” He opened the door and showed me out.
Dee and Marissa were still clearing the table.
“Well, that was quick,” Marissa said. “We haven’t even finished yet.”
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“What can I say, Thom is very persuasive.” He crossed the room and swept up the dishes
Marissa was holding with one hand and grabbed her about the waist with the other.
“Nicodemo!” She giggled.
He led her out of the dining area. “Let me help you get dessert. Dee, you and Thom have
a seat. We’ll only be a few minutes.”
Dee returned from the kitchen. I was standing in front of the table, in her immediate path.
“Can I sit down?” she asked.
“Not yet.” I stood as tall as I could. “That dress looks amazing on you. I hope I get to see
you wear it again.” She smiled. I stepped forward, grabbed her around the waist and kissed her
on the lips. Then, I stepped aside, held her chair for her and sat back down in my seat.
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Chapter 5: The Discovery

After dessert and some small talk, I walked Dee home. For the most part, we were silent.
Only the sound of our clothes rubbing against our skin let us know the other was there. Dee had
changed back into her normal clothing, and while she still looked quite attractive in Refuge
clothing, I had discovered things about her that these clothes sought to conceal.
That knowledge made me feel very possessive. Not possessive of Dee, but of the
understanding of her I now possessed. I felt that this new knowledge belonged to me, and I
couldn’t bear the thought of another knowing the things I now knew. What she felt like, pressed
against me. The warmth of her skin. The softness of her lips. The sweet taste of her saliva. The
look on her face as I separated my lips from hers and opened my eyes.
For the first time, I understood Caroline’s anger with Geoff. He had discovered things
about her, and certainly, she had discovered things about him. There was power in knowledge,
especially knowledge about other people. In that moment, I had discovered that power could be
very pleasurable. And, I assumed, very painful as well.
It felt good, as I walked alongside her—down the dark hallway of A Spoke, past the rows
of bookshelves—to own this understanding. Her otherness, her distinctness to me, felt less than
what it had been only a few hours before. I wondered if she could also feel how the difference
between us had diminished. I looked at her face as we entered into the Commons and the dim
starlight dusted some of the shadows from her face. She smiled, but didn’t speak.
Despite our mutual silence, the trip went far too quickly. Before I had enough time to
think about what to say, we arrived at E Hex. We said goodbye and she lingered her gaze in mine
for a few seconds. I would have kissed her again, but for Trask’s admonition to be discreet. We
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had passed two late-evening tennis matches as we walked down E Spoke. There would be plenty
of time for kissing, and more, in the near future.
“Good night, Dee.”
“Good night, Thom. And congratulations.”
“For what?” I asked.
Dee smiled and slipped inside. I sat for a minute, staring at the closed door, and turned
and exited E Spoke as quickly as I could. I was hopeless at tennis and worse at basketball.
Therefore, I had no legitimate excuse to be lingering here in the evening.
I took a detour through the center of the Commons, sat down in the grass and looked up
at the stars. I hadn’t really looked at the stars for years. There was nothing really to see, after all.
Just a bunch of perfectly ordered lights, precisely dimmed and colored. No gods or heroes or
birth signs like in the movies, or books, or on the surface. I frowned. Someday, somehow—
before I died—I would look at the real stars, if just for a moment. Maybe the surface would be
habitable again by then.
“Lazy ass!” Someone whispered from behind me.
I stood up and turned around, but didn’t see anyone right away.
“Over here!” This time, the sound came from my left. I whirled around. Nothing.
“Look out!” I turned to my right, just as a dark form lunged at me. I shifted my weight all
the way to the right, planted my right leg, grabbed one of the figure’s outstretched arms, and
yanked hard across his body and along with his momentum vector. I winced as his knee rammed
into my leg, twisting his body slightly to the left, but the bulk of his momentum continued
forward, forcing him off balance. He slid face first across the grass a good five feet.
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“Dammit, Thom! I was just playing around wit’ ya’.” Scott picked himself up gingerly
from the grass. He felt over his face, looking for blood as he talked. “Serves me right, I guess.
Shoulda’ known better, but you know how it is? Every once in a while, you feel like suckertackling a guy.”
“You should have known better,” I reiterated. I helped him the rest of the way up. He
dusted himself off. “I’m not sorry,” I added. “I just reacted.”
“Yeah, yeah.” He exhaled loudly. “I need to lose some weight.”
“Yes, you do.”
“What are friends for, if not to make you feel bad about yourself?” Geoff came out from
behind the food service counter.
“What the hell are you two doing out here?” I demanded.
“The hell if I know,” Scott said. “Geoff pulled me out of the shower. I still have shampoo
in my hair. Said we had to come find you. Where have you been?”
“I was at the Trasks’. You knew that.”
“You just leave? Whew…. Four hours. That was a long meeting.” He whistled his S’s as
he spoke, for effect. “What’d you two talk about?”
“It’s no big deal. He was late.”
“And Dee? I didn’t see her eat dinner with her friends.”
“You had dinner with Dee?” Geoff asked. “You take her down to the Level 3 stairwell for
some dessert afterwards?” He elbowed me in the side. I punched him in the stomach.
“What’s so important that you couldn’t wait until morning?” I demanded. “And why do
you need both of us?”
Geoff grinned. “Come on. I’ll show you. Down in Water Treatment.”
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“I told you I wasn’t helping you with the slurry anymore.”
This time Geoff punched me in the stomach. He nodded angrily at Scott.
“Like I didn’t know about it, Geoff.”
Geoff’s grin faded. He grabbed Scott by his shirt with both fists. “You’re not supposed to,
I never interact directly with my clients. How do you know?”
“I figured it out, that’s all,” Scott said.
“Who else knows?”
“How should I know,” Scott said it like a statement rather than a question. “But no one
heard it from me, if that’s what you’re asking.”
“That’s what I’m asking. You’re working mighty close to Trask lately.”
“I ain’t told anybody!” Scott retorted. He pushed Geoff away. “You think I’d sell you out
to get a better job?”
“For an extra ration, maybe.” Geoff’s smile came back.
“Goat’s ass,” Scott said.
I interrupted Geoff’s comeback. “We better get going, before anyone else comes along.”
Geoff looked at Scott, then back at me. “Yeah. Let’s go.” His up-to-no-good smile came
back full force. He couldn’t contain himself. “This is big.”
“It’s Water Treatment, Geoff.” I didn’t want to let my imagination get too interested about
what big discovery he had made in Water Treatment. “This better not be a giant turd. Or some
stupid prank.”
“Nah man. This is way, way bigger than that. This is life-changing. Trust me.”
“I don’t,” I said.
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Geoff stopped as we got to the top of the stairs. “Before we go any further. You two need
to swear that none of this gets out to anyone.” He looked directly at me. “Anyone. At least, not
until we figure out what we’re going to do.”
“What the hell, Geoff?” Scott said. “You’re acting like you’ve discovered an alien
spaceship.”
Geoff grinned again. “Not alien, but just as cool.” He spit in his hand. “No one.
Seriously.” That was the only time I’d ever heard Geoff say seriously unironically.
“Alright, damn,” Scott said. “This turns out to be a big prank and I’ll disembowel you
while you sleep.” He spit in his hand and shook with Geoff.
Geoff turned to me.
“Sure,” I said. I spit in my hand and shook with him, and then Scott.
“Good.” He turned and walked down two flights of stairs without saying another word.
The three of us walked silently through the perimeter of Utilities to Water Treatment.
Geoff stopped.
“This is a really big deal, guys. You have to know how serious I am about this. No one
can know.”
“Yeah, whatever,” I said. It was starting to look even more like a stupid prank. “You can
trust us.”
Geoff spun around, pushed us both against the wall, reached down with both hands and
grabbed us both by the balls. “I mean it. I’ll rip these off and feed them to you if anyone hears
about this before the three of us decide, together, what to do.” His voice was intense and fierce,
like he might actually have meant it.
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Scott pushed Geoff away. “Fine. I swear by my balls, that no one will hear me say
anything about what you show us.”
“Thom?” Geoff was breathing in my face. I winced at his breath.
“Yeah. Me too.” Geoff let go. “Psycho.”
“You’d do the same thing if our roles were reversed. You’ll see.” He clapped Scott on the
shoulder and grinned again. “Impressive,” he said into his ear, then turned to me, as if he was
leading a conquering army into the bowels of Hell. “Let’s go.”
Geoff led us into the Water Treatment Hex. We followed in a single file line: me, then
Scott. Once we were past the first block of filters inside, Geoff spun around suddenly and ran
back to the entrance, stuck his head partially out into the perimeter and watched a few seconds in
each direction.
Scott whispered. “He’s taking this one way past funny. I don’t think even he will think
it’s funny when he finally reveals its just a stupid gag.”
I didn’t say anything. I just watched Geoff.
After what seemed like an impenetrable silence had fallen on us, Geoff came striding
confidently back to us. “Can’t be too careful, can you?” In the dim glow of the industrial
lighting, it seemed that he was grinning wider than I’d ever seen him. “Not with something like
this.”
He took his place at the front of the line and the two of us fell in step behind him. “I was
looking for a new place to dry slurry. One of the plumbers caught me just as I finished pulling a
batch of chips out from under the best water heater down here.”
“He say anything?” Scott asked.
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“Nothing to tell. He didn’t see me do anything but replace an access plate. Still, I can’t go
back to that water heater, so I came here. You wouldn’t know it, but these filters get pretty warm
underneath.”
“You say another word about slurry and I’m gone, man,”I said.
Geoff stopped and turned to look at me. He smiled again. “No problem.” He started
walking again. “Anyway, I was poking around down here, for no good reason, of course,
pondering about how to improve a few business ventures I got on the back burner, and there it is!
The most amazing thing I’ve ever seen, and as far as I can tell, I’m the only one here who knows
anything about it.”
“Well, Geoff, can you pretty, pretty please tell me more about this amazing thing?” Scott
sneered.
“Your tone, I think you will find, my dear sir, is wholly inappropriate. In fact, you will,
once you realize how rude you have been, offer me copious apologies.”
“Let’s save some time, shall we? Geoff, dear friend… I am so very sorry that I beat your
ass straight into the ground after you led us on this ridiculous goat chase to show us the nonexistent, amazing thing,” Scott retorted.
“Tsk, tsk.” Geoff shook his head, but did not turn around.
We walked behind one of the filters near the very back of the hex. There were six
decommissioned and discarded filters, stacked sloppily out of the way after having long ago
worn out their usefulness. The 3’x3’x7’ devices were dusty and dinged, leaned irregularly against
each other and slightly into the back corner.
“These aren’t even in use,” I said. “Thought you were looking for someplace with heat?”
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“Ah, but so many little happy discoveries occur right when you are looking for something
completely different.” He wrapped his arms tightly around the filter he was behind. His fingers
only barely reached around the midway point of the filter. “This would be easier if one of you
could help.”
“I don’t think you need much help hugging old appliances. You’re looking like you got it
all covered,” Scott said.
Without even acknowledging Scott’s comment, or waiting to see if either of us would
help him, Geoff lifted the filter a couple inches and slid it an inch to the left.
“Do you see it?” he cried.
“See what?”
Geoff stooped down to examine the floor where the filter had been. Then, with a slight
frown on his face, he wrapped his arms around the filter again, and pulled it another inch. He
stooped down to examine the floor again.
“See! Right here!” He was practically shouting. Scott stooped down to see as well.
“What the hell is that?”
“It’s a grate. And that means there’s something under there. Thom, give me a hand.”
I wrapped my arms around the filter from the opposite side of Geoff. He pulled and I
pushed. We were able to slide it a few more inches. We could clearly see the grate now. One
whole side was exposed, about a foot and a half long. Scott was still stooped down, gazing into
the grate.
“Son of a jenny goat!” Scott whispered. “There’s a ladder down there.”
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Chapter 6: Steel, Concrete and Concussions

“You feel like helping me yet?” Geoff asked.
Scott kept staring, open-mouthed down into the grate. I wrapped my arms back around
the defunct water filter, and on three Geoff and I heaved. But, it didn’t move any more. The
corner seemed to be stuck on something.
“There’s a reason why I included you in this, Scott,” Geoff huffed, his hands on his
knees, with his nose practically buried in Scott’s ear. “You gotta have some muscle under there,
carrying it around all day like you do.”
“Screw you!” He pushed Geoff’s shoulder and pushed him down.
“I’m serious! Only reason your lazy ass is here is ‘cause I figured just Thom and I
couldn’t move the thing by ourselves. So either help, or we’ll find out what it takes to make you
forget about all this.” He grinned widely as he said this, but his tone indicated this was a
promise.
Scott stood up. “Move,” he growled at me, then put his arms around the filter, and before
Geoff or I could touch it, he heaved the filter up and off of the grate. He turned slightly and set it
down hard. It came down with a loud thud, tipped and fell against another filter, denting it up
near the top and making a hell of a lot of noise. The three of us froze for a second and listened
carefully for any sound other than the low, steady humming of the filter pumps.
“Idiot,” Geoff said. “You need to learn to control your temper.”
“I’m sorry,” Scott replied. “But, I got it off, didn’t I?”
I was already crouching down, looking down into the newly discovered level, as if it was
a newly discovered planet, or a new continent. With the filter out of the way, the light from Water
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Treatment filled the area around the ladder and discovered a corridor that led in the direction
away from the Core. The grate cast a neat, even pattern across the floor.
“The corridor leads away from the Refuge,” I said. “Where do you think it goes?”
“It goes wherever it goes. Ain’t no use wondering about it. Let’s find out.” Geoff stuck
his fingers through the grate, curled them around the flat steel mesh and lifted. Nothing
happened.
“Here.” I stuck my fingers through on the side opposite Geoff. “On three. One…Two…”
“Three!” Geoff grunted and pulled up as hard and fast as he could. The grate didn’t
budge. “Dammit!” He pulled his right hand out of the grate. “Cut myself.”
“Guess you expect me to do this, too?” Scott squatted down between Geoff and I. “Lift
with your legs, not your back. Three!” The three of us lifted until we were red-faced. The grate
didn’t squeak or squeal or give any indication that it would ever move.
“Is it cemented into place?” I asked. “Could have been a mistake. Explains why no one’s
ever used it.”
“Nah,” Scott said. “Look, you can see the frame it sits in. They’re separate pieces of
steel.”
I ran my finger along the frame. Sure enough, there seemed to be two pieces, one framing
the grate and another that it sat in. “Why won’t it move, then?”
“It’s not welded,” Geoff said.
“Must be rusted tight.” Scott stood up and dusted himself off. “This is Water Treatment,
after all.” He walked over to the filter he had moved and wrapped his arms back around it.
“Watch out.”
“What are you doing? We’re not done,” said Geoff.
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“We are for tonight. Until we find something to break the rust, we got nothing else we can
do.”
“He’s right, Geoff. We’ll figure something out tomorrow and come back. Try again.”
“You two go back if you want. I’m not done here tonight.” Geoff stuck his fingers back in
the grate.
“Better get out of the way.” Scott swung the water filter toward the grate. Geoff fell
backwards. “You can’t move it by yourself, and I ain’t leaving this open for anyone to come
around and see. This is ours.”
Geoff grinned wide. “Yeah, it is.” He stood up. “Let’s go.”
We walked quietly back around the perimeter and up the stairs to Level One. We crossed
the Commons in silence. Scott split off to his hex with a nod and Geoff and I walked back down
D Spoke.
When we were almost to the entrance to D Hex, Geoff finally said something. “Any
ideas?”
“Not yet. We’ll figure something out tomorrow.” We walked in and split toward our beds,
Geoff to the left and I to the right. The lights were off, the only sound was the low muffle of
intermittent snores coming through the doors of the various sleeping pods. I followed the glowin-the-dark guidelines on the floor as they branched right, and then again, and then a steep left as
it ended against the wall. I put my hand to the cold, dark concrete. I ran it up and down, feeling
the cold surface, and imagining I could see its thickness.
We had studied concrete in school and I knew that deep within these walls of manmade
stone were grids of steel reinforcing and forming the purpose of these walls. I felt safe. Nothing
could ever get to us from the outside. We, all of us down here, were secured from everything
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outside, from the past sins of humanity. We were protected. I was protected and I was grateful, as
I had been taught to be. For, I was fortunate to have been born in these circumstances.
Still, the grate, the ladder, and the corridor stimulated my imagination, leading away from
the Refuge, leading down and under these concrete walls, away from the familiar and safe and
out into the excitement of the unknown.
As I thought about the grate and the ladder, and the tunnel beyond them both, my hand
slowly drew into a fist against the concrete wall. I pounded my fist against it once, as if I might
shatter the entire structure, bring the mountain crashing down upon all of us. Nothing happened.
I smiled as I stepped into my sleeping pod, pulled off my shirt, kicked off my shoes and climbed
into my bed. I fell asleep much faster than I thought I would.
-The next morning, I overslept. By the time I got to the showers, everyone was gone, even
Geoff. After I got dressed, and walked back to the sleeping pods, I was surprised to see the lights
turn on, in response to my entering the room. I was the only one still here. It was even later than I
thought.
I hurried out of the hex and down to the Commons. A few people were using the exercise
equipment, but I didn’t notice who as I jogged by. When I got to the commons, I was surprised
that the lights were all the way back on. I turned around, and sure enough, the lights of D Spoke
were fully up as well. Trask must have decided it was already time to move on from mourning
Monroe.
No one was still seated around the tables eating. Food Service was removing the empty
food trays from behind the service counter. I sprinted across the remaining distance between me
and the remnants of breakfast.
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“Hey! Don’t get rid of that! I haven’t eaten yet.”
“Sorry, Thom. You know the rules. Breakfast ends at 9:00.”
“Come on, Jim. I barely missed it.” Jim and I had taken math together all the way through
school.
“It’s 9:30.”
I turned around to survey the Commons. Almost no one was around. “Don’t you have
anything you can give me? I’m starving.”
“I can’t do that, Thom. Sorry. Not even for you.” Jim reached under the counter, and
pulled out a tray of leftover bread. He took a smashed croissant and set it on the service board.
Then, he pulled an apple out of the leftover tray that was headed for the compost, polished it and
set it next to the croissant. “You know how the rules work. Sorry.” Then, he turned, stacked the
last empty tray on top of his cart and wheeled it back into the kitchens.
I grabbed the apple and croissant, put the apple in my pocket and took a big bite out of
the croissant as I walked back across the Commons and toward the Library. In an hour I was
supposed to be down in the gardens, and I wanted to see what I could research about dissolving
rust.
There was a line at the librarian desk, so I slipped around behind it and went directly into
the stacks. I headed to the science section, thinking that a chemistry book might have what I
need. The only chemistry books I found were copies of the textbook I’d had in school. I sighed
as I hefted it off the shelf and carried it over to a reading desk. As I settled into my seat, I
couldn’t help but feel immensely satisfied in these familiar surroundings.
Though I had handled hundreds of books over the years, many of similar construction,
the sense of this chemistry text book between my fingers felt deeply familiar to me, like it was an
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old friend I was having lunch with after a long period away from each other. I lifted it to my nose
and smelled the musty pages. The earthy smell of the aged paper evoked powerful memories of
the days I spent, as a child, reading with every free moment that I could steal away from my
lessons and chores. The dirt, mildew and mold emanating from the books in the Refuge always
calmed me, and the words contained within the pages helped me to escape my parent’s absence
in those early years after their death. I remembered holding some of the books—Lord of the Flies
or The Book of Three, for example—under my nose for minutes at a time and imagining that the
smell was the beauty, knowledge and power of the words, escaping into the real world. I hoped
to absorb as much of that power as I could with each deep breath.
This particular chemistry text, as I cracked it open and turned through the first several
pages, released a scent as wholesome and wonderful as the smell of freshly recharged soil. I
smiled and closed my eyes. It felt as if the knowledge that this sacred volume held would not
only free the rusted grate from its controlling frame, but that it would also bestow upon me the
gift of some arcane secret that would forever alter my perspective. I didn’t much care for
Chemistry when I took the class, but now, with the pages spread open before me and the various
illustrations of atomic structures taunting me with their simple elegance and unattainable
complexity, I inhaled deeply, vainly wishing the escaping vapors would make me an expert.
Turning to the glossary in the back, I looked up rust, but didn’t find an entry for it. My
hopes sank a bit. I thought for a minute, and then turned to the entry for “Oxidation.” There were
six entries under oxidation. Five dealt with the chemical process, and only the first one
mentioned the process as it related directly to metals. None mentioned anything about cleaning
or removing it. I looked up “Solvent.” The textbook taught me about how a solvent functions and
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quite a bit about the different classifications of solvents, but said absolutely nothing about which
type of solvent would best free a rusty steel grate.
After a half hour of searching through the text book, I was no closer to an answer, so I
carefully returned the textbook to the shelf I had found it on. I wanted to throw it across the
room, but I didn’t, out of respect for its musty pages, I guess.
“Thom!” Scott’s voice caught me off guard.
Instinctively, I turned towards the librarian, expecting a scolding glare, but she was still
helping another patron.
Scott clapped me on the shoulder. “Thom! I’m talking to you, man.” I turned back to
Scott. He was wearing his messenger tunic.
“You covering again today?”
“Yeah. Though it looks like I might get to stay with Trask for a while, on-hours, too.
Maybe permanently if I play it right.”
“Isn’t that typically an Admin position?” I asked.
“Doesn’t have to be, Trask said.” Scott grinned. “There’s nothing sensitive about it,
really.” He looked at me quizzically. My hand was still on the spine of the chemistry book. “You
planning on giving Geoff some competition in the ‘enhanced consciousness’ department.”
“Ha.” I pulled my hand off the book, finally. “You’re such a funny guy. And very,
unnecessarily loud.” I narrowed my eyes as I spoke.
“As if it were some kind of a secret?”
“You know damn well what I’m talking about.”
Scott pulled the chemistry book back off the shelf, thumbed through a few pages and then
returned it. “Yeah. Yeah, I do. But you ain’t going to find it here.”
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“How would you know that? You’re terrible at science.”
“Says the guy who copied my work in year six.”
“That’s how I know how bad you are.”
“Maybe, but I know you ain’t going to find what you’re looking there in a text book.”
“Where are we going to find it, then? If you know so much…”
“We aren’t going to find it.” He smirked.
“Why not?” I grabbed his tunic by the neck. “You said anything to anyone, and you’ll
find out…”
“I’ll find out what?” He spat back, then shook me off. “Nothing, I guess. Shame, I was
looking forward to learning something from Monroe’s Golden Child.”
“Look,” I put my hand on his left shoulder, and turned him around to face me. “I’m
sorry.”
“Yeah. I got it. Don’t worry about it.” He started to walk away.
“What did you mean?” I called after him. I hurried to catch up with him. “Why won’t we
find it?”
“Because I already did.”
“You what?” The librarian finally had enough and shushed us. “What did you find out?” I
whispered. “What do we need? Where did you find it?”
“Home remedy book.”
“Wow. I wouldn’t have thought of that.”
“Obviously.”
“So, what do we need?”
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“Not now,” Scott said. “I have to get to work. Dinner. We’ll have to make it ourselves.
That’s all you need to know right now. It should be real simple, actually, though it may take a
while. Aren’t you going to go to work?” We exited the Library.
“I’ll go in a minute. What about you? Trask’s office is back there.”
“He’s speaking to the Primary Grades today. Then, meeting with the teachers and
Headmaster after that. He’ll be in C Spoke most the day.”
I was about to ask Scott how long he thought it would take us when someone’s shoulder
smashed into my back. The hit caught me completely off guard and I hit the concrete hard,
knocking the wind out of me. As I fought to catch my breath, my attacker stood up in front of
me. I saw Scott rush to help, but two others caught him and forced him against the wall.
“How’s it feel to get dropped on your ass like I was, Roth?” Cole Welker stood above me,
laughing. “Not so good, does it?” He glared down at me for a few seconds. His forearm was
bandaged all the way from wrist to elbow. I didn’t think the burn had been that big.
“I didn’t knock you down,” I gasped. “Geoff did, and he probably saved your arm, you
idiot.”
He lunged forward and swung his leg to kick me. I twisted out of the way, caught his leg
by the ankle, and pulled him off balance. Welker fell hard on his back. One of the two that was
holding Scott, George Thompson, rushed towards me. “Hold it,” Welker wheezed. Thompson
stopped in his tracks. Welker stood up. “Imagine what it felt like to think you earned an Admin
nomination from the head of your faction, only to have some loser steal it right out from under
you. I don’t know how you did it, or what game Trask is playing, but don’t think you’ve escaped
me beating your ass in the Feats. I talked to Alvarez. My pops and he were school buddies.
Guess you’re not the only one with special connections.”
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I stood up, but didn’t say anything.
“No congratulations? Guess your plan didn’t work, did it?” He held up his bandaged
arm. “Tell Geoff he’ll pay for this in the ring.” He turned around, signaled to the other two, and
they all left.
“What was that about?” I asked Scott. “When did they announce the other nominees?”
“This morning, before breakfast. They said the Feats dates prescribed by the Founding
cannot be changed, so there wouldn’t be time for another nomination ceremony.”
“Huh. Why did he say Geoff would pay?”
“He’s the wild card. They announced that at breakfast, too. Thanks for not showing up,
by the way. Your breakfast was delicious.”
“You’re welcome.” I started to walk across the Commons to the stairs. “See you at
dinner, then.”
“Vinegar,” Scott said. “All we need is vinegar. That will clean the rust off. We’ll have to
make our own though, as much as we’ll need.”
I nodded. “Simple. See you at dinner, then.”
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Chapter 7: Feats of Strength and Wisdom

My hands plunged elbow-deep into the dark, gloopy slurry slop, and fished around for the
shovel I had just dropped into the recharge pit. Chunks of recharging soil swirled around and
between my spread fingers as I grasped again and again for the handle. I kneeled and swung my
torso as far out over the pit as possible, extending my reach to the other side of the pit.
“You know, it doesn’t work like that.”
My fingers caught the end of the handle, wrapped around it and slowly pulled it out of the
slurry. Geoff stood to my right, his foot on the edge of the pit.
“It only works when absorbed through the mucous membranes. Plus, it has to be heated, a
lot, before it becomes active. And you can’t overdose.” He grinned, big and stupid.
I leaned on the shovel and lifted myself off the ground. “I know how it works.” I glared at
him. “Get me a towel,” I growled.
“Easy now,” Geoff said. “Just a joke man.” He opened a nearby locker, pulled a clean
towel out of it and handed it to me. “You still know how to take a joke, doncha’?”
“Why didn’t you tell me you were up for the Wild Card?”
“Why didn’t you tell me you were batting for Monroe?” He laughed out loud as he said
it.
“You know I didn’t know anything about that.”
“Didn’t you?” He fake sneered at me. “Well, neither did I. That’s how these things work.
I’m minding my business, eating my breakfast, all the sudden I hear my name called and there’s
a loud scandal in Monroe’s camp ‘cause now Trask has Monroe’s nominee, the Wild Card, and
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he gets to nominate some other fool to be his official representative. He has three to one, now.
It’s almost like he planned it this way.”
I watched him carefully as he spoke. He usually picked his fingers when he lied. His
hands sat still at his side. “They’re supposed to tell you if you’re in the finalists.”
“Things haven’t gone exactly how they’re s’posed to, have they? ” He took another towel
from the locker, took the shovel from me and carefully wiped down the handle. His eyes glinted
as he watched the dark liquid disappear from the wood. When he finished, he examined the stains
the slurry made on the towel, looked up at me, then tossed the towel into a laundry bin.
“That probably ought to go to the incinerator,” I said.
“Probably should.” He stared at the laundry bin for a moment. I watched him.
“Scott says we need to make vinegar. For the rust. We’ll have to make our own, otherwise
someone will notice that much missing.”
“Yeah, I know. It’ll be tough to make the amount we’ll need. Least, without anyone
finding it. Plus, if we use too much at a time, the smell will get some technician’s attention, but I
have a few ideas.” He kept his eyes fixed on the laundry and he leaned some of his weight on the
shovel, but I could tell he wasn’t thinking about the slurry that was going to waste in there. “Best
place to make it would be in that tunnel, under the damned grate. Ha!” He finally turned back to
me, and I could see that he wasn’t really thinking about the vinegar either.
“You’ll figure something out.”
“Yep.” He handed the shovel back to me. “Better get back to the corn.”
“You’re not on soil today?”
“Nah.” He smiled. “They don’t let me work with slurry. It’s unofficial, but Allen’s not
stupid. I’ve never been assigned back here.”
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“Then why are you here?”
Geoff stood silent for a moment before answering. His eyes darted back and forth as he
searched for words. “Just wanted to tell you good luck, that’s all,” he finally said. He stood
silently for another moment before turning and walking back to the grain hex.
“Yeah, you too,” I said. I thrust the shovel into the heap of barren soil next to the slurry
pit, retrieved a heaping scoop of the dry, brown earth and dumped it into the slurry slop.
That night, I skipped dinner and spent it in D Spoke with the workout machines. I thought
I might run into Dee, or Welker, or any of the other nominees, but every one of them spent the
last evening before the Feats elsewhere.
I started my workout with some light weights, then spent the rest of the evening on the
treadmill. Only when the lights dimmed to evening levels and the first few people began to return
from the Commons did I quit.
After a long shower, I wandered past the D residents as they prepared for bed. They
chatted happily with each other outside their sleeping pods and didn’t seem to notice me. I
wondered how long it would be before I had to move into one of Monroe’s hexes. Not much
longer, assuming things went well tomorrow. Funny how things could change so fast. Not long
ago, a good outcome tomorrow would have meant the highest regard within D Hex, but now, win
or lose and I would be, for all intents and purposes, a pariah in the only home I had known. It
would likely be my last night in D Hex, and I walked through the corridors as if I were a ghost,
invisible to the families and friends I’d grown up with and around. No one even took a moment
to say good night. Of course, I couldn’t bring myself to say anything to them, either.
The lights turned to night as I walked down D Spoke and out into the Commons. A small
group were hugging each other and chuckling as they said good night and headed down C and F
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Spokes. Monroe Spokes. I kept walking out to the middle of the Commons, looked up into the
stars, spun around one complete revolution and then walked back to D Hex. I fell asleep almost
as soon as my head hit the pillow.
I woke early, hoping to get a quick run in before breakfast, immediately after which, the
Feats of Wisdom would begin. As I hoped she would be, Dee was at the end of the Spoke,
running on her favorite treadmill. She finished her run as I approached, stepped off the treadmill
and began to dab her face with a towel. She was turned away from me and I was able to
approach undetected until I stood right behind her.
Lowering my face right behind her left ear, I whispered so that a soft wisp of air would
gently caress the beads of sweat that bloomed from the skin on her neck. “You look beautiful.”
Dee started a bit, but when she turned and saw it was me, she hit me with the towel and
giggled. Then, as she remembered her grandfather’s instructions to us, she replaced her smile
with a serious, almost stern expression and put a half step between the two of our bodies. “Good
morning, Thomas. I wish you luck in the Feats.”
“Well, thank you very much.” I took a full step towards her, confident I could overcome
her resistance. “But I don’t think I’ll need luck. Just a bit of the right kind of inspiration.” I
leaned in to kiss her, but she put up her hands, and playfully pushed me away.
She bit her lip, trying to keep a smile at bay. “Then, I hope you find your inspiration.”
She placed her hands in between us, softly lingering them on my chest before pushing me out of
her space.
I sighed. “C’mon, Dee. No one’s even awake yet. Who’ll see us?”
“Then, this will be good practice.”
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“It’s a pointless facade, anyway. How many do you think will still be surprised once ‘ole
Trasky publicly gives us his official blessing? People aren’t stupid.”
“Maybe not.” Dee started to back away. She smiled slyly. “But as my grandfather,
Minister Nicodemo Trask, once told you the first time we had dinner together, ‘the official story
matters a great deal more than it has any rational right to.’”
“You remember the first time we had dinner together?” I said.
“Of course. Don’t you?”
“You wore a daffodil in your hair.”
“Did not.”
“Oh, you’re right. I’m sorry. That was Marissa.” I winked.
She punched me and smiled coyly. Then, her face became thoughtful. “Of course, you
could always lose.”
“What do you mean?” I asked, my brow wrinkled. I couldn’t think when I was looking in
her eyes.
“If you lose…” she trailed off a bit. “If you lose, you wouldn’t…we wouldn’t have to
keep it secret. No one would care if…” She looked off into the emptiness of the early morning.
“No one would care about a pair of failed Admin prospects…” She wiped her neck with her
towel.
“Prospects?” I reached out and grabbed her wrist. “You think we should throw the whole
thing?”
“No. Of course not.” She shook her head softly, then again, more resolutely. “We’ve
worked too hard for this opportunity. I’m just saying, be patient. I trust my grandfather’s
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wisdom. It will be hard. I still think about that kiss at the dining table, believe me. But, we have
to consider the long game. You know that.”
“I know.” I stepped onto the treadmill and began programming a light workout. “I’m
afraid I only have so much willpower when you look like that.”
She scoffed at my transparently forward compliment. But, she blushed a bit, too. Even
with her cheeks still colored by her workout, I could tell she blushed.
“Just focus on today. Today matters now.” Then, she left.
Once she was out of sight, I pressed the large green start button, ignored the light routine
I had programmed, turned the treadmill up to eight, and ran for fifteen minutes. She was right, I
needed to focus, to practice focusing, not just for the Feats, but for after, when I would be an
official representative of Monroe’s faction. I ran until a young couple and their two-year-old girl
left D Hex and wished me a good morning on their way to the Commons. The little girl was the
only one that looked at me as they passed. The adults muttered under their breath, but the girl
looked me in the eyes and waved hello. Carly, I think.
After a quick shower, I jogged out to the Commons for breakfast. Two separate tables
were set for the nominees in the middle of the Commons. Fruit, nuts, hard-boiled eggs and
cheese were laid out in equal portions in front of each of the nominees. I was the last to arrive.
We ate in silence, without making eye contact. Geoff sat to my left, his gaze buried in his
food. Welker sat across from him, his elbows on the table protecting his food, and he seemed to
snarl as he brought each bite to his mouth. I bit my tongue to keep from laughing. The scar on his
arm from Monroe’s exploded, burning skull was still bandaged. Phillip Ortega, Trask’s official
nominee sat next to Welker. As he ate, his eyes wandered from one point to another, as if he had
never been in the Commons before.
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Dee and the other female nominees sat at a table to the left. She stared only at the table,
six inches beyond her plate, like she had at dinner before I kissed her. She was by far the prettiest
of the female nominees. If it had been a competition based on something endowed as arbitrarily
as beauty, the others would have surely resigned their nomination as soon as her name was
announced. Two of the other three, Lacy Stoddard and Maggie Goode, I knew to be significantly
better tennis players than Dee. A brief pang of shame hit me as I realized that I didn’t have any
real idea of the extent of Dee’s academic capabilities. There was no way I could have accurately
assessed her chances, so I silently wished her good luck and focused my attention back to the
food in front of me.
Someone rang a bell and the chatter of breakfast became expectant silence. The nominees
and I stood—without a word—and filed in two lines towards the Library. Dee was at the front of
her line, and I had to fight the impulse to watch her walking shape instead of keeping my eyes
emotionlessly fixed directly in front of me, as was expected.
Once inside the library, name signs assigned us each to a separate desk, spread out down
nearly the entire length of the Library, with at least ten feet of space between each of us. I ended
up at a desk in front of the half-empty history shelves. A stack of tests lay on the top left corner
of each nominee’s desk. We stood behind our desks in silence. Two proctors came in and sat in
chairs set in the exact middle of the spoke, one facing in each direction. The proctor on the left
lifted her pencil to indicate that we should do the same. The proctor on the right rang a bell.
There was a light commotion as the eight of us sat down in the chairs, broke the seal of the first
examination and began.
We tested for six hours straight, with only a single, six minute bathroom break precisely
at the halfway point, which we undertook in abject silence. We stood, silently gazing into
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bookshelves covered in bed sheets, while each nominee took his or her turn in the facilities. The
proctor facing my half of the library tapped the corner of my desk, indicating it was my turn.
I stood in front of the urinal for sixty stubbornly arid seconds and finally willed myself to
pee. The proctor narrowed his eyes at me slightly when I finally returned to my desk. “About
time, Mr. Roth,” he whispered. Once the final nominee had returned, the bell rang again, and we
sat down to finish the remaining three hours of testing.
The proctor on the right rang his bell again. The click of pencils hitting the desks sounded
almost in perfect unison. The proctors stood up. So did we. They walked slowly and quietly. We
followed behind them, in two straight and perfectly parallel lines. Back in the Commons, a third
table—this one covered with bowls of steaming goat shanks—awaited us, in addition to the nuts
and fruits set at each place setting, like at breakfast.
As I ate the goat, I couldn’t help but wonder when was the last time Glynis had milked
this particular goat. I didn’t think that the particular specimen sacrificed before us was most
likely a young male deemed unfit for studding. It’d been a year since the last time any of us had
had any meat. The last kid season had been relatively sparse, and an illness had thinned out the
herd. Most years, when everything went as planned, we’d have enough goat and chicken to eat
meat three times a year. Sometimes, when there were more births than usual, we celebrated once
a season. One kid season, three years ago had been entirely male. All but one had been
slaughtered two years later to celebrate the announcement that Marissa Trask was finally
pregnant. She miscarried a week later.
Still, I kept thinking about Glynis milking the goat that was currently on my plate. Had
she given it a name? I looked around the crowd but couldn’t find her. No one is ever where you
look for them when you look for them, I thought. Perhaps this goat had been slaughtered by
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mistake, having somehow gotten confused for a male, and Glynis had just become aware of it. I
thought of the night I’d run into her on my way to dinner at the Trasks. Her eyes, red and
swollen, as they fixed in my mind, seemed to accuse me of murder with every bite I took. Stupid
and irrational as it was, I felt responsible, somehow, for those tears. I promised myself I would
talk to her after the Feats, and find out why she had been crying.
The nominees finished eating, and again, a bell rang. First, the female nominees stood
silently and filed off towards E Spoke, where the Tennis matches would be held.
Geoff caught me watching Dee and whispered “Now that’s a nice carrot.”
“What?” I asked.
Geoff didn’t answer, only nodded slightly to the head of our table, where Matt Fisk,
dressed as the referee for the matches, had suddenly appeared. He glared at me and Geoff with a
hard and serious stare that instantly straightened us both. Geoff especially stood as straight and
tall as he could. He looked surprised, but also intensely focused. I could practically hear him
exhale his practical joking demeanor and inhale a complex and purposeful seriousness.
Fisk was the only person I’d ever seen Geoff show deference and respect. He’d quit
coaching a year before Geoff and I were old enough to join a wrestling club, but had been a
regular fixture at every practice for the first five years we were members. Three years ago, he got
sick and quit coming to the practices, even after he was better.
Before Fisk got sick, the only time you could count on Geoff to be serious was during
practice. He would drill the same moves again and again, often straight through water breaks,
meticulously fussing over the precise angle and speed of movement required for a perfectly
executed takedown, reversal or escape. After practice, he would stay on the mat while everyone
else showered, and perform a series of twelve fundamental movements in slow motion, twelve
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times each. It seemed silly the first few times we saw him doing it, but there hadn’t been a person
in the Refuge he couldn’t easily beat by points or fall, whichever he chose, whenever he chose.
Even the larger, older members couldn’t hold him down. He could escape from every hold, avoid
any takedown, and manipulate the strength, speed and momentum of all opponents against
themselves. And even then, he would accept no praise after a win, choosing instead to rework
any of his failed moves and countermoves until everyone had gone to dinner and he had nearly
collapsed from muscle exhaustion.
After Fisk got sick, Geoff’s mania subsided. He no longer worked any harder during
practice than any other, and he goofed off as much or more as he did outside of practice.
Eventually, I could beat him during practice. Then, I could beat him during a match. Several
others could as well. After each loss, he would shrug, and grin as he walked off the mat. “I’ll get
him next time,” he said to me once, with a chuckle and his typical off-mat grin, after being
pinned for the first time. Welker had pinned him with only three seconds left in the second
period. “Or maybe not,” he added. “We’ll see how it goes.”
I never knew why Geoff tried so hard to impress Fisk. There were no family connections
between the two of them. He didn’t have any older siblings who might have deified Fisk, and his
dad had only played basketball. Geoff never so much as mentioned Fisk’s name, but the change
that came over him once Fisk stopped attending practice was undeniable.
Today, as Fisk nodded for us to follow him into C Spoke, Geoff did something I hadn’t
see him do for years. He set himself at the front of the line.
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Chapter 8: Eight to Six

The scent of bleach water and fifty years of sweat-soaked foam rubber announced our
arrival at the primary school physical education facility in C Spoke where the wrestling matches
for the Feats were always held. Several rows of chairs, already filled with observers, lined the
two open sides of the plain black mat, since the mat only barely fit inside the spoke, width-wise.
This mat was the only one in the Refuge kept out of normal use. For the whole of my life, at
least, it had only been used for Feats.
Two young members of the F Hex wrestling club rolled a bucket full of bleach water off
the mat and out of the way but not back to the cleaning closet, in case it was needed for blood
clean up. Streaks of bleach water caught the room’s light, and as they slowly evaporated, the
glossy black paint lines became visible against the flat black mat. From this distance, it was
difficult to discern the lines well, but as we stepped onto the mat and walked out into the center,
the large outer circle, the ten-foot inner circle, and the starting positions became visible.
Fisk led us into the inner circle, where we faced one side of observers. He bowed to us
and then to the observers, then stepped off to the side. We bowed to the observers, then Fisk
crossed behind us. We faced him and bowed to him. He bowed to the other side of the observers
and we did the same. Then, Fisk led us off to the participant’s side of the mat, where four chairs
were waiting for us. Directly across from us sat Trask, Alvarez and the rest of the Council. Trask
and Alvaraz were quiet, an empty chair, in honor of Monroe, between them. Linda Blythe, Zayda
Nehru and Lorenza Cable talked amongst themselves. According to tradition, they would soon
leave, before the first match began, to observe the female nominee tennis matches.
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Trask stood up, and the room quieted completely. “Many words have been spoken over
the years during the Feats. Today, however, my elect brothers and sisters, I have no words but
these few. Let us remember those who came before us. Let us remember those who, through their
enlightened toil, brought forth the Founding and this final, everlasting, if also desperate, peace.
For, only in the remembrance of those who came before can we hope to ensure those who will
come after. If you would please, my honored brothers and sisters, join me in a sacred moment of
remembrance for those who lived before and set us the great example of a fair and equitable
human existence. My esteemed colleague, Josiah Monroe, as we are all too painfully aware, has
recently joined their immortal ranks.” He paused for the emotional impact of his words to sink in
before starting again with a slight break in his voice. “Please…” He cleared his throat. “Please
join me in a moment of remembrance and gratitude.”
Nearly every head in the room bowed. Those not bowed closed their eyes, except me and
Geoff, whose eyes were fixed on the center of the mat. I didn’t feel like remembering Monroe,
or any of the others who had come before me. Like Glynis’s parents. Like mine.
“Thank you dear brothers and sisters. You honor their memory. And I am humbled by the
trust you have placed in me.” Trask turned and addressed the nominees directly. “Good luck to
each of you. You have spent the first half of today engaged in a tremendous intellectual exertion,
and now you shall prove your strength of body, for the Mind is not Strong without the Body, nor
the Body skilled without the mind. You honor your families, your ancestors and your future
children. What you do today, do well.” Trask returned to his seat.
Fisk returned to the middle of the mat. He read from a clipboard. “I, Mathew Herbert
Fisk, hereby swear to faithfully and honorably execute my duties as referee for this, the 11th
Feats of Strength, and promise to hold each participant to the highest standard of sportsmanship
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and fairness.” He turned to us. “Would the Nominees please rise.” The four of us stood. “Do you
swear to honor yourselves and your fellow competitors by adhering strictly to the official rules of
sport and the expectations of gracious sportsmanship?”
“Yes,” we replied.
“Thank you.” Fisk flipped a page in the clipboard. “The tournament will consist of three
rounds. Each competitor shall engage one of the other three competitors in each of the three
rounds. Each round will entail two matches. Each match shall include three periods of two
minutes each, except in cases of fall and technical fall. Do the competitors understand?”
“Yes.”
“Are there any objections?”
We remained silent.
“Good.” Fisk turned to the Council Members. “In Round One, Ortega and Mann shall
compete in the first match and Roth and Welker in the second.” The Council members nodded in
agreement. “Round Two shall present Mann versus Welker and Ortega versus Roth.” Again, the
Council Members nodded. “For Round Three, Ortega and Welker will compete first, and then
Roth versus Mann.”
I looked at Geoff, but he stared intensely at Fisk.
“The matches,”Fisk continued, “according to long-standing convention, shall be scored
accordingly: three points for win by decision, four points for a major decision, five for a
technical fall and six for a fall.” He spoke directly to the Council, although the rules had not
changed for many years and each of them had, in accordance with the Founding, approved the
official rules for the Feats at least one month in advance. Still, Fisk spoke clearly and dutifully.
The audience listened silently. “Following round three, the competitor with the most points shall
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be declared the winner of the Feats of Strength. In the event of a tie, the winner of the match
between the tied competitors shall be declared the winner, providing the final score of said match
demonstrates a decision of greater than three points.”
Finally, once the ceremony was completed, Fisk turned to us. He dismissed Welker and I
with a nod and motioned Geoff and Ortega prepare for their match. Each went to opposite
corners of the mat. Welker and I returned to our chairs.
Ortega started grumbling quietly in his corner, facing away from the center of the mat.
Steadily, his grumbles grew louder as he began bobbing his head and bouncing back and forth on
the balls of his feet. His movements intensified along with the grumbling, and finally, with a loud
roar, he tore off his shirt and shorts, and in one continuing motion, he crouched and sprang into a
back tuck. He landed on his toes and spun around to face the center of the mat. The crowd
cheered approvingly. As he approached the center, he made a point of gratuitously flexing every
muscle as often as possible.
He was quite a bit more muscle-bound than the last time I had seen him wrestle. His
muscles seemed to strain against his skin, straining to burst from the bonds of his skin as he took
his slow, semi-spiraling path to the starting positions. It looked more like a carefully rehearsed
dance than Spectacle. In a way, that’s what the Spectacles were, after all. Still, I had to admit,
Ortega performed a pretty good Spectacle. His strength was clearly his greatest asset and he
showed it off very effectively. His Spectacle completed, Ortega planted his left foot on his
starting mark and awaited Geoff’s response.
For his part, Geoff didn’t engage in Spectacle. He never had. Thought it was silly.
Years ago, he used to parody our Spectacles and those of our club mates after matches
with other clubs. He never parodied the other clubs, just ours. He was brilliant at it, really. We’d
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get sore ribs from laughing so hard. His gift was taking the sincerest, core elements of your
Spectacle and exaggerating them in the most humiliatingly ridiculous fashion. You always
learned something about yourself when he parodied your Spectacle. But it was never malicious.
Whoever he was parodying would laugh the hardest of all. In fact, it became kind of a
competition in itself, getting the most appearances in the After Match, as we called it. But Geoff
would only pick on the most sincere efforts. Hamming it up during a match usually only elicited
a sneer from Geoff. He very much was a different person during matches back then.
As he always had, Geoff approached the center of the mat calmly and without Spectacle.
The audience seemed extraordinarily quiet, as if they expected him to perform some sudden and
ostentatious Spectacle right before reaching his starting position. When he planted his foot and
lowered himself into a ready crouch, several disappointed and disapproving grumbles rose from
the audience seats.
Fisk stepped up to the competitors, asked them to shake hands, then took a step back into
his ready position. He lifted the whistle to his lips and held his right hand perpendicular to the
ground, in between the two crouched and tensed wrestlers. With a simultaneous quick swipe of
his arm and a short blast of the whistle, the match was underway.
Immediately, Geoff switched his lead foot and shot in after Ortega’s near calf. Ortega
sprawled back hard, grabbed ahold of Geoff’s attacking wrist, tugged and landed with his
shoulder driving into Geoff’s back. Geoff’s head slammed hard into the mat, and before he
regained his senses, Ortega was around behind him. Fisk awarded Ortega two points for the
takedown. The audience cheered loudly.
Geoff pushed back into Ortega and got his knees underneath himself. Ortega leveraged
his whole weight against Geoff by pushing hard against his back with his toes. His muscles
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stretched his skin even tighter than before, and it seemed as if the ridges of each muscle fiber
protruded through his skin, even from the edge of the mat. Geoff pushed back hard with his arms
and then tried to bolt forward into a stand and escape, but Ortega was too strong and Geoff didn’t
crawl out far enough before trying to stand. Ortega caught Geoff under his knee with his left arm
and hooked over Geoff’s head with his right and clasped his enormous arms into a tight cradle.
He rolled back onto his side, exposing Geoff’s back to the mat. Fisk dropped to the ground and
began counting near-fall seconds. He got to three before Geoff was able to kick his way over to
his side and get his knees underneath him. Fisk awarded two near-fall points to Ortega.
Geoff tried unsuccessfully to pull Ortega’s hands apart. Ortega eventually pulled Geoff
back onto his back and spread his own legs wider so Geoff couldn’t flip back over again. Geoff
spent the rest of the period kicking and fighting to not get pinned. The period ended with Fisk’s
whistle and three near-fall awarded to Ortega.
Geoff stood up angry and frustrated. He wouldn’t look at anyone but Fisk. Ortega won
the toss and chose the bottom position. He set himself immediately and stared defiantly out into
the audience. At Fisk’s signal, Geoff set himself to Ortega’s right, with his right hand on Ortega’s
elbow and his left arm wrapped around his stomach. Fisk signaled and Ortega sat out instantly.
He reached his left arm around and against the inside of Geoff’s thigh before leaning back and
wizzering out of Geoff’s grasp and sliding around behind him. Fisk signaled the two-point
reversal. The rest of the second period, Geoff fought to keep from getting turned onto his back.
He almost escaped once, but as soon as he almost had his knees under him, Ortega would slam
him back into the mat. That happened several times before the time ran out. Fisk warned Geoff
for stalling.
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In the third period, with the score at nine to zero, Geoff chose neutral position. At the
whistle, he shot immediately to the outside of Ortega’s right ankle. Ortega sprawled, but couldn’t
catch Geoff underneath him and landed flat on the mat. Geoff turned the corner and scored a take
down. Ortega sat out again, but couldn’t get a hand under Geoff for another wizzer. Geoff threw
him back to the mat from side to side, but couldn’t turn Ortega over or keep him from sitting out
again. Finally, as the time started running down, he started to more recklessly throw his weight
around, trying to force Ortega to expose his back to the mat. With only five seconds left and both
of them sprawled across the mat, he threw his weight too high up above Ortega’s head. Ortega
immediately pulled his legs underneath him and stood. Geoff tried to hold on, but couldn’t. With
one second left, Ortega stepped out of Geoff’s grasp. Fisk blew his whistle and awarded Ortega
the escape.
Fisk called the two wrestlers to their starting positions, had them shake hands, grabbed
both by the wrist and raised Ortega’s hand. Geoff stared above the audience until Fisk released
their wrists. Then, Geoff stepped quickly off the mat and stormed off to the changing room. The
final score of ten to two gave Ortega a major decision—four points over all.
I didn’t have time to follow Geoff or even call out to him before Welker and I were called
to the mat for our match. I stripped down to my wrestling shorts and performed my Spectacle—a
short demonstration of a few moves I never used in an actual match, but that demonstrated my
quickness, and lots of bouncing up and down. Before I approached the center, I took a swallow
of water, making sure to spill a small amount down my chest.
Welker performed his Spectacle, but the white bandage covering the burn from Monroe’s
skull drew my attention, so I didn’t pay attention to the content of his Spectacle. He glared at me
and clenched his fists during the last steps to his starting position. I closed my eyes, inhaled, and
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reminded myself this was a match like any other. Welker was just another opponent. I banished
the memory of the cheap shot he took against me the other day. Seeking revenge would be
dangerous, cause me to force opportunities that weren’t there and miss the ones that were. I
exhaled and opened my eyes. In Welker’s eyes I saw his anger still burned bright, but I was at
peace.
When we were both set, we shook hands and Fisk started the match. I scored a quick
takedown but wasn’t able to turn him over during the first period. With a great roar of frustrated
rage, Welker earned an escape near the end of the first period.
I chose the bottom for the second period and got an escape with a minute left. Welker
shot in at me almost immediately, but I sprawled, couldn’t get around and stood back up. We
took turns shooting and sprawling, but were unable to score a takedown in the second period.
Welker chose the bottom for the third period and escaped at the whistle. To me, it seemed that he
started before the whistle, but Fisk didn’t call a false start. Welker grabbed the top of my head
and tied us up together. We spent most of the third period fighting for hand control and pushing
each other out of bounds. By the last fifteen seconds, we both had two warnings for stalling. With
five seconds left, I pushed Welker out of bounds again. Fisk awarded me a point for Welker’s
third stall. Then, the match ended four to two, in my favor, and I took three points for a decision
into round two. To his credit, Welker didn’t storm off, punch or kick anything. Maybe he was just
too tired. I was too tired to be very excited.
During the hour and forty-five minute break between rounds, as most of the audience
went to watch Dee and the other females finish round one of the tennis matches, I searched for
Geoff. Welker and Ortega talked with their coaches.
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Geoff wasn’t in the changing room, like I thought he would be. Instead, I found him in
the furthest corner of C Hex, his face to the wall, performing his twelve fundamental motions, in
ultra-slow motion. There was no point in interrupting. He wouldn’t have acknowledged me
anyway, so I left. At least he wasn’t sulking.
I decided to take a short nap in the Commons, under a tree. Maybe I could bum an apple
from Food Service, if anyone was around. A few people, uninterested in the tennis matches, I
suppose, were scattered in groups of two or three around the tables. None of the Food Service
were around, but a bowl of fruit had been left on the female Nominees’ table. I picked up a
medium-sized apple and took a bite as I sat down against a tree in the Evening Star. I closed my
eyes and took a few more bites before dozing off.
I woke up to Scott’s foot in my back.
“Hey! Get up, butthead!” Scott offered me a hand up. “Round Two’s about to begin.”
“Thanks,” I grunted as I stood up. “You find Geoff?”
“Didn’t need to. He’s already out there sitting in his corner, waiting for the round to
begin.”
“You talk to him?” We walked together back to C Spoke.
Scott shook his head. “Nah. He’s acting like he used to, like no one else’s around.”
“Yeah, I know. Except, he was only ever like that immediately prior to a match. Never
after or before.”
“Serious business, the Feats. I guess.”
“Yes,” I answered.
When we got back to the mat, Fisk glared at me from the center of the mat. Welker was
finishing his Spectacle already. I sat down in my chair, next to Ortega. Welker ended his
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Spectacle similarly to how he had before. Geoff sat cross-legged in his corner, emotionless and
still. Once Welker set himself at his starting position, Geoff stood, performed each of his
fundamental movements in a continuous, fluid sequence and finished in his starting position. It
was extraordinarily elegant, beautiful even, and I’m sure my mouth was not the only one agape
at what had just happened.
Even Fisk seemed caught off guard by what was certainly the slowest, and quietest
Spectacle he had ever seen. He recovered, asked the competitors to shake hands, and blew his
whistle.
Instantly, Geoff exploded off the line, picked Welker’s far ankle, pulled it to his chest and
stood up before the echo of Fisk’s whistle had decayed. Welker kicked, as if to sprawl, but was
too late, and instead, the momentum spun him downward towards the mat. Geoff reached down
under Welker’s head with his free arm and pulled it under and out of the way as he dropped to his
knees and planted Welker’s shoulders squarely on the mat. Fisk dropped immediately to check,
slammed his open hand on the mat while simultaneously blowing his whistle, and then quickly
rolled away as an extra flourish. Only six seconds had ticked off the clock.
Geoff let Welker go and set himself back in his starting crouch. It seemed as if the very
breathing of the audience was arrested. Welker lifted himself to his knees, with a stunned and
uncomprehending look on his face. Fisk pointed to his starting position. Welker stood and set
himself back in a crouch as well. He certainly thought, as did most of us in the audience, that
there had been a false start, or some other obscure technicality that required the match be
restarted. Geoff and Welker shook hands again. Then, Fisk raised Geoff’s hand, confirming the
legitimacy of the pin. Many in the audience gasped as if they had not taken a breath since
Geoff’s Spectacle.
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Geoff left the mat and sat down next to me. Welker looked at his coach, then at his
parents, and then at Fisk. Fisk nodded and Welker, the last of us to comprehend what had just
happened, walked to the changing room.
“He’s strong, but slow.”
“What?” I asked.
“Ortega.” Geoff responded. “He’s strong. You won’t be able to turn him over.”
“I can turn almost anyone over.”
“Not him. You’ll waste your strength. Don’t try.”
“I have to try.”
“Don’t,” Geoff retorted sharply. “He’s slow. Take him down. Let him up. Do it again,
until the match is over.”
“But that’s…”
“Trust me.”
I stood up and walked to my corner. Ortega began his Spectacle. I watched his
movements carefully. Geoff was right. Ortega was clearly much stronger than I was, but that
strength also seemed to limit his speed, as if his muscles got in his own way.
Once I had completed my Spectacle, I crouched at the ready, holding both hands out in
front of me as if I held an invisible ball of energy in between them. At Fisk’s whistle, Ortega
reached for my head with his right hand. I deflected it with a semi-circular motion to the outside,
opening Ortega up on the inside. He lowered himself immediately to prepare a counter to my
shot. Instead, with my far hand moving in an opposing semi-circle, I caught Ortega’s attacking
wrist at the apex of my initial deflection, and clamping hard with my right hand on Ortega’s
wrist, I pulled across both our bodies, causing him to lunge a half-step forward and exposing his
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right leg to an outside shot. I grabbed under his knee and lifted it to my chest. I set my right leg
behind his left, leaned forward and forced him to the mat. Fisk signaled a takedown and I
instinctively wrapped my arms around his torso and tried to hold him to the mat.
No matter how I heaved, I couldn’t get Ortega to turn over. He jerked violently from side
to side, and nearly got a reversal a couple times. One jerk left me clutching him low around his
waist, my face pressed firmly against his side as I tried to use it as leverage to hold on. His next
motion lurched forward and exposed my face. Immediately, he swung his elbow down hard and
smashed it across my face.
Blood burst from my lips and nose immediately, but Ortega was able to escape before
Fisk blew the whistle to stop the match for clean up. The two mop boys ran onto the map with
bleach water to clean up the blood. When Weber didn’t come to my aid as the coach of the
Monroe clubs, Geoff’s coach, Phillips, grabbed a damp towel and some cotton. I sat down on the
edge of the mat and let him wipe the blood off my face. The blood from both nostrils wouldn’t
stop, so he shoved pieces of cotton up each nostril and put two inside my bottom lip.
“For padding, in case it happens again,” Phillips said.
“Stop blood time,” Fisk said, and directed me to return to the starting positions.
Geoff gestured a take down and then pushing an imaginary wrestler away. There were
forty-five seconds left in the first period. Fisk blew his whistle. I reached for Ortega’s wrist, gave
it a little tug, and as he recoiled, shoved his forehead back with my other hand, shot inside,
grabbed both legs and pushed forward. Ortega fell backwards, and I scrambled up his legs for the
take down. This time, I pushed him away and stood back up. I shot again, took him down and let
him back up. Before the period ended, I was able to get three more takedowns, for a total of 12
points to Ortega’s six escapes.
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I won the toss and chose neutral. Throughout the second period, I scored takedown after
takedown, and each time I let him escape. Each time, I returned to the center of the mat, shuffled
a few steps and shot in again. After a while, I had taken so many shots that it felt more to me like
punishment then winning. Fortunately, Ortega was just as exhausted. I had scored 24 points to
Ortega’s 12 and there were only thirty more seconds left in the second quarter.
After I scored another takedown and let Ortega back up, he lunged at me as I was moving
back to the center. He caught my right leg and lifted up, but we were still close to the edge of the
ring and I pushed away and hopped until Ortega’s attempt to finish the take down pushed us out
of bounds. The whistle blew, time stopped and we stood up and walked back to the center. I
checked the time. There were only fifteen seconds left, and I needed four more points in order to
score a technical fall. If I didn’t, Ortega would certainly choose top and count on his strength to
be able to turn me over and get a fall.
On the whistle, I shot in hard with my favorite shot, a direct-attack double-leg. I heaved
and lifted Ortega up and forward, pushing us to the edge of the ring. I scored the two points and
pushed him away. My push forced him out of bounds, and Fisk blew his whistle again.
Only five seconds left. Twenty-eight to fourteen. One more take down. The cotton in my
mouth and nose, in addition to being forced to breath through my mouth, had made it completely
dry. I tried to lick around the inside of my mouth, but it couldn’t gather any saliva. My chest
heaved rapidly and it seemed like the steps back to the center of the ring would cause my lungs
to explode.
When I set myself in a crouch at my starting position, I didn’t even bother to decoy. I
stared directly at his lead foot, leaned towards it and tensed for the whistle. Desperate and
exhausted, I practically fell rather than shot at his lead leg. I picked his ankle with my right arm
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and drove my shoulder as hard as I could into his side. Ortega fell to his side and I sprang up to
his torso and wrapped my arms around him in a bear hug.
“Takedown,” Fisk said. The timer buzzed. “Two points. And match, by technical fall.”
My arms felt like they were made from bananas. After Fisk raised my arm, it fell limply
as if it no longer belonged to me. I looked for Geoff, but he was gone.
“Well done, my friend.” Scott clasped my shoulders and handed me water as the
onlookers were filing back to the tennis courts. “Let’s get you something to eat.”
“You may have to feed me,” I joked, water dribbling down my chin.
“Any food I touch goes directly into my mouth. It’s a rule I have.”
“No wonder they don’t let you in the Farms.” I slapped him in the belly.
“Ha.” He paused for a moment. “This has turned out better than any of them could have
hoped. A Feats of legend for years to come.”
“What do you mean? That wasn’t the first technical in Feats history.”
“No. Your match with Geoff. Not only will it be between two best friends, but look at the
points. You have eight. Geoff has six. Winner of your match, anyway it goes, will be the Strength
champion.”
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Chapter 9: The Devil You Know

The sweet and slightly tangy taste of the strawberry lingered on my tongue for several
minutes after I finished eating the last one on my plate. I tonged around the inside of my mouth,
seeking out the tiny seeds that might have gotten lodged in between the gums, occasionally
discovering a small pocket where some juice from the strawberries clung to my teeth and as it
did, I would, for a brief moment, relive the entire experience of that particular strawberry again,
including the texture and the sensations emanating from my teeth slicing through the soft, firm
flesh. I marveled that all it took was a tiny droplet of the juice to bring forth such a potent
memory from my very recent past. The lingering sensation on my tongue felt like I was tasting a
ghost in comparison to those brief glimpses of juices that resurrected afresh the sweet tanginess
of the berry.
“You going to eat the nuts?” Scott asked.
“Huh?”
“Your nuts, man?”
I looked at him blankly. “You want my nuts?”
“That’s what I’m saying, yes.” He reached across the table and grabbed a few almonds
off my plate. “Well, thank you. Don’t mind if I do.”
“These are for competitors only,” I said.
“Well, you weren’t eating them. And it took you ten minutes to finish that last
strawberry.” He crunched as he spoke. “‘Sides, you gotta stop eating at least a half hour before
your next match, so you can digest.”
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“Right.” I peeled an orange, divided each of its segments, and aligned them on my plate
in a row.
“You worried about wrestling Geoff?” He took another handful of the nuts off my plate.
“Ain’t the first time you’ve wrestled him, you know.”
I stuffed my mouth with three segments of orange, so I didn’t have to say anything.
“Look, Geoff knows how much you want this. He wouldn’t do anything to keep you from
becoming an Admin.”
I looked away as I finished my orange. I hadn’t peeled the whole orange very well, and
the last three pieces had traces of pith stuck to it, tainting the orange with a hint of bitterness.
“Well, anyway. Just do your best, ya’ know. I’m sure you killed on the Exams.” After
another minute of silence, Scott stood up and left.
I finished the few nuts Scott had left on my plate, stood up, and headed back to the mat.
No one else was around, and the lights had dimmed to evening. Someone would pull them up
manually for the final round, but for now, I found a corner of the darkened space, behind the
competitor seats, lay down and took a short nap.
Thirty minutes later, the sound of metal chairs being shifted around the floor woke me up.
The first members of the audience were returning to their seats. Ortega and Welker were on
opposite sides of the mat sparring with their coaches for warmups. For the first time since lunch,
I thought about Dee.
One of the mop boys pushed his bucket of bleach water past me. “Hey, you know how
the tennis matches are going?”
“No, sir,” he said.
“You haven’t heard anything?”
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“I’ve been here, all day, sir.”
“You didn’t leave to go watch during the breaks?”
“No sir, Mr. Roth. This is my first official assignment, sir. And I’m trying to make a good
impression. That’s what my mom said. She said, ‘Make a good impression with your diligence,’
so that’s what I’m trying to do.”
“She’s right. You tell your mom she’s raised a good son.”
“Thank you, sir.”
“You’re welcome. But, quit with the sir. Call me Thom.”
“No sir. I couldn’t do that. You’ll be an Admin soon. It wouldn’t be ‘propriate.”
“I ain’t Admin yet. May not be, you know. Nothing’s decided yet. ’Til then, if it even
happens, call me Thom.”
“Yessir, Mr. Thom. Tho’ I’m sure you’re going to be Admin.”
“And how are you so sure?”
“Because Mom says you’ll win.”
“Does she?”
“Yep. Says you’re going to make Monroe proud. I don’t know how he’s s’posed to be
proud since he’s dead, but that’s what she said.”
“Well,” I began. I didn’t quite know how to respond. Finally, I just said, “Tell your mom
I’ll do my best.” The boy nodded and wheeled his mop bucket out back to the nearest
maintenance closet.
Most of the spectators had returned to their seats. Fisk had returned and was sitting in his
chair, hunched forward, staring at the center ring of the mat, perhaps reliving one of the
thousands of matches he had officiated, or wrestled.
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Trask and the rest of the Council had just come in and were chatting with several of the
higher-level Admins from their factions. I watched Trask effortlessly glide through the crowd,
greeting everyone with their first name, and clasping their hand with both of his. He laughed at
their jokes and nodded compassionately when they expressed a concern.
That wasn’t me. I couldn’t be that kind of an Admin. I was not personable enough to
move that easily from person to person, instilling loyalty with a smile and a handshake. That was
only part of the job, of course, and only really necessary if I wanted to be Minister, but I assumed
that had always been part of Trask’s plan for me, so I’d better learn how to fake it, eventually.
Finally, he passed through the crowd, found his seat with the other Council Members and
within thirty seconds, the spectators had found their own seats and grown nearly silent. Welker
and Ortega sat down on opposite sides of me. Geoff finally entered once everyone else was
seated. He took the remaining competitor seat without so much as a glance at anyone. In fact, it
looked as if his eyes were closed, just in case he might accidentally make eye contact.
Fisk called Welker and Ortega to the center of the mat. They presented themselves to the
Council, went to their corners and performed their Spectacle at the same time. Neither wanted to
give the other the privilege of going first, I guess. Fisk didn’t react, so I assumed there was no
rule against it.
At the whistle, Ortega pulled down on Welker’s head, simultaneously stepping inside
with a quick pivot that set his back into Welker’s stomach. He wrapped his right arm around
Welker’s head and left arm, popped his back up and leaned forward until Welker’s toes left the
mat. Then, he heaved Welker towards the mat with all his strength. Welker grabbed Ortega
around the waist and rolled hard as soon as he hit the mat. Before Ortega could set himself
perpendicular, Welker was able to keep his momentum and roll onto his stomach. This left him
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with his head still locked up in Ortega’s control, but with his body on the top and Ortega’s back
exposed to the mat. He quickly spread his legs wide so Ortega couldn’t turn him back over and
forced Ortega’s elbow over his head.
As soon as his head was free, he leaned his full weight on Ortega to score the two point
take down. Then, Welker reached his left arm under Ortega’s head and around under his arm.
Ortega arched with his legs and neck to fight off the reverse headlock, but Welker forced him
back down and connected his two arms. He squeezed tightly. Ortega’s tried to rock from side to
side in order to keep his shoulders off the mat, but Welker kept squeezing until finally, both
shoulder blades touched the mat and Fisk’s whistle blew.
Ortega howled in frustration. Only thirty seconds of the match had passed. He pounded
on the mat furiously and howled again, even louder. He finally stood up and shook Welker’s hand
before storming off into the changing room.
Without a word, Geoff stood and walked to his corner. I stood and went to mine.
As I finished my Spectacle, drops of water dribbling down my chest, I looked into
Geoff’s eyes. It wasn’t him, least not the Geoff that had grinned so stupidly the other day when
he showed us the grate he discovered. His intense and focused stare looked at me without
recognition. I might have been any other stranger in the world. An Outsider. He did not know
me, and as I looked into his eyes, whoever it was behind there, I was pretty sure I didn’t know
him either.
We shook hands, and Fisk blew the whistle. I faked left and shot inside to the right, but
Geoff sprawled and I was able to grab his knee, but not pull it in and get leverage. Geoff tried to
break my grip on his knee and spin around for the takedown, but I locked my hands as tight as I
could and tried to pull in his leg during the brief relaxing of muscles between his kicks.
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Gradually, we pulled ourselves up until we were each partially kneeling. Geoff’s head hung a
little too far over my back and I tried to drive forward. He fought to slide down by leveraging his
large arms against my shoulders. I tried to push in again, but a simultaneous effort by Geoff
forced us both to our feet and broke my grip from around his knee.
We pushed away from each other and crouched back into ready stances. We circled for a
few seconds. Both of us were sweating profusely already. I had to squint to keep the sweat out of
my eyes. Geoff tried for an outside shot, but I sprawled back hard, set my hands on his shoulders
and pushed back so he couldn’t reach my legs. We spent the rest of the first period, setting up
various different shots, none of which ended in a takedown. The whistle blew, and the first period
was over.
Geoff won the toss and chose down position. He set himself immediately and tensed his
muscles to spring into action at the faintest hint of whistle. First, he tried to sit out, but I caught
his ankle and drove him forward to the mat, my right arm wrapped tightly around his waist. I
tried to work my arm in between his shoulder and head to set a half-nelson, but he clamped down
hard on my hand, and didn’t let it budge. I couldn’t try anything on the other side, because my
hand was clamped so tight. Finally, once it became apparent neither could make a move, Fisk
called a stalemate and blew the whistle. He warned Geoff for stalling.
Fisk set us back in the same positions we had started the period in. Geoff tried to stand up
at the whistle. I followed him up, held on tight, and forced him out of bounds. We returned again
to our original positions in the center of the mat. This time I was warned for stalling.
On the next whistle, I chopped his arm and drove him face first into the mat with my
knee. I threaded my left leg inside his and wrapped my foot in the crook of my right knee. With
my arms, I grabbed his right leg with my arms and leaned back, pulling Geoff onto his side and
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then exposing his back. He rocked back to his stomach. I pulled him again, this time harder, and
set my free leg against his weight. I held him there until the end of the period and earned the
three near fall points.
I felt sure, after a successful second period, that I could contain Geoff for another period,
and so I chose top again. As soon as I was set behind Geoff, Fisk blew the whistle, and Geoff
scrambled forward on all fours. He was only able to get a few steps in front of me, but that was
all the space he needed. After a few seconds of fighting to control him, Geoff broke free of my
hands and turned to face me, earning one point for an escape.
He was breathing fiercely. His shoulders rose and fell at least a few inches with each
breath. Serves him right, I thought. What he gets for not taking any of this seriously for so long. I
was positive my breathing was much more even than his, but it must have been just as bad,
because I couldn’t make anything happen for the rest of the third period. Neither could Geoff.
The two of us fought for hand control, pushed and shoved, and even took a few shots, but neither
could get in deep enough to make anything happen. Instead, we kept pushing each other out of
bounds. Geoff got another warning. So did I.
Finally, with only eight seconds left, Geoff stood up straight, apparently believing we had
crossed out of bounds. I went for a near-leg, but as I did, he shuffled to the side and I fell on my
hands and knees, my feet just inside the mat, but the rest of my body outside. Geoff fell on top of
me, making sure to keep his feet in bounds, and with two hops had circled behind me. Fisk
signaled the two-point takedown. Time ran out.
Fisk didn’t waste any time. He signaled us to take neutral positions for the overtime
period, which would be just a minute long. He blew the whistle and we shuffled around each
other, testing our options, but each of us were too exhausted to fully commit to anything. With
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the final seconds of the period counting down, I caught a glimpse of Fisk in my left eye. He
seemed about to signal a stall, which would have meant a point for whichever the call was not
against. It could go to either of us, I thought. Fifty-fifty chance. Rather than settle for those odds,
I took a desperate shot inside at Geoff’s left leg, but I was too far away and hadn’t set it up in any
way. I missed his ankle and grasped furiously for his thigh. Geoff sprawled and broke my grip.
He spun around on his toes and got behind me right as the time ran out. Fisk gave him the
takedown.
I stood up slowly and returned to the starting positions. Geoff’s eyes were still flashing
that same fierce light that seemed so intensely foreign to everything I had ever known him to be.
Only when his hand was raised instead of mine, did they seem to soften. The decision put Geoff
at nine points to my eight. I didn’t need to see the award ceremony, so I quietly gathered my
warmups and walked to the showers of C Hex.
——
When I stepped out of the showers, Geoff was standing in the dressing room, waiting for
me, still dressed in his cotton wrestling shorts. He held out a towel to me. I walked past him and
grabbed a clean one from the cabinets along the wall.
“Look, man…” He paused. “I didn’t…”
“But you did.” I wrapped the towel around my lower half, grabbed my gear, and headed
for the exit, still dripping water.
“What did you want me to do? Let you win?” He called after me, but I didn’t turn around.
“I’m sorry, ok. I don’t know what happened. I just got caught up in it, I guess.”
I exited the men’s bathing facilities and entered C Hex. Everyone else must have still
been at the end of Feats celebration. They’d expect me there soon, whether I wanted to join them
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or not. The conditioned air moving through the room felt cold against my wet and bare skin. My
clothes were still in the changing room, just outside the C Hex entrance. I shifted my wrestling
gear underneath my left shoulder. As I did, the tuck came out of my towel and it started to fall
off.
I reacted quickly to catch the towel before it fell, and as a consequence, dropped my gear.
Once I picked it up and looked up, I finally saw Glynis. She stood right in front of me, her hair
pulled back, out of her face, as always. A few wisps of hair fell across the left side of her face.
Her eyes stared through me like lasers. I couldn’t move, when she looked at me like that.
“I lost,” I said. “To Geoff.”
Glynis nodded. She took a step towards me. I stood in the growing puddle that welled up
underneath my feet. The drops of water still on my skin, pricked my flesh until all the hairs along
my limbs stood up.
“He…” I tried to blame Geoff, but I couldn’t. Not to Glynis, at least. Instead, I closed my
mouth while she took another few steps towards me. “I didn’t work hard enough, I guess.”
Glynis shook her head. She crossed the last step between us and embraced me around my
shoulders. Just like she had when my parents died. She held me so tight that I couldn’t hug her
back, and anyway, my right arm was holding up my towel. I wasn’t so cold anymore. My skin
relaxed and I felt a bit of peace.
Finally, I exhaled heavily and she let me go. She smiled at me, her clothes marked with
the water that had clung to my skin, and walked away.
I should have said thank you, called it after her, as she left, but I didn’t. As soon as she let
go, the coldness returned and I felt just as bitter as before.
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Chapter 10: Quid Pro Quo

The End of Feats Celebration commenced with a late dinner that began as soon as the last
women’s matches ended, and lasted until late at night. There were no official winners yet, not
until the tests were scored, and so everyone celebrated together, almost as if there had been no
competition. It was too early to celebrate a win or a loss for your faction, so everyone pretended
that the outcomes didn’t matter. We were all winners.
That’s the official version, of course, and in the past, I’d subscribed to it just like the
others. This time, however, I saw things differently. More appropriately, I was treated differently.
No one congratulated me on a nobel performance, or consoled me on my defeat. Instead, they
stared at me, even after I had caught them, only looking away after I nodded my
acknowledgement. Alvarez’s people at least nodded back. I’d never known anyone from the
Alvarez faction who wasn’t, at least, always polite.
When I had passed through the crowd and stood at the end of the food line, it finally felt
like I had found my way back to the way things had been before Monroe’s nomination. There I
was, just another person in line for food, no great expectations, and no great failures. Just
someone waiting my turn, like everyone else.
I felt Scott’s large, meaty hand on my shoulder. “You need to come with me,” he said, as
he pulled me out of the line. “Was wondering how long you’d be. You took forever to change.
Why did you walk back to D in a towel? Just ‘cause you wrestled in about as much, doesn’t
mean you get to walk around the place like that. There are still rules about public presentation.
Community standards you know.” He kept talking as he pulled me behind him. “You hear about
the girls yet? Never mind, I’m sure you haven’t. It only just ended. Don’t worry. Trask can tell
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you about it. You’re really doing a lot to help me keep this job, making me wait so long for you
like that. Trask sent me for you thirty minutes ago. What took you so long? You want them to put
me back on restroom crew?”
“You mind giving me a second or two to answer a question?”
“Right. Sorry. I’m just kind of panicking, you know. Trask sent me to find you half an
hour ago…”
“You said that already.”
“Yeah well, it seemed real urgent. Let’s go.” He dragged me towards A Spoke. “So, what
took you so long?”
“Don’t worry about it,” I said. I shook his hand off my shoulder. “I know the way. You
don’t need to escort me. ‘Sides, shouldn’t Trask be out here with everyone else?”
“Said he wanted to talk to you first. That’s why it’s so important. You’re keeping him
waiting.”
“Doesn’t matter anyway,” I muttered.
“It damn well matters to me! I hate cleaning toilets.”
“Look, I’ll let Trask know it was my fault. He’s already mad at me, anyway. Couldn’t get
any worse. So don’t worry about your precious little messenger job!”
Scott stopped walking with me. After I had gone on a few steps by myself, he yelled after
me, “You know it ain’t that easy for all of us. Some of us, this is the best we’ll ever get. So,
forgive me, Your Wunderkindness, if I try to make the most of the breaks I get.”
Why won’t this day end? I half-thought/half-muttered.
Marissa greeted me at the door to Admin. She smiled at me but didn’t say anything as she
led me in to Trask’s office. Trask’s chair was facing away from the door as we entered.
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“Nico, dear? Thom’s here.” Trask didn’t turn around. “He’s been drinking a bit tonight,”
she whispered as she left the office and closed the door behind her.
Trask still didn’t turn around. After a moment of silence, I ventured, “Sorry I took so
long, sir. I didn’t know you were looking for me and I took my time getting ready for the
Celebration. Scott brought me here as soon as I showed up in the Commons. It’s my fault, not
his.” He didn’t say anything. I sat down in the chair opposite his.
“Well sir, I know things didn’t quite go how we had hoped they would today, but I want
you to know how much I appreciate the faith and effort you showed in me all this time. I
certainly couldn’t have made it this far without your help. I’m just sorry I wasn’t able to carry it
the rest of the way for you. I did my best.”
I waited a few minutes before changing my approach. “I’m pretty sure I did very well on
the exams. I can’t speak for how well the others might have done, but you said yourself, that the
exams were my strongest area, anyway. Maybe I’ll have enough points, after the exams are
scored, to overcome my second place finish tonight…and the points I was docked for punching
Winston in the face.” There was still no answer. I waited quietly for five minutes. Then, I heard
low snoring coming from the other side of Trask’s chair.
After another minute of waiting, I stood up quietly and slowly turned the door knob. As
the latch released, it made a much louder click than I expected for such a slow, careful turn. The
snoring stopped.
“Marissa! Is Thom here yet? I’m beginning to be impatient.”
“I’m right here, sir,” I said.
Trask turned around in his chair. His eyes were big and watery and he smiled broadly as
he spoke. “Hullo, Thom! How long have you been here? I must have fallen asleep. Well, you
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can’t blame me, now can you? It’s been quite an exciting day after all! And I am getting old, if
you haven’t noticed. Was a time I’d stay out all the night celebrating the Feats, but…”
Marissa opened the door. “Did you call me, Nico?”
“Did I? Right. I was asking about Thom. As you can see, he’s here, so I didn’t need you
after all. Thank you for coming so quickly, though. You are too good to me.”
“You’re welcome, dear,” Marissa responded. “Can I get you two something to drink?”
“No thanks, I still have mine.” He pointed to his desk, where a half-empty glass of honey
mead stood. “And Thom won’t be here long enough to finish his.”
“Very well. Call if you need anything.”
“Of course.” Trask smiled as Marissa shut the door. As soon as it closed, his smile
disappeared as his gaze returned to me.
I sat forward in my seat, uncomfortable. It had been hard enough to say everything
before, with his back to me, and when it turned out he was sleeping. I really didn’t want to go
over everything again.
“Well, Thom,” Trask began, “I’ll be brief, so we can both get back to the Celebration.
Men like us are missed at such functions.”
His words bewildered me. He had always spoken of us in a way that illustrated our
mentor and protégé relationship. Here he spoke of us as equals. That must have been his second
glass, I thought. At least.
“Also, I hope you don’t mind, but I plan to be rather direct with what I have to say to you
right now. There’s no room for misinterpretation and anyway, I always speak a bit more directly
with three glasses of honey in me.” He paused to blow his nose in a handkerchief. “I’m sure
you’re a bit disappointed with how things went tonight.”
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I opened my mouth to answer, but he stopped me with his hand.
“That’s how these things go, sometimes. Truth be told, you did rather well. Second-place
among competition like that is not bad. And anyway, the matches are only half of the final score.
We still have to score the exams, you know.”
I nodded.
“Now, I’m going to ask you a question, and I need you to be absolutely honest. And
please remember, an honest answer is more of a promise than an answer. You need to be
absolutely sure on this one. Do you still want to be an Admin?”
I started to answer again, but he stopped me.
“Take your time, it’s a big question. And I know the answer anyway, but I thought I’d
better ask you just to be sure. You see, if you are sure about this, then I don’t see any reason why
we can’t make it happen. You certainly performed well enough to make it believable, so we
won’t have to worry about any challenges from Alvarez after you put the hurt on Welker like
that. And Monroe’s dead, so he can’t complain!” He laughed loudly as he spoke about Monroe.
“‘Sides, you’re Monroe’s boy, officially, anyway.” He practically giggled. “This could not have
gone better, my boy. Congratulations! You did marvelously.”
“Thank you, sir,” I managed to squeeze in.
Trask suddenly became very grave. “But don’t think it’s yours for the taking. You have
that penalty, remember? Things are not yet decided completely. Not at all.” He stared intensely at
me. “This is the part where you show me what kind of a leader you’re going to be,” he
whispered. “We’re going to play a game. I can give you something you want, but you have to
give me something I want. Quid pro quo they call it, you know? This is how things are done in
politics, and make no mistake, life is politics.”
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“What do you need from me?”
“Hold on, my friend. Let me finish.” He took a drink of his honey and wiped his mouth
with the same handkerchief he had used to blow his nose. “I have already approved of you and
Dee, and I intend to hold you to that agreement. Like we said, you must be discreet and hidden,
until the time is right. But that is not what I need from you. You must, of course, move out of my
Hexes and into Monroe’s by tomorrow. There’s no way around that. (And this is where the hard
part is going to be.) You must continue from tomorrow onward to represent Monroe and his
interests as part of your official Admin responsibilities.”
“In everything?”
“Absolutely! There can be no compromise. You must even openly disagree with me when
I act outside of the best interests of Monroe’s people.”
“Disagree? But I will not be your equal. I have no right to disagree with you.”
“And yet you must. Yell, curse, scream, and otherwise exercise righteous indignation
when the interests of your new faction are not fulfilled. I promise, I shall not take it personally,
even if your words force me to publicly censure you. Be assured, that I will eventually cede to
your desires, and thus you will gain the confidence of those you represent. Once you are accepted
by them, you will then, by degrees, show them the benefits of seeing things from our
perspective.” He smiled wildly as he revealed his plan. “Don’t you see how brilliant it is? By the
time I retire, you will be guaranteed the Ministry, and everything we have worked for will be
fulfilled.”
“I understood as much from our last conversation. Did I misunderstand then?”
“Of course not. I’m just being clear, like I said.” Trask stood up from his chair and
walked to a bookshelf behind the right side of his desk. “That’s not our deal.” He paused for
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clear dramatic effect. “That is the fruit of our deal. That’s what you have to gain: Dee and the
Ministry. If you accept my terms, I will ensure that your performance in the Feats outranks all
others. Do you accept?”
“But what are they?”
“I said, do you accept?” Trask demanded.
I thought about it for a minute. Thought about Geoff’s win, Welker’s arm. Thought about
Allen’s hideous face and Winston’s weak punches. Thought about Dee’s lips, the sweat of her
back, and the translucence of her skin. “Yes. I accept,” I said.
“Good. You must of course, understand that you must be sworn to silence about what I
am about to speak to you. You can’t even talk to me about this ever again.” He turned back
towards me, expectant of my approving nod. “You see, Thom, things have not gone as I hoped.
Dee’s mother was my only child from my first marriage and she had no interest in politics. I
always wanted a son, someone I could raise up in the family business. No offense intended, of
course. I certainly have thought of you as a son in many ways, but blood is blood, as they say.
And Marissa has been unable to give me a baby of either gender in the twelve years we’ve been
together.”
“Are you going to divorce Marissa?” I asked.
Trask recoiled in shock. “Of course not, my boy. You know very well that marriage is one
of our fundamental platforms. Marissa and I will not be getting a divorce.” He took another sip
of his honey. “I have…made arrangements. In approximately six months, a baby will be born, a
son hopefully, that will carry my blood in his veins.”
“Marissa is pregnant?” I exclaimed. “Congratulations, sir. Well done!”
Trask frowned. “No, Thom. You misunderstand. Marissa is not pregnant.”
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“Then who?” My body suddenly felt very cold.
“In a minute,” Trask said. “What matters is that I have recently confirmed that a child will
be born. My son. The future of my family name ensured.”
“And what if it’s a daughter?”
“I will worry about that. Your job is to raise the child, my son, as if it was your own.” He
sat back into his chair. “Marissa can never know.”
“My son?” The day had been so physically and emotionally exhausting that I couldn’t
summon any strong objections to what Trask was telling me. “My illegitimate son, you mean?
Dee won’t be the mother, will she?”
“Of course not! What a horrible thing to imagine!” Trask drank down the rest of his drink
and slammed it down on his desk. “Really, how could you even entertain such a revolting idea?”
“It’s just, what will Dee think? Won’t she hate me for it?”
“Dee will forgive you, as I will tell her she should. Women are very good at forgiving
their men, especially if their men are powerful. Don’t worry about that. And anyway, once I am
gone, you can tell her the truth and she’ll love you all the more for showing such uncommon
loyalty to her family.” He laughed again as he thought about this. “You’re a good man, Thom,
worrying about Dee’s feelings like that. Just more evidence that I was right to look after you all
those years ago, when your parents were taken from us.”
His eyes fell as he mentioned my parents, and his eyes became even more watery. “They
were of the highest quality, Thom. The absolute highest.” Tears rolled openly down his cheeks. “I
only wish they could have seen what a fine young man you are today, what a leader you will
become!”
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I found myself wiping tears from my own cheeks as he spoke. “Ok,” I whispered. “Yes.
I’ll do it.”
“Of course you will, my boy. A dream for a dream. That’s what this is, after all, isn’t it?
A dream. My dream. He will be named Gustavo. My Gus. My father’s middle name.” He sat
back down in his chair.
I stood up to leave. “Shall I make your excuses to those at the Celebration,” I asked.
“No. I’ll be down shortly. Remember, you do not make my excuses, my apologies, my
good graces or my lunch anymore.” He chuckled to himself much louder than the joke deserved.
“Right.” I started to turn the knob to leave. Once again, the click of the latch release
signaled a cataclysmic shift of the moment. “Wait,” I said. “You said you would tell me. Who
will the mother be?”
“A friend of yours. It will be believable that way. Things happen, you know…between
young people as yourself.”
“Which friend?”
“The mute girl,” Trask replied.
My entire body felt as if my blood was freon, as if my very soul was leaving my body,
never to return. “Glynis?” I asked vacantly.
“Yeah, that’s right,” Trask smiled with his eyes half-closed. “Glynis.”
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Chapter 11: Breakthrough

The next morning, I moved into C Hex, the pseudo no-man’s land between Alvarez in B
and Monroe in F Hex. Many of the pods in C were empty, nearly a third of them. Of the full
pods, members of Alvarez’ faction filled the majority. Only ten full pods affiliated with the
Monroes and the number seemed to be slowly decreasing. Every few months or so, after having
spent so much time in relatively close contact with the always amiable members of the Alvarez
faction, a family would find that it had developed stronger bonds on the other side of the Hex.
Then, they would move. Those who shifted to Alvarez were always quickly and eagerly
welcomed, and often fawned over to the point of alienating long-time faction members.
Eventually, the alienated would move to the Monroe side, where they hoped loyalty would be
better rewarded. The balance in C was ever shifting like that. Still, Alvarez seemed to be winning
the long game here.
Trask wanted E to be like C in that way, with members of Monroe slowly drifting his
way, filling it up one pod at a time, until he could claim the loyalty of two full Hexes. (His
alliance with Lynda Blythe five years ago had helped shift E his way in the first place.) It was
easier to keep a Hex loyal if everyone who lived there was of common mind. That’s what he told
me, anyway. Seemed reasonable enough, for the same reason that a full Hex would be more loyal
than a half empty one, like E was now. “A coherent sense of belonging, yielding a common
purpose, leading to a united polity,” were his exact words, I think.
As I walked among the Alvarez and Monroe families just waking up for the day, I found
myself half-unconsciously calculating the distances between the empty pods and the Monroe
pods on one side and the Alvarez pods on the other. I probably should have been seeking one
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closest to the cluster of occupied Monroe pods, but I didn’t feel up to it today. I’d spend a couple
of days in the middle, then over a few weeks, slowly drift towards Monroe.
When I reached the pod furthest to the back of the Hex, I opened the door and walked
right in, assuming it would be empty. The room was dark and quiet. I set my small bundle of
possessions on the nearest bed and turned on the light.
Someone rolled over, under their blankets on the bed opposite the door. I was about to
apologize and turn the lights back off when Glynis’s head popped out of the blankets. “Glynis!” I
said. “I’m so sorry to wake you.” I crossed the room to her and reached out to touch her arm.
She recoiled sharply and pressed herself hard against the wall, pulling her blankets up
tight around her face.
“It’s ok, Glynis. It’s just me,” I said calmly. “I’m so sorry to wake you. I didn’t know
anyone was in here.”
Glynis relaxed her grip on her blanket and sat up as I spoke. Her eyes weren’t red, but
still seemed burdened by deep pain.
I realized that I probably knew the reason for her tears the other day. But why had she
been so kind to me yesterday? Had Trask told her about his intentions for their child? Did she
know about the part I was supposed to play? How could I find answers to any of these questions?
“I was just looking for a new place,” I finally said. “Go back to sleep, there’s still plenty
of time before breakfast.” I retrieved my things and backed up to the door. “I’m really so sorry. I
didn’t know where you slept.”
Glynis shook her hands, palms facing me. She signaled OK. Then she smiled, though it
seemed a bit forced.
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I smiled back. Then I left. After knocking on the door several times, I discovered that the
pod next to Glynis was empty. I deposited my bundle, picked the bed to the left go the door,
made it and then laid down to take in my new quarters. From the inside, it looked identical to my
last place.
Somehow, the pod felt emptier than any place I had ever been, even though I hadn’t
shared a pod with anyone for more than two years. I thought about Glynis next door. Did she go
back to sleep after I had left, or was she staring up into the mostly empty pod like I was? I
thought about the baby growing inside of her. Trask’s baby. Her baby, though only barely, since
she would hardly have a say in who he was or would become.
Sometimes a quiet moment should be relished—an opportunity to reflect and regroup
your energies. Times like these, however, the quiet aches like an old skeletal injury—improperly
healed and always demanding an audience, right at the edge of your consciousness. I got up and
went to breakfast.
Half way through breakfast, Alvarez stood and asked for our attention. He wore his
trademark wide, squinting smile, as he addressed us. “Good morrow to you all, my dearest
friends. I have been asked to beg you all to excuse Minister Trask, the other Council members
and all other Admin citizens, as their particular duties kept them occupied very late into this last
night, considerably later even than our festivities. Their efforts, however, have afforded me an
exceptional honor. While tradition dictates that all citizens be present for such an event, the
deeply lamented passing of my comrade and our brother, the Revered Josiah Monroe, has
necessitated that I address those of us who are here today, before the start of the work day, in
accordance with the deadline defined in our inviolate Founding. So that we might fulfill the very
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letter of our law, Minister Trask and the Council have asked that I address you all in their
behalf.”
“On this auspicious morning, I have the privilege of announcing the final results of the
Feats of Strength and Wisdom we celebrated only yesterday.” He paused for a brief second to
clear his throat. “The Council would like to express their most sincere and appreciative
congratulations to all those who competed for the honor of entering into public service, both
those who won nomination or wild-card spots and also all those who applied, but were unable to
enter the final competition. The Council reminds you all that the Feats themselves symbolize the
exhaustive mental and physical sacrifices by which all civilized peoples have established order.
They serve as a reminder that only through the blood and sweat of hard labor, along with the
directed and often tedious application of High Knowledge, does a community realize its
maximum beneficent potential.”
“Therefore, it has always been essential and appropriate that the all-consuming selfsacrifice characteristic of public service be reserved only for the very best and brightest of
willing citizens, lest chaos and inefficiency reign over the idle hours of humankind, and all
becomes as naught.” He paused again for a breath. “Having celebrated the 11th Feats of Strength
and Wisdom, it is our honor, as the blessed citizens of this Refuge, to invite Margaret Leslie
Goode and Thomas Andrew Roth to renounce their own self-interested desires and dedicate the
fullness of their energies to the service of us all, firstly, diligently and always.”
Applause broke out all at once, some of it enthusiastic and congratulatory, some of it
merely a courtesy. I looked for Dee, realizing I hadn’t found out what the final results of the
tennis matches were. Why hadn’t Trask said anything about it last night?
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Our eyes met at the same time. I tried to give her the most consolatory smile I could
muster, but the sudden and complete elation that hit as I realized the accomplishment of years of
dedicated work forced all sympathetic sentiments out of my mind. There was simply no room for
them. I tried to feel sorry for her, but failed. Dee’s congratulatory smile seemed deeply sincere.
“Will the invitees please join me for their presentation?” Alvarez held out his arms, palms
up, each pointing to one of us. A moment later Maggie and I stood on each side of Alvarez,
facing the rest of the Refuge. “Will the invitees please lie face down, with their arms at their
side?” Maggie and I laid down as instructed.
Without another word, Alvarez touched each of us lightly on the shoulder with his foot.
Then, he stepped aside. One by one, the rest of the Refuge silently lined up on either side of us
and each took a turn lightly stepping on our shoulders. Once everyone had passed through,
Alvarez grabbed each of us by the hand and lifted us up.
“As each of our brothers and sisters has voluntarily rested a portion of their burden upon
your worthy shoulders, so shall you remember that the greatest man is but an ant when compared
to a mountain. Yet even the greatest mountain can be deconstructed, relocated and reconstituted
through the collaborative, concerted labors of a determined colony. None are below your duty
and all lay claim to your good faith.” Alvarez nodded to Maggie first.
Maggie stepped forward. “None are below my duty and all lay claim to my good faith.”
She stepped back and it was my turn.
“None are below my duty and all lay claim to my good faith,” I repeated. The crowd
applauded again.
“Thank you all, my fellow refugees. Enjoy the day’s labors, for we are all strengthened.”
The crowd returned to the remains of their breakfast. Alvarez left without another word to
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Maggie or I. He quickly found a member of his faction, put his arm around him and started in on
some small talk.
“Congratulations,” I said to Maggie.
She looked at me and nodded, then returned to her table. I went back to C to change my
shirt.
Ten minutes later, I stood in front of the Admin doors just like I had the night before. This
time, I didn’t have to knock.
I spent most of the next several days reading through the various codes and standards that
I was now expected to reflect at all times. Occasionally, I accompanied a more senior Admin to
some area of the Refuge to oversee the workers in that area. I didn’t have any choice as to which
areas I would get to supervise. A senior admin would receive the assignment, point to me, and
we’d go spend three to six hours checking and double checking that all was in order. Fortunately,
I didn’t get pulled down to the farms, but I knew I would inevitably have to face Allen, Winston
and Geoff.
-Near the end of the work week, I was sent to the library in search of a specific book that
one of the Council Members requested. After a futile, two-hour search, I realized that I was the
only one left in the library. Everyone had gone to lunch. Expecting it would be easier to find the
book on a full stomach, I stepped out of the rows of bookshelves and headed towards the
Commons.
I had only taken a few steps down the hallway when Welker stepped out from behind the
shelves in front of me and blocked my path.
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“Out of my way, Welker.” I tried to brush past him, but he pushed back and stepped back
in front of me. A pair of arms grabbed me from behind—Welker’s older brother, most likely.
“Now, that’s not what I call good faith. I got a problem and I need your help.”
Immediately, Welker punched me in the gut. “How kind of you to volunteer your services.”
I struggled to free my arms from his brother’s grasp. “What’s your problem?” I wheezed.
“Must be some burn you got there. Even keeps your good arm from throwing a decent punch.”
Welker backhanded me across the face. “Smart. But not smart enough to shut your
mouth.” He punched me in the stomach again.
“You learn that one from your baby sister?” I tasted blood on my teeth.
The older Welker head-butted the back of my head. Everything went black. I had the
vague notion of falling.
When I woke up, Geoff was helping me to my feet. He held a hammer in his right hand.
“Where are those inbreds?” I wiped the blood from my mouth with my shirt. “I pass out
and they think they killed me? Half-brains.”
“Nah,” Geoff said. “I hit them with a hammer.” He held up his right hand. “They’re
sleeping off the resulting migraine over by the encyclopedias.”
“A hammer? Holy hell, Geoff! You sure they’re not dead?” I tried to make sense of what
Geoff was telling me. Reality was hazy and confusing.
“Just the wood part. The handle, ya’ know. Once each across the face. Two in the shins
for Cole, also. That way he’ll remember it with every step for the next week.”
“Remember what?”
“That both of us have kicked his ass, so he can just give up and go back to being the
mediocre loser he’s always been.”
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I laughed and winced. I grabbed my forehead. “I thought he hit me in the back of the
head?”
“You hit your head on the ground.” He pointed to a crack in the tile beneath our feet.
“That wasn’t there yesterday.” He grinned.
“Hey,” I started. “I’m sorry I got a little crazy the other day.”
“Yeah.” Geoff sighed. “I’m sorry, too. I know how much the whole thing meant to you.”
I nodded, then shrugged.
“Hey, it turned out ok, after all, though, eh?” He gave my Admin tunic a tug. “Can’t keep
the Golden Boy down, can ya’?”
A brief wave of dizziness hit me and I grabbed Geoff’s shoulder to stabilize myself. “So
what was the deal? I haven’t seen you wrestle like that in years.”
Geoff half-smiled and shook his head. “I don’t know.” He shrugged. “Guess something
clicked. Reminded me about before.”
We stepped into the Commons and I headed towards C.
“Where are you going?”
“I’m not hungry. Going to go lay down for a couple hours.”
“Sorry, but that’s no excuse. Headaches will go away on their own, eventually, and you
and I have got something to go do.” He gestured for me to follow him.
“Where are we going?”
Geoff opened the door to the stairs. “Down. Scott’s waiting for us.”
“You make the vinegar?”
“Nah. That takes too long. I just took some.”
I glared at him.
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“We’ll replace it from the batch we started yesterday.” Geoff’s voice echoed far too
loudly in the stairwell.
“You don’t need me to clean the rust. Let me go to bed. You and Scott can take care of it
without me.”
“You’re right. We could…” Geoff’s grin lit up his face. “And we did. Got it to budge last
night. Should be easy for the three of us to open it up.”
“We’re going down right now? In the middle of the day?”
“No time like the present to watch your life rush by. ‘Sides, everyone’s at lunch. It’s a
post-festival day. They’ll take the afternoon off.” His excitement superseding his resistance, he
started taking two stairs at a time, and then three, as he descended. When we arrived at Utilities,
Geoff was in a full run.
“‘Bout time you got back,” complained Scott when we met up with him in Water
Treatment. “What took so long?”
“Your friend fell asleep reading a book,” Geoff said as he past. “Let’s get to it.”
“It’s already done. Thought I’d give it a tug before you got down here. Came right up,
just like that.”
Geoff’s eyes grew even wider. We looked at each other, enormous grins spreading across
our faces. The throbbing in my head seemed nothing more than a distant memory. The two of us
sprinted to the back of Water Treatment.
We came to a stop at the edge of the hole, where the grate used to be, both of us laughing
in between breaths.
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Chapter 12: Paradigm Shift

Thirty feet down the tunnel, we were walking into a nearly impenetrable darkness. If I
extended my arms out even with my hips, I could run my finger tips across the concrete walls,
and guide myself along the path accordingly. Just as my eyes started to feel comfortable in the
darkness—dim outlines of walls providing the faintest impression of substance versus
nothingness—I turned to look at how far we had come. The light from above the grate
illuminated the ladder and diffused down the path we had come from. The light behind us was
terrifically inviting, and as I turned back to the darkness in front of us, I couldn’t help but start to
worry.
“What if this path ends in a sudden drop off?” I thought out loud.
“Why would it do that?” Geoff said. “It’s obviously not a drain.”
“Yeah,” Scott’s said. “Too flat and square to be a drain. You’re not afraid, are you,
Thom?”
It was too dark to see, but I could hear the malicious smile in his voice. “Nah. Just saying,
maybe we could find some way to get some light down here. Maybe a mirror or something.”
“A mirror?” Geoff laughed. “How would a mirror help?”
“Rest it against the ladder back there. Reflect the light.”
“Where would we get a mirror that big, and how would we get it down here?” Scott
replied. “The grate opening was barely big enough for me.”
“Besides, my eyes are adjusting pretty well. I can see alright up ahead.” Geoff paused for
a second. “Scott can go first, if you like. He falls down a big hole, at least we’ll have some
warning. Plus, if he’s lucky, he might not fit, and we’ll be able to pull him out.”
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“Go to hell,” Scott said.
We were all silent for several seconds, concentrating hard on the outline of the ground
continuing out in front of us.
“I don’t think this thing takes us to the outer world,” I said. “It should be leading up by
now.”
“Why would it go outside?” Scott asked. “Why would you have to go down in order to go
up?”
“I know,” I said. “It was just a thought. Like maybe it was an access vent or something.”
“Access for what?” Scott said. “It’s obviously not how anything was brought into the
Refuge. Too narrow.”
“Of course,” I said. “Just wondering where it goes.”
“Ow!” Geoff said. A low metallic hum reverberated in the narrow passage. “I just kicked
something. Dammit!” I could hear his hands slap against metal. “It’s another ladder.”
“Why is there no light?” Scott asked.
“Motion-activation. If anything’s up here, and if it’s anything like the Refuge, something
or someone would have to be moving around for the light to be on.” Geoff’s voice came from
above us. “Or there’s something completely blocking the light, like that old filter.”
“Right,” Scott said. He thought for a few seconds, and then continued with a slightly
nervous tone. “What do you think is up there?”
“We’ll see in a minute.”
A few seconds later, I heard the sound of metal squealing against metal and Geoff’s
accompanying grunts as he tried to force the new grate out of its seat.
“Is it rusted?” I asked.
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“How should I know?” Geoff said. “Dammit!”
There was a thud. “Oof!” Scott groaned.
“What happened?” I said.
“Lost my footing is all. Scott broke my fall, though. Thanks for being a pal.” There was a
loud smack as Geoff slapped Scott on the back or belly.
“Heads up next time?” Scott asked.
“This ain’t as easy as it looks,” Geoff groaned. His voice was above us again.
“It doesn’t look that hard, either,” I joked.
“Haha.” Finally, with a loud clang, the grate popped out of its frame and clanged on the
concrete surrounding it. Low light slowly built from above, illuminating Geoff’s silhouette on
the ladder. His head was sticking out above the grate.
“What’s up there, man?” Scott said.
“Bunch of stuff,” Geoff said. He climbed the rest of the ladder and out of the tunnel. Full
lights illuminated the room. “What’d I say? Motion-activated lights. Just like the Refuge.”
Scott climbed up quickly and I followed. I kept my eyes down until I stood completely
out of the tunnel, I wanted to experience this new world all at once. As I finally looked around
my surroundings, everything I could see was perfectly familiar. Geoff was walking around a
water filter just like the one we had moved to get access to the grate in Water Treatment. There
were two others just like it.
“Check it out. This look familiar to anyone else?” Geoff pointed to the various large
pieces of equipment. “Here’s a bunch of air recycling units.”
“And an incinerator,” Scott said. “A smaller one, but not much.”
“Where?” I asked.
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“Over there,” Scott pointed to the left of the grate we had exited. The room was clearly
hex-shaped, and seemed the same size as one of the Refuge hexes. All the way back, to the left,
was a small incinerator, just like Scott said.
“They’re all on,” I said. “It’s like an entire Utilities level in just one Hex.”
“No core, though,” Scott said.
“Where would they put it?” I asked. I was looking at the ceiling, following the vents,
ducts, and pipes as they worked their way upwards and disappeared into the cement above. That
ceiling was a floor from the other side, I realized. There were upper levels here as well.
“Don’t need it,” Geoff said and pointed to a large electrical box just above the grate we
came out of. “Several large conduits came out of the bottom and plunged under the grate. Geoff
got on his knees and stuck his head back into the tunnel. “Yep, leads back to the Refuge.”
“They steal our power?” Scott said incredulously. “Trask will be furious.”
Geoff stood up sharply and stepped menacingly towards Scott. “Trask isn’t going to hear
about it,” he snapped.
“They’re not stealing anything,” I said. “This place, whatever it is, was obviously built
contemporaneously with the Refuge. It gets power from us by design.”
“What? You think he already knows about it?” Scott asked.
“No way he knows,” Geoff countered. “No one knows but us, and that’s the way it’s
going to stay.”
“Don’t you think we should ask Trask about it, at least?”
“No. I don’t think he needs to know. He’s done fine without knowing.”
“You can’t possibly know if he knows or not. Thom?” Scott looked to me to back him up.
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I shrugged. “My loyalties lie with Monroe now, officially. And he’s dead.” I smiled
weakly, but I wasn’t sure what I thought about any of this yet. “Still, we don’t even know what
we’re looking at here. Could be it’s some sort of back up system or auxiliary unit for the Refuge.
Maybe no one knew about it before, or even had any reason to believe it existed. Maybe some
people did, and blocked the entrance on purpose.”
“But now we know,” Scott said. “And we have responsibilities. Especially you. Trask
would be furious.”
His tone grated me. “You know so much about Trask, huh?” I snapped. “You spend a few
afternoons waiting to hop to his whim and all the sudden you know what he’d feel or say? I’ll
tell you what he’d say. A direct quote: ‘Sometimes, people would be better off being ignorant of
things that don’t affect them directly;’ that’s what he’s said before. That’s what he’d say now. If
this is a back up system, too many people knowing about it could be dangerous,” I sneered.
“Unless it becomes imperative for the well-being of the others to let someone know about this
place, we keep it to ourselves.”
“Exactly,” Geoff snapped. “Now, let’s see what else we can find out about this place.” He
disappeared between the water filters and air recyclers.
“Let’s go.” I waited for Scott to walk in front of me. He eyed the grate opening for a
second, but my glare pushed him forward.
We passed empty wooden crates stacked on top of each other, some in good condition,
others cracked and splintered. Water heaters, air conditioning units and waste treatment units
filled the other side of the room. My observation that we were standing in a miniature version of
our Utilities Level seemed accurate. But for whom? Not nearly enough machines here to serve a
facility as large as the Refuge, even as a backup. The few units down here couldn’t possibly
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support more than twenty to thirty people, I calculated. And where were the people? If they were
organized at all like we were in the Refuge, two or three of them should be down here
maintaining the machines. Some of these looked like they hadn’t been attended to for a long
while.
“Guys, I’m starting to think this is a sort of mini Refuge, and I’m not ok with being here
any more.” Scott said.
“You are quite brilliant, aren’t you Scott,” Geoff retorted.
“Seriously, if there are people here, this could be a real problem.” Scott turned to me
again, but I pushed him forward.
“If there are people here, we’re about to make first contact,” Geoff said.
“We can’t!” Scott was getting desperate. “It’s not our place.”
“Nonsense. Thom’s an admin, ain’t he.” Geoff was standing in the middle of the room,
orienting himself in relation to the grate. “And you’re an Admin messenger. We’re a regular
diplomatic envoy.”
“What’s that make you?” I smiled.
“Security, of course.” He grinned.
Scott eyed the grate again. “What if they are hostile? What if they kill us? What if they
invade the Refuge?”
Geoff laughed uproariously. “You’re something else, you know that, Scott. Here we are,
first time in the only place we’ve ever not been our entire lives, maybe about to meet the first
people we haven’t known for our entire lives, and you’re convinced we’re not only going to die,
but that we’re also going to somehow bring doom upon the entire Refuge. Really? This place
couldn’t support more than thirty people.”
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“It’s not even very unfamiliar,” I added. “Whatever this place is, it obviously has a lot in
common with the Refuge. Might even be part of it.”
“Then why didn’t we know about it before?” Scott demanded
“Maybe someone did, a long time ago. But, if they did, they obviously didn’t consider it a
big enough deal to worry about. Maybe there was no one to worry about.”
“Or maybe they did worry about it and that’s why they put that water filter over the
grate,” Scott said.
“What, like it was filled with a pack of cannibals?” I laughed.
“Think for a moment, will ya’?” Geoff said. “If they were cannibals or thieves or
anything else, all we had to do was cut the power and away goes the problem. Two, three weeks
tops.”
“I’m just saying,” Scott defended, “it could be more dangerous than either of you are
willing to think about.”
“Ha! Look! There it is.” Geoff walked straight to the left of us. On the wall in front of
him was a large door, identical to those of the Refuge stairwells. He grabbed the handle and
leaned his shoulder against it. “Well, here we go. Let’s see what terrible, flesh-eating monsters
our ancestors were terrified of, but kept alive anyway.” He winked at me and shook his head in
mild exasperation as he pulled the door open.
The automatic lights illuminated the stairwell as we climbed. Geoff led, despite his
bravado, moving slowly and silently, with an eye focused ahead, searching for the slightest hint
of danger. Scott kept his eyes on his feet as we climbed, and I brought up the rear, admittedly
checking behind us every several steps, just in case.
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When we reached the second level, Geoff stopped to talk, but kept his eyes watching the
next flight. “Do we go to the top, or do we see if there are farms?” he whispered.
“I say farms. If there are people here, we’ll be able to tell how many by their farms.”
“Scott?” Geoff asked.
“Surprised you care to ask me?”
“Tiebreak. Thom says we check the farms, but I’m inclined to go all the way to the top,
see if there are people living in here. You break the tie.”
“I say we leave,” Scott said.
“That’s not one of your options,” I said.
“Well it’s the one I pick.”
“Fine, your vote is disqualified,” Geoff said. “Rock, Paper, Scissors, then.” He stuck his
fist out to me. “Two out of three.”
“What about me?” Scott asked. “You can’t just disqualify my vote.”
“We have two votes to stay, versus your one to leave. This is a separate issue. Your vote
was defeated and now we’ve moved onto the next item of business. You recused yourself from
this vote,” I said.
Geoff and I pounded our fists three times. I picked paper. Geoff picked rock. The next
time, we both picked paper. Third and fourth time through, we both picked rock. Fifth time,
Geoff picked scissors, I picked paper. Sixth time we both picked scissors, then rock. On the
eighth time, I picked rock and Geoff picked scissors.
“Farms it is,” Geoff said. “Let’s go.” He opened the door and we all walked in.
As expected, before us were six long rows of planting boxes, same size as we used in the
Refuge. Four of them were empty—just bare earth—and the others were mostly overgrown with
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squash and green beans. Half of one row grew corn, but most of the stalks were dead and the
others too young to produce any food. The familiar hum of the grow lights buzzed above our
heads. To the left were racks of tools and further back a small goat stable area and a chicken
coop.
Geoff examined the squash and bean plants. “Not a lot of food on here and most of the
plants are past their production phase. No new sprouts.”
“Yeah, this corn still has a few weeks before it produces anything edible. Looks like they
ate too much without saving enough for seed. And then they planted the next batch too late. Why
didn’t they plant in the other rows?”
Geoff stooped to touch the earth in the fallow rows. “Dirt’s no good. All used up. Needs
recharged.”
“They’re starving to death,” I said. “Slowly…If they haven’t already.” I scooped a
handful of the soil from the rows that were still planted. It was dry and powdery, nearly sterile.
“What a terrible way to die,” Scott said. “Maybe we could help them, if anyone’s left.”
“So now you want to help them? Sure they won’t be hungry enough to eat you?” I teased.
“Might already be too late,” Geoff said. “Most of the beans that are left on the vines here
should have been picked days ago. Still edible, but mostly good only for seed.”
“But that will be weeks before they have more food, then,” Scott said.
“What about eggs?” Geoff nodded at the coop. “It doesn’t smell much like goats in here.”
I walked over to the chicken coop. As I approached, I heard the familiar sounds of
chickens at roost, but it was far too quiet for the size of the coop. “Three hens,” I called back. “I
don’t see a rooster, though. And one of the hens looks pretty young. Might not be laying eggs
yet.”
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“Any goats?” Scott asked.
“Just one, I think.” I leaned over the fence to see better into the goat shelter. One young
goat was chewing on zucchini leaves. “Yeah, just one. Male, looks like. And young.” I walked
back to where Geoff and Scott were, in the middle of the plant boxes. “Someone’s definitely still
alive in here. Fed the goat zucchini leaves not long ago.”
Geoff nodded. “Must be upstairs, making lunch.” He half-smiled as he said it, cruel a
joke as he knew it was.
“How many people do you think could live off this little food, and for how long?” Scott
asked.
“Not a lot, obviously.” Geoff walked along the rows, scanning each one as he passed.
“Maybe get a quarter basket a day?” He looked to me for confirmation.
“What’s that mean? You guys know about plants, not me. Like I told you the other day,
they never let me work anywhere near food.”
“Depending on how they ration…four, maybe five,” I said.
“That’s what I was thinking,” Geoff nodded.
“The only thing you need to know is that there are more of us than you can handle!”
At the door to the stairwell, the only apparent entrance or exit, stood two tall, young
women—one brunette, the other with curly black hair. The brunette held a sickle in one hand, a
hammer in the other. The dark haired one, apparently the one who had spoken, menacingly
wielded a machete and a butcher’s knife.
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Chapter 13: Expanding Horizons

“I told you guys,” Scott whined quietly. “We’re going to die in here.”
“Um…We come in peace,” Geoff said. He chuckled as he said it and took a few steps
towards the girls, hands up, maintaining eye contact.
“Don’t move!” The dark-haired girl pointed her machete at Geoff. “Don’t think I’ll
hesitate to put this right through the middle of your face.” She was young, maybe a year or so
younger than Dee. Several loose curls had fallen out of her tie. They bounced as she moved. If
she smiled, she might have been pretty, but with both hands very confidently brandishing blades,
her aspect was effectively terrifying.
“Ok, ok…Take it easy…Sorry.” Geoff took a step back and looked at us.
“Don’t!” she barked. “Look forward! At me. No signals.”
“Where are you from?” the brown-haired one asked. “How did you get in here?”
“Now that is a fantastic story, and I’d like very much to tell you all about it.” Geoff took
slow, small steps towards the girls. So did Scott and I. “Why don’t we all put our weapons down
and have a little talk, introduce ourselves and stuff like that.”
“I said don’t move!” Dark-hair said. She took a few threatening steps towards us.
“We’re the only ones with weapons,” Brown-hair added. “And that’s how it’s going to
stay.”
“You need to leave. Now!” Dark-hair demanded.
“You’re kind of preventing us from doing that,” I said. “We were just about to leave. If
you would let us pass, we’ll leave.”
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“You think we’re stupid? We heard you talking about our food. Maybe if you didn’t let
that one eat so much, you wouldn’t need to steal from other people,” Brown-hair said.
“We’re not here to steal food,” Scott said. “We have plenty.” Geoff told Scott to shut the
hell up with a fierce stare.
“Then why are you here?” Dark-hair demanded.
“Just passing through,” Geoff began. “Exploring uncharted lands, that kind of stuff. You
see, my companions and I have a terrible case of wanderlust. Trouble is, where we’re from,
there’s not a whole lot of places to, you know, wander. But you can’t oppress the Spirit of
Exploration. We have discovered your fair land after a long and arduous journey through the
darkest abyss. (And I must say, that this land is quite fair indeed.)” He winked at Brown-hair.
She almost smiled, but tightened her grip on her sickle instead.
“Shut up!” Dark-hair said. “Bita, get some rope from the cabinet.” Brown-hair, Bita
apparently, walked to one of the tool cabinets near the entrance and pulled out several lengths of
rope. “Now toss it over to them.” Bita tossed the rope, but it untangled in the air and landed only
about twenty feet from the girls. Geoff took a step to retrieve the rope. “Not you!” She pointed
the machete at Scott. “You, the fat one.”
“Didn’t you learn it’s not nice to call people names?” Geoff said.
Dark-hair ignored Geoff and pointed to me. “Fat-one, tie him up. Hands behind his
back.” Scott looked at me and walked around to tie my hands.
“Not a chance,” I said. “So you can dispose of us at leisure and without a fight?”
“Alternative is we kill you now,” Dark-hair said.
“You struggle with math, eh?” I sneered. “Three is greater than two.”
“You have no weapons.”
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“We’re pretty resourceful,” I retorted.
“But not very bright,” Bita said. “Best case, one of you survives, one more is seriously
wounded. Worst case, you’re all dead. Go ahead, test your luck.” She crouched into a ready
position. Apparently, she felt supremely confident in her ability to end us.
“Look,” Geoff said, his voice calm and relaxed. “This is getting out of hand. I’m afraid
it’s mostly my fault, being a smart-ass and all. But, the truth is, we’d really just like to talk with
you…and whoever else lives here. We would very much prefer a conversation to being dead,
that’s for sure. I, for one, have no great desire to try my luck against you two. If you promise to
let us talk with your leaders, we’ll surrender as your prisoners. If we can’t convince you in three
or four hours to trust us, you can do whatever you like with us. Kill us if you must. But, I don’t
think you will.”
Three of four hours? I thought. Trust us?
Dark-hair seemed conflicted. She glared hard at Geoff, then broke her gaze to look at
Bita, then quickly turned back to Geoff again “Fine. Fat-one, do as I said.”
Scott moved to tie my hands. “Are you serious, Geoff?” I asked. Geoff grinned at me, so
I put my hands behind my back.
“We’ll check how you tie it. Tie it loose and watch how quickly your friend dies.” Darkhair motioned to Bita to come take her machete. “Now, come here, slowly,” she told me.
I walked towards her. “Do me a favor? If he didn’t tie it tight enough, you mind taking
your time when it’s his turn to die?” I stood right in front of Dark-hair. She still held the butcher
knife in her left hand. Now that I was close, I could see just how pretty she was. She curled her
full lips into a slight snarl, exposing a gleam of saliva on the white of her teeth. Her eyes were
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bright gray, almost silver. They shone defiant and intense beneath her furrowed brow and
narrowed eye lids. They pulled me inside out, as if they were high-powered electro-magnets.
“Turn around,” she commanded.
I hesitated and she raised her knife. Sighing, I turned around and let her inspect the knots.
Dark-hair placed the tip of her knife right at the bottom of my head, in the hollow of my neck, at
the base of the brain stem. She tugged on the rope several times, then pushed me over to where
Bita was standing. She took the machete back from Bita, and set herself in between me and the
door.
“Smart-ass, tie up Fat-one,” Dark-hair said. “You know what will happen to him, if it’s
too loose.”
“What if I want you to kill him?” Geoff grinned.
“That’s a helluva joke to make right now,” Scott said. He was clearly shaken up and
nervous. “Why can’t you just shut it every once in a while.”
“Take it easy, buddy. Just a joke,” Geoff said. He gave the rope a firm cinch that made
Scott wince.
“Fat-one, walk up here slowly,” Dark-hair commanded.
Scott walked over to where I was standing. Bita put her sickle to Scott’s throat, checked
his ropes, and signaled they were tight enough. Dark-hair gestured at Bita to tie Geoff up.
“Smart-ass, turn around. You make one move while Bita ties you up, both your friends
die before you finish your thought.”
Geoff turned and put his hands behind his back. Bita tied his hands quickly and led him
to join the rest of us. “My name is Geoff, by the way. Nice to meet you. Bita, is it?”
“Tabitha,” she said. “You want to call me anything, you call me Tabitha.”
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“Tie their feet to each other,” Dark-hair said.
“There’s not enough rope.”
“Just tie one side, so they can’t run.”
Bita tied our left ankles together, leaving only about two feet of rope in between us. She
worked quickly and efficiently. When she got to Scott’s leg, she paused a second. “What is that
smell?”
Scott mumbled something unintelligible.
“What was that?” Dark-hair asked.
Scott mumbled again.
“Speak up, Fat-one!”
“I pissed myself, ok. When you held your sickle to my throat, I pissed myself. Happy
now?”
Geoff laughed and Dark-hair looked disgusted. Scott looked at me and shook his head,
his lips pressed in a tight line, and his eyes wide with fear and shame.
“Sorry,” Bita whispered to Scott. Then, she walked to the door and opened it.
Dark-hair guided us through the door with her machete. “Take your time and don’t trip.
Remember, we’re looking for any chance to be done with you for good. Don’t make it too easy
for us.” She took the rear as we headed up the stairs. No one else was waiting in the stairwell as I
had expected.
How long could we be gone before people back home started to notice we weren’t where
we were supposed to be? How long before they decided to search for us? Would they find the
grate? Suboptimal as the situation was at the moment, with our hands tied, being directed up the
stairwell at the point of a machete, I hoped that no one would come looking for us. I still thought
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I could turn this into an important opportunity for everyone, given enough time. Make a big
impression early in my career. Maybe negotiate Dark-hair and Bita being welcomed into the
Refuge. We could restore this facility to proper order. It could certainly be a useful asset in the
future.
Or maybe we could keep it secret. Dee and I could sneak over here at night. Then we
could be together and no one in the Refuge would know. We could help Bita and Dark-hair with
food. Dee and I could be together. You never know. Bita felt sorry for Scott. Maybe they’d hit it
off. Geoff and Dark-hair sure liked to boss people around a lot. That was something in common.
They’d be entertaining to watch, at least.
“Why are you laughing?” Dark-hair prodded me in the back with her machete.
“Sorry?”
“You heard me, Giggles.”
“Didn’t know I was laughing,” I said.
“It’s this annoying giggle through your teeth. Stop it.”
I shut my mouth and my face turned red, though I didn’t know if it was out of
embarrassment or anger. Probably a little of both. Or a lot of both. Tied up, a machete to my back
and there I was, day-dreaming like an eight-year-old, and giggling on top of it.
“You sure know how to make friends,” I said.
“Maybe not,” she answered. “Pretty good at making prisoners, though.” She shoved me
in the back and I crashed into Geoff, and he crashed into Scott. Without hands to catch ourselves,
all three of us fell hard to the stairs. My head slammed hard onto Geoff’s foot. Large, white plus
signs flashed in my eyes.
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“Dammit, Es! Why did you do that?” I heard Bita say as the world blackened around me
for the second time today. “Sometimes you’re such a …”
-When I woke up, I was sitting in a chair, my hands tied in front of me, my legs tied to the
legs of the chair. The room was dark. I closed my eyes and discovered my headache was back.
Two serious impacts in one day. At least one of them must have given me a concussion. Good
thing the Feats of Wisdom were over. I ran through the times tables, and got stuck in the fours. I
opened my eyes and tried to gather my bearings. Turning my aching head in the dark made me
nauseous, but I was able to recognize beds on each side of me. I was in a sleeping pod, just like
one from the Refuge. Maybe I was back in the Refuge?
My neck was sore from hanging limply while I was unconscious. I tried to stretch it out,
rolling it slowly around my shoulders. My nausea built and I threw up a little in my mouth, but
managed to hold the rest of it down.
“Hey!” I yelled. “Geoff! Scott! Where are you? Bita! Es!” Es? That’s what Bita called
her. Right before I blacked out. What kind of name is that? Like the letter?
The door opened and light spilled in. A dark silhouette stood with a machete in her hand.
“You don’t get to call me Es.”
“Well, what should I call you then? My name’s Thom.”
“Names are for friends.”
“Ok, then. You mind telling me where my friends are?”
“They’re dead. Had to kill them, sorry.” She spoke evenly and without hesitation or
anxiety—absolutely convincingly.
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“Es, quit it!” Bita’s shadow appeared in the doorway. “You’ve damaged him enough
today.”
Dark-hair didn’t respond. She started to walk away.
Bita grabbed her arm. “You’re forgetting something.”
“No I’m not,” she growled.
“Say it.”
“I don’t have anything to say.”
“Say it, or I won’t talk to you for a week.”
“I would be so lucky.”
“I’ll smash my compass.”
“You wouldn’t do that.”
“I will.”
“But, we need that compass.”
“How badly do we need it?”
Silence. “Fine, dammit.” Dark-hair returned to the doorway. “I’m sorry I knocked you
down and out.”
“Make it personal. Say his name.”
“Arrgrgghh! I’m sorry, Thom.” She turned to Bita. “Was that good enough or do I have to
promise to throw him a birthday party now?”
“That’s enough, thank you.”
“Apology accepted. Though, it doesn’t seem fair that you get to call me by my name but I
can’t even know yours.”
She walked away. Bita came in and un-tied my legs.
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“Her name is Esme,” she said while she worked. “I’m untying your legs only. You will
follow me slowly out into the Living Room?”
“Living Room? Do you have a room for the dead, too?”
A moment passed before she spoke. “Your friends are in there. They have been very well
behaved. You will find we have treated you well, considering your trespass. I even found a new
pair of pants for Scott to wear.” She paused a few seconds. “Scott’s the fat one, right?”
“Yes,” I replied.
“Stand up,” Bita directed. “Follow me slowly.” She held her sickle out as she backed up.
I squinted as I stepped into the lighted room. Just like the two previous levels, this single
Hex contained a combination, in miniature, of everything from the top level of the Refuge. A
small kitchen and dining area stood just to the left of the door to the stairwell. Two treadmills
were tucked in a corner beyond the dining area. Four other sleeping pods lined the wall next to
the one I just came out of. A large green table with a sunken surface stood in the middle of the
hex, but there were no chairs around it. Several numbered balls and two long sticks rested in the
sunken surface of the table. Some kind of game, I assumed. Beyond the table were several rows
of bookshelves filled to the ceiling with books. Bita led me around the bookshelves to the room
where Geoff and Scott sat, hands tied in their lap and legs tied to the chairs they sat in. They
nodded to me, but didn’t speak. A movie screen hung on the wall and underneath it was a small
shelf of movies and well-used board games.
Esme stood in the middle of this “Living Room,” as Bita called it, armed with her
machete and knife. Her eyes blazed a brilliant contrast against her black hair, even in such a
well-lit room. She directed me to a chair and I sat down. Bita stooped to tie my feet back up.
“Where is your leader, or leaders?” I asked.
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“Ha! What a foolish thought. We have no leader,” Esme scoffed.
“No leader?”
“We have ourselves, and that is quite enough for us.”
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Chapter 14: Developing Trust

We stared at each other in silence, each for a unique reason. Scott looked at me with a
gaze as empty as the silence. Geoff wore a thin smile, but it wasn’t directed at me. His eyes
followed Bita’s every movement.
Bita didn’t move much—a twitch of the wrist, shifting her weight onto another foot, or
lightly chewing on the inside of her lip—but Geoff’s eyes followed her intently. She didn’t seem
to notice. It reminded me of the dinner with Dee, when she wore Marissa’s dress. I hadn’t seen
him show an interest in anyone since Caroline. No one else was as interesting as her, he’d told
me. Until Bita, apparently. And she just might kill him, but maybe that was part of the attraction.
Typical Geoff, only interested in the most impossible challenges.
Esme sat down in a chair opposite the three of us. She leaned forward, still clutching the
machete and knife tightly in her hands. Though she held the knife pointed down and away from
us, the machete rested across her right thigh and pointed directly at me. Her eyes stared ahead,
and she shifted her gaze from one of us to the other, yet didn’t seem to acknowledge our
presence. Whenever our eyes met, it seemed as if she was looking past me, beyond my physical
person, as if there was a deep abyss between us.
Both Esme and Bita wore clothes from the old times that neither fit them right nor were
worn correctly. Bita wore a large red shirt with long sleeves and buttons, like the shirt Trask wore
when he wore his suit. It was far too big for her, and her slender frame all but disappeared
beneath its folds. She had tied a length of rope around her waist, turning it into a type of dress.
Tall as she was, it still reached just above her knees. Whoever the shirt had originally belonged to
must have been an exceptionally tall individual. Esme wore a loose and dingy, white knit tank
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under a pair of very wide, blue overalls that she had cut off just below the crotch, but
nevertheless reached her mid-thigh. They might have been intended to look like a skirt, but
looked instead like an absurdly-sized pair of shorts.
Neither of them had ever worn a new piece of clothing, I realized. There wouldn’t have
been enough room in their farm level to grow food and textiles. There would certainly be no
room for the necessary machinery. I thought again of Dee, wearing Marissa’s dress, except that
this time—when compared to the old-time clothes that Esme and Bita wore--it seemed rather
silly, like she was playing some dress-up game, or playing a role in a theatrical production. A
game I had been more than eager to play. A role I had hoped to complement.
Eventually, the immense silence burdening the moment became insupportable. Esme
fidgeted in her seat and finally dropped her gaze. Bita sat down on the arm of Esme’s chair—
perched like a hen on a post. Geoff followed Bita still, but Scott sulked and nervously stole a
glance at Esme every ten seconds or so. I realized my unconscious episode must have excluded
me from some conversation between the four of them.
“Scott say something stupid while I was out?” I finally broke the silence.
“Hey! It wasn’t just me,” Scott protested. “She kept calling me Fat-one, even after I told
her my name. I had enough.”
“What did you say?”
“Quiet!” Esme yelled.
I watched her eyes dart back and forth in their sockets. Flashes of anger burst out of them
whenever they crossed one of us, but underneath the anger—when her restlessness didn’t allow
her to focus on us—lurked a steady pain. She would try to direct her anger at Scott, making sure
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to glare as hard as she could in his direction, but shortly, her gaze would fall, the pain seemingly
overwhelming her.
“How long have you two been alone?” I asked.
“Who says we’re alone?” Esme shot back.
“You did.”
“I did not.”
“You said…Never mind. It’s pretty obvious…Forget it.”
Esme stared at me cold and hard. Bita nodded her head and stood back up. “I’m getting
them some water.”
“No!” Esme barked back. “No water! Nothing. We still haven’t decided what to do with
them.”
Bita sighed, set her hammer down and walked back around the bookshelves.
“You’re the leader.” I stared right back at Esme.
“I am not,” Esme said.
“There’s always a leader. And a follower.”
“You don’t know what you are talking about.”
“It’s obvious. Isn’t it?” I looked to Scott and Geoff. Scott shook his head, nervously.
Geoff was watching the bookshelves for Bita to reappear. “You were bossing her around down in
the Farm, telling her how to tie us up and all that. You’re still making all the decisions.”
“That’s how it looked to you, huh?”
“Yep, that’s how it looked to me.” I shifted my body forward, so my weight was near the
edge of the chair, leaning towards her. “You won’t even let her get us some water.”
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She smiled smugly. “You’re about to look very foolish.” Esme leaned back in her chair,
resting her knife hand in her lap, and shifting the machete to a relaxed position on the armrest,
finally pointing it away from me.
Bita came back around the bookshelves, holding three glasses of water. Esme grinned
with exulted satisfaction. It was a stupid argument to pick with her, and she relished her win all
the more for its foolishness—my foolishness in picking it.
One at a time, Bita placed a glass of water in between our bound hands. She waited while
we drank and collected the glass before moving on to the next. When all three of us had drank,
she held the empty glasses out for Esme to return them to the kitchen. Grudgingly, seemingly
more out of the necessity to set down her weapons than for being compelled to clean up, Esme
accepted the glasses from Bita and returned them to the kitchen. Bita picked up the machete and
sat in Esme’s chair. She held it across her legs, pointed to the left of us.
“Es told you the truth. We don’t have a leader. There wouldn’t be much point, would
there? Not with just the two of us. But even when it wasn’t just us, we didn’t have a leader. We
have always been equals here, for all of our lives at least, and certainly for some time before we
were born.”
Scott opened his mouth to say something, but thought better of it and sat all the way back
into his seat instead. Geoff’s eyes fixed on how Bita tightened and relaxed her grip on the handle
of the machete. Her hands were smaller than Esme’s. They didn’t wrap around as tightly.
The structure of her bones was clearly discernible in each of her joints and along the
slender lines between them. The differences in their size was most striking now. Her posture in
the chair that Esme had just recently occupied seemed almost comical in comparison. The chair
seemed almost as if it might suddenly come alive and snap her up in one crunchy, sinewy gulp.
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Her head, however, seemed noticeably larger than Esme’s, but that could have just been an
illusion caused by her much slighter frame.
“Are you sisters, or something?” Scott asked.
“Are you dense?” Geoff retorted. “They’re clearly not related, not closely anyway.”
“We might as well be,” Bita said.
“Why are you talking to them, Bita?” Esme interrupted.
“Because watching them angrily wasn’t getting us any closer to deciding what to do with
them.”
Esme held her hand out for the machete. Bita handed it back to her. Esme pulled another
chair up next to Bita, but didn’t sit down immediately. “It was keeping Fat-one quiet.”
“His name is Scott,” I said. “We’ve taken great care to be respectful to you, despite the
fact that you two are the only people in this room to aggress.”
“Aggress?” Esme stood quickly, lunged towards me, and waved the machete at my face.
“You invaded our home! What were we supposed to do, throw you a feast? Worship you as
gods?”
“I’d like to take the blame for that.” Geoff fixed his eyes on Bita’s as he spoke, but he
addressed both of them. “This whole thing was my idea. I discovered a tunnel. It led us here.
None of us had any idea what or who we would find. We had no idea this place existed.”
“How noble of you to fall on my sword!” Esme pressed the tip of her machete against
Geoff’s throat. He kept his eyes mostly on Bita.
“We were bored,” I added. “We come from a place like this, but larger. With a lot more
people. We call it the Refuge.”
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“We know where you come from,” Bita said. She realized Geoff was looking at her, held
his gaze just a moment and then did the same with Scott and I. “We knew someday you would
come.”
Scott bleated laughter. “What are you, some sort of virgin oracles?” No one else laughed.
“We knew someone would come. We were taught to prepare, though we didn’t expect
you to enter from below.”
“Where did you expect us to come from?” Geoff asked.
Bita and Esme looked at each other, but didn’t answer. Esme finally sat down again, this
time seated back in the chair, though not as casually as Bita.
“Why were you taught to prepare against us?” I figured if Geoff and I tag-teamed them
with enough questions, they’d eventually tell us something useful in gaining their trust and
getting out of these ropes. We’d been gone for hours.
Scott didn’t let them answer. “They should have prepared you to farm. Guess your
parents were too busy preparing you against people that might never show up rather than make
sure you you knew how to have enough to eat? See, that’s why you need a leader, so people
don’t starve because they engaged in fanciful nonsense rather than in honest, beneficial work.”
Esme leapt across the room and swung the machete at Scott’s head. Bita screamed. At the
last second, Esme shifted her angle of attack and swung just over his head. “You’re dumber than
you are fat!” she seethed.
Geoff let out a long whistle, then laughed. Scott might have pissed his pants again.
“Esme! Apologize right now,” Bita demanded.
Esme ground her teeth and returned to her seat, but didn’t apologize. “I didn’t have to
miss,” she grumbled.
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Bita shook her head in frustration and turned to Scott. “Please forgive my friend.”
“Don’t worry about it,” Geoff said. “Scooter needs a reminder every now and again to
think before he speaks.” He broke his gaze from Bita to look at Esme. “Who did she lose
recently?”
Esme slouched and turned away in agitated frustration. Bita reached out and set a hand on
her shoulder. Esme shrugged it off, but Bita was persistent, gently pulling her around and into a
one-armed hug.
“Her mother,” Bita whispered. “Two days ago.”
Esme broke into a million gushing tears. Yet, she made no sound of grief, only slightly
quickened her breathing. The tears poured down her cheeks like a leaky faucet.
“I’m very sorry,” I said. “I’ve lost my parents, too. It was a while ago; I was just a kid,
but I still think about them every day.” I bit my lip, partly out of the embarrassment that I knew I
couldn’t help any more than Bita, who was certainly also an orphan, and partly to focus the pain
to a different part of my body. “They got sick. Died only a few days apart. I was only eight.”
Images of my parents rushed through my mind. “You know, sometimes it seems like the only
thing I remember about them was when they were sick. I was so young, you know. Watching
them deteriorate so thoroughly and so rapidly was the last memory I have of them. I close my
eyes and I see my mother’s final gasp as her lungs filled with fluid and she slowly asphyxiated,
holding my hand tightly, and then it relaxed. As clear as that is in my mind every moment I allow
myself to think of them, I do also remember the good times, harder though it sometimes is to
bring them to mind: playing catch with my dad, learning to read with my mom, laying on our
backs in the Commons and watching the stars.”
“You have seen stars?” Bita asked.
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“They’re fake.” I spoke softly and slowly. “Just LED lights that come on at night in our
Common area. But, we used to stare at them and pretend we could see animals in them, even
though they’re really just arranged in a perfect grid. Parents do that for their kids, you know? I
don’t remember many things about them, but I remember that. It’s how I know they were good
parents.”
Tears still streamed down her face, but Esme was looking right at me, though I could see
in her eyes that she was reliving the good moments with her parents.
“And have you been a good son?” Bita asked.
“That’s a good question.” I was embarrassed that I hadn’t ever asked it of myself. “I don’t
know,” I finally answered.
“Well, that’s the real question, isn’t it.” Bita began her sentence speaking to me, but
finished it speaking to Esme. “How do we honor our past, yet live in the present?” That point
was clearly intended for Esme. Perhaps it was something her mother used to say.
“That’s a good way to look at it,” I said. “Trouble is, I don’t know much about what my
parents were really like. To an eight year old, they’re just your parents, ya’ know? I’d do
anything to have known them in my adolescence, to comprehend their flaws and failures.”
“Why would you want that?” Esme asked.
“To better understand my own flaws, I guess.”
“I’m so sorry,” Bita said.
“Me too.” I wiped tears from both eyes with the backs of my bound hands. I looked right
at Esme. “You’re very lucky to have had so much time with your mom. Sad as you are right now,
I’d do anything to have more memories to draw from.” I sighed and sunk deeply into the chair
and even deeper into the past.
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Esme stood, knife in hand, and approached me. Her slightly unsteady gait shifted
unevenly from side to side, as if she might stumble to the ground and not get up. A few seconds
later, she was standing over me, the full intensity of her pain and anger staring harshly down at
me. She brought the knife against my wrist, then cut the rope.
“Untie your feet,” she rasped as she backed away. She walked to Geoff and cut his hands
free, and then Scott, hesitating for a second before cutting him free. “I’m sorry,” she said as the
knife sliced through the rope. “You picked a hell of a day to invade.”
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Chapter 15: An Act of Faith

Again, we sat silently, Geoff, Scott and I contemplating our renewed freedom and the
modicum of trust we’d just earned. The girls still held their weapons tightly, and watched us
carefully, if not quite so threateningly.
Scott finally broached the question that we all were thinking. “So, what do we do now?”
He rubbed his wrists where the rope had been. Geoff had tied him extra tight, apparently. Or
maybe Scott had just watched too many movies.
“You leave.” Esme picked up her machete again. “Show us how you got in here, then
leave. We’ll seal it up. You can tell your friends whatever you want about us, but you won’t be
able to get back in, so it won’t matter what you tell them.”
“We have blow torches,” Scott said.
“Shut up, Scott!” Geoff punched him hard in the shoulder. “What are you threatening
them for? They have a right to their privacy, don’t they?”
“Ow. I’m just saying…If we wanted to, we could easily cut our way back in. I mean, not
we…You know? If the Council wanted.”
“And how would your Council find out about us?” Bita asked.
“Um…We…It’s our duty,” Scott stammered. He looked at us to back him up. I shook my
head.
“No one but us knows this place exists and no one is the worse for it,” Geoff said. “What
harm is there in keeping the status quo?”
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“But there no longer is a status quo,” Bita said. “Now that you three know about us and
we know about the entrance, things can never be the same as they were. Secrets don’t keep. The
natural tendency of information is to escape and diffuse itself as far as its potency allows.”
“Plus, Thom’s practically on the Council,” Scott said.
“What does that mean?” Esme glared at me.
“Nothing,” I said. “Scott misspoke. I work in our administration offices. So does he,
though to a lesser extent.” I wanted to glare at Scott, but didn’t. Probably better. “I started just
last week. It’s too complicated to explain right now, but I don’t owe anyone any special loyalty.”
Before Scott could interject, I continued. “My sponsor is dead and my previous sponsor has
severed ties. I will keep your secret.”
“Did you not hear Bita? Secrets don’t keep,” Esme rejoined.
“Even so, we will keep your secret.” I looked her in the eyes as I spoke, emphasizing
‘we’ and ‘your secret.’ “If you don’t mind my saying so, your interactions with others have been,
you must admit, very limited. What makes you such experts on the keeping or telling of secrets?”
Perhaps I should have worded that a bit differently. Even Bita looked annoyed. Still, I
was sure I had a valid point.
“We’ve spent the last three years with no one but ourselves and my mother,” Esme said.
“We have spent most of that time doing chores alone, with only our thoughts to keep us
company. That’s a lot of secret thoughts, sometimes pretty awful ones, things that no one should
ever tell another person. We’ve read every book we have, discussed them dozens of times. First
lull in a conversation and we’re spilling every terrible thought we’ve ever had.”
“I see your point, but what secrets can two people who only have each other keep from
one another?” I asked.
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“Everyone has secrets, if only temporarily. We share,” Bita added. “It’s our nature. Soon
as one of you doesn’t have anything interesting to say, you’ll lift your hand to your mouth,
pretend you trust the person you’re talking to will keep the secret, and sell us out. You won’t
even feel guilty about it, because you’ve convinced yourself you’re passing the information onto
someone equally as trustworthy. And you’re right, you couldn’t be trusted to keep the secret and
neither can your ‘trusted’ person.”
“You read that somewhere?” Realizing how condescending it sounded, I quickly added,
“I don’t mean to offend, it’s just that, those are some pretty insightful observations for someone
with such limited opportunities to observe human behavior.”
“My observations are my own,” she said. “And like all observations, they speak to my
experience. If you judge my insight by my experience, I judge my experience by my insight. The
critical point is that you, can not know for certain the extent of either my experience or my
insight, Thom.” She bit off the end of my name harshly as she said it.
“You’re right. I’m sorry,” I said.
“The greater point is that none of us can go back to how it was before you entered our
home. Es is right. We must take precautions to protect others from coming into our home as
well.” Bita stood up to signal it was time for us to go.
“But, you’ll starve,” Geoff interrupted. He seemed genuinely concerned for them. “We’ve
seen your food supply and Thom and I are experts in food production.”
“Oh, how lucky for us! Two experts!” Esme sneered.
Geoff ignored her. “You’ll only have a couple of weeks before you’re in an extremely
desperate situation.”
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“We have enough,” Esme said. “We have made preparations.” She stood to second Bita’s
signal.
“We saw that, too,”Geoff continued. “That food won’t be ready in time, and you’ve not
even enough planted to seed the next crop. Then there’s the extremely poor quality of your soil.
Even if you did survive until the next round, what would you do after that?” Geoff stood slowly.
“We have made preparations.,” Esme repeated. “Do not concern yourself with us. You do
not owe us your pity, and we would not accept it.”
“Let us bring you some food,” I said. My words were excited and energized, and I stood
up out of excitement rather than deference to their request we leave. “We have plenty in the
Refuge. Seed too. We can help you recharge the depleted soil. In only a month or so, we could
restore your food production to maximum capacity. We might even be able to get you a female
goat to breed with your remaining male. I know a girl who works with goats. And a rooster. ”
“You know a rooster? Does he talk?” Esme interrupted.
I didn’t get it. “I’m telling you, in a month, your future could be secured.”
“Or you could just come live with us!” Scott gushed. He blushed as he realized how
overexcited he had been. “That is, you could come live in the Refuge. There’s plenty of room.”
He turned to me, eyes lit brightly with the fervor of his excitement. “How could Trask refuse a
pair of beautiful young ladies.”
“Who is Trask?” Esme asked.
“He’s our Minister. Head of the Council, all that. Main guy in charge, all that,” Scott said.
“And he happens to be my boss. I’ll propose it to him myself if you like? He’s quite fair, I think
you’ll see.”
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“That’s kind of you.” Bita looked nervously at Esme. “But, I don’t think we would be a
good fit. We are not accustomed to recognizing Councils and Ministers.”
“We are our own masters, and I would never agree to any other arrangement.” Esme had
slowly moved closer. I could have reached out to touch her skin, if I dared to test my luck with
the machete.
Geoff, always willing to take things a step further than me, reached out and grabbed
Bita’s hand. She pulled away, but he had made first contact. Plus, I don’t think she really wanted
to pull away. “Then, at least let us bring you some food. Cheese, apples, oranges, bread, all kinds
of vegetables. When was the last time you had tomatoes?”
“We don’t need your food. We don’t need your help.” Esme was starting to become
agitated again.
“Please, I couldn’t…” Geoff grabbed Bita’s hand again. This time, she hesitated a
moment before pulling away. Her eyes lingered on his even after she had broken the physical
contact. “How would you expect us to go about living our lives, knowing that you’re over here,
starving to death?”
“You don’t listen! We have made preparations and will not starve. More importantly, we
are not your concern.” Esme stepped in between Geoff and Bita.
“Please, as a token of good will. Give us a chance. We won’t say anything to anyone.
Tonight, after everyone in the Refuge has gone to bed, we’ll come back with some food.” Geoff
stepped around Esme to face Bita
“We’ve no interest in taking that risk,” Esme said.
“But there’s no risk for you. None more than sending us away with a promise to never try
and see you again rather than killing us or keeping us prisoner. Once we leave, you can block the
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way in. We’ll come at midnight, just the three of us. We’ll bring the food and leave. We’ll do that
every night at midnight, whether you ever let us back in or not.”
“Won’t people notice the missing food?” Bita asked.
Geoff pointed to Scott. “Look at him! Does he look like someone who survives
exclusively on his assigned rations. There are always loopholes to any system, no matter how
tight the knots. And like I said, Thom and I are experts in our food supply system.”
“If anyone could get away with it, it’s the three of us.” I hoped my confident tone would
convince them to accept our offer, empty and cliched as my words sounded in my head.
“We would eventually replace everything we use,” Bita said.
“Bita! You’re not thinking of accepting?”
Bita put her hand reassuringly on Esme’s arm. “Look, Es. The truth is, we could use the
food, preparations or not. And I don’t see the risk when we control the entrance. Any hint of
danger and we’re in the same situation we would be in anyway. Best case, we get enough food to
survive. Worst case, things stay the same.”
“You trust them that easily?”
“I trust that they realize they could be dead right now, but they are not.”
Esme exhaled and relented. “We will wait at midnight tonight, but we may also just seal
the entrance for good first thing tomorrow morning.”
“I certainly hope you decide against that.” Geoff replied to Bita as if she was the one who
had threatened to seal the grate. “Because I really hope to see you again. Maybe even be
friends.”
Esme rolled her eyes before repeating her earlier demand, “It’s time for you to leave.”
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They led us down the stairs, this time without the threat of a machete to the face, to the
mini utility level. We showed them the grate we had entered. Nearby machinery cast shadows
across the grate and hid the ladder from clear view at this angle.
“I always thought that was a drain.” Bita looked to Esme. “All this time we thought we
were completely secure. There’s not even a latch, or a lock.”
“There will be before tonight.” Esme made a point to direct that to us rather than as a
general statement.
Scott lifted the grate and started down the ladder. “See you ladies tonight. I’ll bring you
some really great stuff. Experts or not, these guys don’t have access to the kind of stuff I can get.
You watch. I’ll do good by you.”
I followed Scott down. Geoff was last. No sooner did his head clear the opening, than
Esme slammed the grate down into its place. She disappeared for a moment, and returned with
something large and heavy that she placed on top of the grate. I couldn’t see exactly what it was.
Some old piece of machinery, I assumed. Bigger than I would have thought they could move,
based on the shadow it cast.
“Any requests?” Geoff yelled up at Bita, right before reaching the bottom of the ladder.
No one answered.
-As we walked back to the Refuge through the dark tunnel, none of us talked, perhaps
because we were afraid Esme would hear us, or because we didn’t know what to say. For me, the
weight of our discovery was finally starting to sink in. That a smaller, distinct and self-contained
unit existed just outside of our home could not have ever entered my wildest imaginations. That
it would have successfully sustained life for at least as long as the Refuge, even if just barely,
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would have been pure fantasy, and yet, it existed. Bita and Esme existed. For what purpose? Why
was there such a difference in size between the two Refuges? And why was the only connection
between the two a long-forgotten, subterranean tunnel?
They had been expecting us, they said. Not us, exactly, but someone, eventually, and had
prepared for it. They must have known about us, or at least knew that we existed. But how?
The lights in Water Treatment had turned off, so there was no light shining down the
ladder in front of us. We walked ahead in utter darkness, fingers sliding along the cool, concrete
walls. Occasionally, we bumped into each other as our individual paces rose and fell in
proportion only to our blind guesses as to the location of the person in front or behind us.
Geoff reached the ladder and climbed it slowly, cautiously lifting the grate and sliding it
to the side. He carefully lifted his head above the lip of the floor. Satisfied that no one was
around, he climbed out, triggering the lights. Scott and I followed. Once we had replaced the
grate and shifted the old water filter back over it, we finally felt as if we could talk again.
“Well, neither of you two are going to ask my opinion, so I’m just going to give it to
you,” Scott said. “We ought to go to Trask about this. Like Bita said, secrets can’t be kept. Better
to clear them up right from the beginning.”
“Not an option,” Geoff declared. “We promised those two we would keep quiet. That’s
what we’re going to do.” The three of us walked through Water Treatment as we talked.
“Now you decide for all three of us, huh?” Scott said.
“He’s not speaking for us,” I said. “We agreed to keep quiet before we left the girls. They
have a right to remain as they always have been. If we hadn’t invaded their space, they wouldn’t
be in any danger.”
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“You’re saying it would be better for them to starve? Why are they in danger? What do
they have to hide?” Scott stopped and turned to Geoff.
Geoff kept walking. “I’m saying they have the right to choose what they want. Their
choice was to let us live and trust us to keep their secret. It’s my choice not to let them starve and
to keep their secret.”
“Even if you have to break the rules of the Founding?”
“Look, it’s only until we get them back up and running. We’ll replace everything we
borrow,” I said. “What happened to Mr. ‘I have better access than the these two?’”
“That was me speaking under the influence of a pretty girl. Now, I’m speaking under the
influence of the enormous secret we have to keep.” He was breathing quickly, but it could have
been the pace we were walking. Or, he was becoming dangerously nervous. “I’m not just
thinking about myself here. If we tell Trask about the girls, we guarantee they don’t starve, and
we get to be around them without having to sneak around like thieves.”
“How are they supposed to trust us if we betray them?” I asked.
“They’ll get over it.”
“No, they won’t.” Geoff’s voice was firm yet strained, sure of his position, but aching
with the pain of its acquisition.
We were quiet for a few minutes. Before long we had passed through the entire perimeter
and began to ascend the stairs. My toe caught on one of the stairs and I stumbled but caught
myself. I felt the side of my head. It was tender to the touch and a substantial lump had formed
around the injury. “Better think of an excuse for this one. Is it clearly visible?”
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Scott stopped and turned to check. “Where is it?” I pointed. “Turn to the side. Let me
see… Other side…Up…Down.. When you look down and I’m close, like now, I can see it a bit.
Mostly looks like your hair is messed up.”
“Probably a good idea to come up with an excuse,” Geoff said. “A shovel fell on you
while you were in the slurry pits, or something like that.” Geoff was half a flight above us. “I’m
going ahead. Probably better if we don’t all come up together. Maybe I’ll see you at dinner. If
not, we meet at Water Treatment at 11:45. Thom, you hit the gardens. I’ve got a way into the
kitchen stores. Scott, you promised Esme and Bita something special. You better deliver.” He
paused, then pointed at Scott. “Not a word.” Geoff climbed quickly, two stairs at a time, up the
rest of the stairs.
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Chapter 16: Between Darkness and Light

For my part, I skipped dinner, mentioned to a few people that I wasn’t feeling very well
and went to bed. I could get four and a half, maybe five hours of sleep in before meeting up with
Geoff. It seemed like a better idea than sitting at dinner alone, surrounded and ignored by my
new C Hex neighbors. What about Glynis? I winced as I thought about her and shut her out of
mind.
Secretly, kept even partially from myself, I hoped that if everything went right, maybe I’d
get to share a meal with Esme and Bita. We could become friends. The secret would remain kept,
excepting maybe Dee only, and we would get to spend time together in the evenings, away from
anyone else who might discover our secret.
There were five sleeping pods in their living hex. Plenty of room for Bita and Geoff, for
Dee and I. For Esme and Scott? I chuckled to myself and rolled onto my side. Before long, I fell
asleep.
I woke up about 10:30 and couldn’t fall back to sleep. In the dark of my pod I heard men
walking back and forth from the restrooms and showers, chatting with acquaintances,
complaining about their jobs, boasting about the young women they claimed flirted with them
when they were in line for food. The space just outside my sleeping pod seemed to be the
gathering place, the unofficial no-man’s land, for the men from each side of the Hex to come
together. They didn’t often use names, but were friendly enough with each other.
Some of them had quite a lot to talk about and one guy kept returning to parts of the story
he had already told, sometimes with more details, sometimes fewer, although otherwise the
telling and retelling was remarkably consistent. I found myself accepting its truthfulness because
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of this consistency. Every minute or so, I would lift my head off the pillow to check the time, and
then drop it back down in frustration. Why couldn’t he just wrap his story up and get back to his
family?
Sometime around 11:30, the last men finally went their separate ways. That didn’t leave
me much time to get to the farms and collect the food. It certainly wouldn’t give me enough time
to pick a cautious, unobserved route to the vegetable gardens.
Fortunately, no one was still out of their sleeping pods as I walked through C Hex, and
my pod’s position near the center rear of the hex provided me a direct route into C Spoke. I
passed through the athletic corridor, where the Feats of Strength had been held and then into the
Primary school. The primary classroom dividers blocked much of the evening lighting and cast
significant shadows down the path. If necessary, I could have easily ducked into a shadow and
out of view.
The faint sound of laughter further down the spoke broke the silence. It grew louder as I
came closer. Eventually, I could distinguish voices mixed in with the laughter. Some couple
taking advantage of the many available shadows to share a little private time. The sounds
appeared to come from two classroom divisions further down than I was.
I monitored the sound of my feet on the concrete to make sure my presence remained
hidden. I preferred to let them continue undisturbed, without any idea that I had passed by. That
way, they wouldn’t have to wonder if they’d been discovered or not. The moment would remain
unspoiled. And more importantly, they wouldn’t try to find out who had discovered their
indiscretion. However, my discretion slowed me down considerably.
As I approached the division where I believed the couple was enjoying one another’s
company, I recognized the female’s voice. Caroline. Geoff’s ex. Then, the male must have been
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Ortega. His win over Geoff must have scored him extra points with Caroline, since their
relationship at the moment seemed considerably more serious than what it had been last time I’d
seen them together, Geoff’s overall win notwithstanding.
A few seconds later, I had passed beyond them enough that I felt confident in quickening
my pace. Their voices and laughter faded uninterrupted until it disappeared. They hadn’t even
realized I had passed. Their moment remained undisturbed. Maybe someday Dee and I… That is,
if Esme and Bita didn’t seal off their Hex.
I hurried down the East stairwell and into the Food Preparation storage area. Food
Preparation occupied the entire central hex of Level 2, with the kitchen filling nearly two thirds
of it, and storage the other third. The spokes to the three Garden Hexes were on the other side of
Food Preparation.
I had quietly jogged only a few yards into the Food Storage rows when an idea struck me.
I turned around and ran quickly, without concern for the loudness of my falling steps, all the way
down 2C Spoke to the entrance of Textiles. Baskets of this year’s raw cotton sat next to the six
small, hand-powered cotton gins, and next to them, spools of recently spun thread. The gins were
hand-powered to allow room for the electric thread-spinners and weaving machines. On the other
side of the room were the remaining smaller baskets of the year’s goat hair harvest, waiting to be
spun into woolen yarn. Finally, bolts of clean, white cotton and several crates of woolen yarn
were stacked halfway up the far wall. Years of careful cloth rationing had created a significant
surplus, but we kept producing the cloth in order to properly cycle through the cotton seeds from
the year before, and to give the textile workers a job to perform. Meaningful utility was, after all,
the highest principle outlined in the Founding.
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Remembering how ragged, ill-fitting, and old the girls’ clothes had been, I jogged over to
the wall, and pulled a bolt off the top of one pile. I grabbed a spool of sewing thread, but couldn’t
find a needle immediately at hand. Hopefully the girls would have one. Did they know how to
sew?
My original timeline obliterated, I decided it would be more discreet to travel around the
perimeter to the gardens in E Hex. They had less variety, but I could move more quickly, with
less risk, around the perimeter than through the center. With the bolt of cloth under my left arm I
ran through the C-F perimeter at nearly a full sprint.
As I passed through the goat hex, I realized I didn’t have any way to carry the food I from
the gardens. Looking around my immediate vicinity, I saw an empty milk pail. It was smaller
than I hoped, but better than nothing. Better not to take too much, I thought. Want Esme and Bita
to ask us for more.
The clock at the entrance to the E Spoke vegetable gardens read 11:42. Though I had
planned to take only a little from each plant, I didn’t have time to be so careful. I grabbed
handfuls of whatever seemed ready to pick, though the dimmed lights made it difficult to be sure
of the ripeness of some of the tomatoes. I preferred them bright red, not pale and orange.
With my milk pail only about three-quarters full, I decided I couldn’t be any more late. I
grabbed the last two ears of maize off the stalk in front of me, and ran to the Level 3 stairwell
just to the right of the E Spoke exit.
Food was expressly prohibited in Utilities, so I exited the stairs very cautiously, just in
case someone was working late in Automation. The lights were off. It didn’t even occur to me
that being caught in Utilities this late at night even without a milk pail full of food would have
gotten me into plenty of trouble. Sometimes it’s the little rules that you worry about when you’re
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breaking the bigger ones. Fortunately, from the Level 3 Stairwell, I only had to jog through the
West Climate Control Hex in order to reach Water Treatment.
“Wow! Never thought I’d see Thom Roth late for anything.” Scott stood next to the water
filter he had moved off of the grate.
I nodded to the filter. “You move that all by yourself?”
“You think I needed you guys to move it?” He shook his head. “Everyone always
underestimates me.”
“Where’s Geoff?” I asked.
“Thought for sure he’d be coming with you. Hey! There he is.”
Geoff came into view, walking nonchalantly and carrying a small sack under his arm and
a small package wrapped in a towel in his hands. “Hey guys! Had a bit of trouble finding
everything I was looking for. What time is it?”
“About five to midnight,” I said. “We better hurry. Don’t want to give them an excuse to
seal off their side because we’re running late.”
Scott was already headed down the ladder. He wore a small bag, only partially filled,
slung across his back. Geoff stepped ahead of me.
“What’s that?” he asked.
“Some cloth, for the girls.”
Geoff smiled. “Good idea. Doubt they have had new clothes for a very long time.
Probably never, actually.” He paused for a second. “Of course, you’re assuming they know how
to sew. Kind of looked like they wore whatever they had.”
“True. Thought that counts, right?” I asked.
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Geoff tucked both of his bundles under his right arm and quickly hurried down the ladder.
I followed, though I had to hand the cloth and pail of vegetables down to Geoff in order to close
the grate behind us.
“What’d you get?” Geoff asked as he handed me back the milk pail.
“Don’t really know, actually. I was just picking whatever looked ready. I didn’t pay much
attention to quantity of anything.”
The evening lights in Water Treatment cast less light down the tunnel. Absolute darkness
engulfed us after only a few yards. We walked quickly, but miraculously, didn’t run into each
other the whole way down the tunnel. No light was visible at the other end of the tunnel. Esme
and Bita couldn’t be down there yet, at least. Or maybe they had blocked the grate completely,
deciding the risk we presented was just too great.
“Think they’ll show up?” Scott was apparently thinking the same thing I was. The far
ladder suddenly illuminated. “Hey Esme! Bita! We’re here.”
Scott’s silhouette bounded off in a jog towards the light. Geoff and I kept our pace the
same. Scott was still staring up at the closed grate when we got to the ladder. Esme stood over
the grate, machete in hand, of course.
“Well?” Geoff said. “You gonna’ open up? Just us. Like we promised.”
“Who knows how many could be hiding down there?” Esme set her foot on the grate.
“We open our grate and your armies invade, like the Greeks and the Trojan Horse.”
Scott laughed. “We don’t have armies!”
“And if we did, they certainly wouldn’t let this guy join,” Geoff added, pointing to Scott.
“Says the guy who specifically needed my help to move the water filter,” Scott retorted.
“What water filter?” Esme demanded.
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“Doesn’t matter,” Geoff said. “We brought the food, just as we promised. We’re alone,
just as we promised. And no one else knows anything about where we are, what we’re doing, or
that you even exist.”
Bita appeared next to Esme. “This is how it’s going to work. Two of you will step back,
out of sight, the remaining one will climb the ladder by himself. We will close the grate behind
him in order to check for weapons. Five minutes later, the second person will climb the ladder,
will receive the same treatment and five minutes later, the last of you will do the same.”
“We have decided that Fat-One will be the first,” Esme added.
“Not a chance,” Scott said. “No way I’m going up there by myself.”
“Sounds good to us,” Geoff shouted up. “Feel free to take him off our hands if he offers
any resistance once he’s up there.”
“Go to hell.”
“Just kidding with you, buddy.” Geoff put his hand on Scott’s shoulder. “Look, nothing’s
going to happen to you except a couple of girls are going to search you for weapons. I can think
of a lot less interesting ways for you to spend an evening.”
“We’ll be right behind you,” I added.
Scott sighed loudly, adjusted the straps on his bag and began to climb.
“You two! Back away!” Esme commanded.
Geoff and I stepped back into the shadows. We watched Scott climb up the ladder. When
he got near the top, Esme and Bita pulled the grate out of the way. Scott’s body disappeared and
a few seconds later the grate was replaced. Geoff sat down, his back against the wall.
“You think they expect us to count out the time, or wait until they call for us?” he asked.
“Want me to start counting?”
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“Nah. I’m sure they’ll call for us. If not, maybe we’ll know it’s our turn when Scott’s
blood starts dripping through the grate.” He chuckled.
“What the hell kind of joke is that?” I swung my arm to punch him, but my depth
perception was not precise in the space between light and darkness that we occupied, and I
missed. “He’s not as useless as you treat him sometimes.”
“No, he’s not. He definitely has his uses and I don’t really mind him, most of the time.
But sometimes, he is pretty useless.”
“That could be said about any of us, given the right circumstances.”
“Agreed. He just gets on my nerves sometimes, that’s all.”
“And you never get on anyone’s nerves? ‘Cause you’re sure getting on mine, right now.”
“That’s the point, I get on everyone’s nerves. That’s who I am. Scott tries so hard not to
get on anyone’s nerves, he’s got no idea who he really is. That’s what annoys me.”
“I don’t think that’s a fair assessment. He’s not like you. So what? You can’t fault the guy
for trying to please people, trying to be useful.”
“You can’t please everyone, Thom. People that try to please everyone are dangerous. You
can’t really trust them.”
“Can you trust people who try so hard to please no one?” I prodded.
Geoff chuckled. “Not really, I guess. Not with your life.” Suddenly, he got very serious.
“You aimed that last one at me to make a point, right? Not because you think I don’t really care
what anyone thinks about me? Because that’s not true. I care very much about what some people
think about me. Just not the same people that everyone else cares about.”
“Well, then get off Scott’s case.” I stood up and walked back to the ladder. “Make sure
you count to 300 at an even pace.” I climbed slowly, giving the girls time to notice I was there,
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but not looking up. “When I reached the top, I heard the grate lifted out of the way, and climbed
out through the hole.
Scott was sitting quietly against a piece of machinery twenty feet away. Bita held her
sickle out as a warning, but without great interest in having to use it, as if she was only fulfilling
Esme’s wishes.
The sound of the grate being slid over the concrete caused me to instinctively turn
around. “Hold it!” Esme commanded. She prodded me with her machete. “Keep your back to me
until I’m finished.”
I heard the grate settle into its frame and then felt the prod of the machete again, this time
against my neck. She held her machete firm as she relieved me of the milk pail and then the bolt
of cloth.
“Hands up.”
I raised my arms and she checked my torso, waist and legs for weapons. “You like cop
movies?”
“What?”
“Cop movies. You know, from the old days. Movies about police tracking criminals and
capturing them? Cops always check for weapons like that.” She didn’t respond. “You have
movies, don’t you? I saw the projector screen in your living quarters.”
“I don’t like movies,” Esme replied. “Bita makes me watch them. But mostly, I get bored
and read a book instead.”
“I read books, too,” Bita countered. “Sometimes it’s just nice to see a story on a screen
rather than in your head.”
Esme finished searching me. “Gather your cargo.”
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I stooped and slowly picked up the bolt of cloth and the milk pail.
“Walk slowly over to Fat-One. Then sit down.”
I turned around suddenly, and hit Esme’s arm with the bolt of cloth. Her machete fell to
the ground. Leading with the bolt, I pushed her down and out of the way. I grabbed the machete
and stood quickly, pointing it at Esme. She lay sprawled on the ground, staring furiously at me.
On of the straps of her overalls had fallen off her shoulder. I took a few steps back so I could see
Bita as well. She was holding her sickle against Scott’s neck, fiercely determined to cut his throat
all the way to the spine, if necessary.
“Look, you two. That’s enough of these silly games. We’re here trying to help. That’s all
we want to do. We respect your desire to remain left alone. We’ll leave you to yourselves and let
you die of starvation, if that’s what you want. But, we’re not willing to leave you to starve
without at least trying to help. If you distrust us, we’re ok with that. You probably have a good
reason that we don’t understand. We can live with that. But what I refuse to tolerate is your
continued refusal to recognize us, all three of us, as human beings. You want our help? You want
our food? You want us to continue to risk everything to maintain your right to privacy, then you
sure as hell better never refer to Scott as Fat-One again!”
My eyes darted back and forth between Esme and Bita. Both of them looked stunned.
Bita slowly lowered her sickle and took a few steps away from Scott. I focused my attention on
Esme. “Agreed?” I shook the machete at her face as I demanded her acceptance of my terms.
Esme nodded. I removed the machete from her face and stepped backwards. She stood up
slowly. I lowered the machete completely, grabbed it with my other hand by the blade, and held
out the hilt to her. “Thank you. This belongs to you.”
Esme stepped forward and grabbed the hilt. “Just like that?”
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“Just like that. A trust offering.” I let the blade go and Esme kept it pointed at me. “We
trust you and Bita with our lives. You can learn to trust us as well.”
“Es?” Bita was approaching her from behind.
“What do you say? Can you learn to trust us, Esme?”
Esme lowered the machete. “Call me Es. I hate being called Esme.”
“I counted to three-hundred.” Geoff’s voice rose from under the grate. “May have been a
bit fast, but I think I’m probably close enough.”
I looked to Esme for approval. She nodded. I removed the grate and helped Scott up with
his two bundles. Once he was up, I slid the grate back into place and pushed the old piece of
machinery back over the grate.
Scott looked around at the four of us, spread out across the room and each of us silent. “I
miss something?”
“Call her Es,” I said. “She hates Esme.”
“Ok.” He nodded. “Well, this needs to be refrigerated.” He held up the bundle that he had
wrapped in a towel. “Well, frozen actually. I hope it’s not ruined already. Shall we eat? I missed
dinner.”
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Chapter 17: Perceptions

Though at first she hesitated, once she saw Bita, Scott and I randomly selecting and
eating from the piles we had placed on the dining table in the girls’ living hex, Esme took a great
handful of food and shoveled it into her mouth. She thrust almonds, peanuts and carrots one after
another into her mouth, allowing only a very few chews in between each shovel full. Bita gently
grabbed her arm and warned her to slow down. Es shook her off, grabbed a head of romaine and
took a large bite off the top. Bita chewed on one of the pickles Scott had brought and shook her
head.
“Please forgive us. It’s been quite a while since we’ve had anything but squash, eggs and
green beans,” Bita apologized. “I don’t mind admitting that we were in a pretty dire situation.”
Geoff returned from the kitchen with a pot of boiled maize on the cob. “No worries. But,
make sure you save room for this. Sweet as honey, nearly, and nearly as nutritious. Practically a
perfect food.”
“Nothing’s as perfect as honey.” Scott reached again into his bag and pulled out a small
jar of honey and honeycomb. “Pretty hard for someone to get ahold of something like this,
nowadays, but I’ve held on to it for a while now.”
“What do you do with it?” Es asked.
“You put it on cheese,” I said.
“Sure, if you want to waste the cheese,” Geoff objected. “It goes best with toasted
almonds.”
“Not a chance I’m going to waste this precious nectar on cheese or almonds.”
“Then why’d you bring it,” I asked.
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“One moment,” Scott said. He stood up from the table, retrieved his bag and walked over
to the kitchen. “Kettle? No? Small pot?”
“Left, bottom cabinet,” Bita replied.
Scott retrieved a small pot, filled it with water and set it on a burner. After a moment, he
pulled a handful of something out of his bag and rubbed his hands together over the pot. He
stirred the pot regularly while the rest of us enjoyed the peas, tomatoes, goat cheese and other
foods. Geoff and I ate conscientiously, just enough to encourage Bita and Es to eat as much as
they liked.
A few minutes later, Scott returned with five glasses full of tea and five spoons. He coated
each spoon in the honey, let it slowly dribble back into the jar and once only a thin veneer
covered the spoon, inserted it into one of the glasses of the hot liquid. “It’s only a little bit, but if
you stir it until the honey dissolves completely, it’s just enough.”
“What kind of tea is this?” Bita asked.
“It’s my secret blend.”
Es stood up, threateningly. Bita blocked her advance and sat her back down. “No
secrets,” Es said as she set back in her chair.
“Alright, alright.” Scott chuckled a bit. “Just a family blend, that’s all. Generations old.
Chamomile, lemon grass and a bit of mint. Helps you relax in the evening after a long day. That’s
all.”
Es seemed appeased, but switched glasses with Scott anyway before taking a careful sip.
I offered mine to Bita, but she declined. We all sat in silence for a few minutes while we enjoyed
the lightly sweetened tea.
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Bita began to gather the left over food and store it in the milk pail I had brought up.
“Leave it,” I said. “It’s all for you. In fact, we shouldn’t have eaten so much of it with you just
now.”
“We can’t possibly…”
“We insist,” Geoff added. “And we’ll bring up some more as soon as we can, although
we’ll have to wait a day or two, probably. Just to be careful. A much as we have, Winston and
Allen keep a pretty tight accounting of the farm food. That might have to last you a few days.”
“We’ll manage,” Es added as she finished the end of a carrot.
The five of us, tea in hand, retired to the room where Geoff, Scott and I had been tied up
less than twelve hours earlier. The three of us picked the same seats we had each been
constrained to. Perhaps we were asserting our freedom, or maybe they were just familiar.
Whatever the reason, this moment felt definitively different than the other had. Food often had
that effect, in my experience.
Within only a few moments, Scott had fallen asleep. His empty glass rested precariously
on his stomach in his relaxed hand. Just in time, Geoff reached over and caught the glass before
it tumbled to the floor. Scott didn’t budge. His breathing became even more relaxed.
“Good tea,” Es said.
The three of us chuckled softly while nodding our heads in agreement. I settled back into
the deep pillows on my chair and sipped my tea. I couldn’t remember feeling so relaxed and at
peace. The irony that such a dangerous, illegal, and subversive evening could result in such a
pleasant and comfortable feeling struck me as humorous. I chuckled to myself.
“What?” Es asked. Even she was leaning back, finally relaxed, in her chair.
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“Nothing.” I shook my head and pursed my lips, then smiled. “Just enjoying the chair.
Last time I was sitting in it I didn’t notice how comfortable it was.”
“Hmm.” Es nodded and smiled back. She finished her tea and set the empty glass on the
small table to her left. “So, which ones are you guys?”
“Sorry?”
“Which ones are you?”
“I’m not sure what you mean,” I answered.
“No secrets.”
“I’m not keeping one. I have no idea what you mean.”
“Of the Refuges? Which one are you from?”
“Refuges?” Geoff asked.
I sat back up in my chair. “There are more than one?”
Bita laughed. “Of course there are more than one. That was the whole idea.”
Geoff looked at me questioningly, as I might know something he might not. I shook my
head. He shrugged his shoulders. I wasn’t sure if the girls were playing a joke on us. Geoff
looked like he might have been thinking the same thing.
“What was the whole idea?” I asked.
Es laughed nervously, but quickly stopped. “You really don’t know?”
Geoff and I didn’t respond.
“Do you not attend school?”
“‘Course we had school,” Geoff said. “Thom was a pretty good student, too. The best, if
you want to know the truth.”
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“Did you not learn about history?” Bita stood up and walked over to Es’s chair. She sat
down on the arm, one foot still touching the ground, to both balance and support her weight.
“Not much,” I said. “Nothing very recent, at least. I read a book about the European
conquest of the Americas once. But I got that out of the Library. There aren’t many books in the
history section.”
“Why not?” Bita asked. “Haven’t you learned about the Civil War? The World Wars? The
United Nations? What about the Calamity?”
Geoff and I looked at each other, searching the other for a clue that he at least recognized
anything Bita was talking about.”
“I guess the Founders forgot to bring those books in with them,” I said.
Es started laughing hysterically. She stood up wildly, nearly knocking Bita down. She
circled her chair and threw her hands in the air, all the while cackling loudly. When she finally
paused for air, she taunted, “And you thought we were starving! Here you are, bursting at the
seams with maize and squash and honey!” She stomped around to the other side of the
bookshelf, shaking her head and waving her hands frantically. “All that food to fill your guts and
all the while, your brains wither away and decay, devoid of nourishment.”
“We have school,” I countered, annoyed. “Myself, I’ve studied Calculus, Neuroscience
and Literature. Geoff scored highest in the class on the Physics final.”
“Useless! It’s all useless without history, without context. How can you study literature
without understanding the dramatic socio-political shifts that emerged from the two World Wars?
What great accomplishment arose from the application of Calculus, if not the landing of a man
on the moon? And you can study everything that scientists knew sixty years ago about the human
mind and never come as close to understanding its idiosyncratic behaviors as a thorough study of
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a decent world history text will provide.” Halfway through her rant, she returned to the room,
empty handed.
“I thought you might offer me a book to read,” I said.
“I was going to, but I decided against it,” she said.
“Why?”
“Because I’m not sure you would appreciate it. And I don’t trust you to bring it back in
one piece.”
“I wouldn’t take it with us. Too risky.” I sat back in my seat and crossed my arms. Es was
nuts, I decided. Suspicious and nuts. Paranoid, even. No matter how pretty her eyes, she was
nuts.
“A man landed on the moon?” Geoff asked. “How?”
“Aargh!” Bita fell back into her chair.
“It wouldn’t leave this room.,” I challenged. “If I’m so intellectually starved, why not
feed me?”
“Too late,” she said. “Damage is done. There’s no hope for you now.” She crossed her
arms.
I waited for a smile, then grinned nervously, expecting her to admit she was teasing.
Instead, her eyes became narrower, her lips pursed tighter, and her head-shaking quicker.
Geoff and Bita were chuckling under their breath, though I didn’t know what it was they
found so funny. Es was definitely not playing a joke. She was, I was sure, vehemently serious. I
shook my head in exasperation and set down my tea glass much harder than I intended.
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“Come on now, Thom,” Geoff said. “I’ve waited my whole life for someone to tear you
down a peg like that. You know, remind you that there was a thing or two you didn’t know
about.”
“Go to hell.”
Geoff turned back to Bita. He grinned as wide as he could. “If she won’t feed a starving
man, maybe you will? Just that bit about the other Refuges, maybe?”
Bita smiled back. “Of course. It is only fair, Es,” she teased. She sat forward in her seat,
balancing right on the front edge, and leaning towards us. She glanced at Scott, who was snoring
very softly. “Truth is, if you guys had ‘invaded’ two days from now, Es and I would have been
gone.”
“You had more food than that,” I said. “With the goat alone, you could have survived a
week.”
“Pepito is not for eating!” Es said.
“What else is a male goat good for?” I argued. “You don’t even have a female…”
“That’s not the point,” Bita interrupted. “We were planning on leaving, two days from
now.”
“Leave? What are you talking about?” Geoff’s eyes lit up. It made me uncomfortable.
“We were going to pack the rest of the food, along with some essential supplies, the
chickens, and Pepito. There’s a door that leads to some tunnels, and the tunnels to the other
Refuges. And then, beyond the Refuges, is the exit. Beyond that, the Outside World.”
“But you can’t go into the Outside World,” I countered. “It’s not safe.”
“You don’t know that,” Es said. “That’s just what they told you.”
“And you don’t know it’s safe?” I answered.
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Geoff interrupted. “Where is this door? Have you used it? How do you know all of this?
Are you sure the other Refuges exist?”
Bita paused a moment to consider her answer. Geoff was clearly very excited. “We’ll
keep the door to ourselves, for the time being,” she said. “Although we haven’t yet used the door,
we know what it leads to and we know that the other refuges exist. It’s our job to know about
them.”
“How? If you’ve never seen them?”
“Because that’s why we’re here,” Es blurted. “It’s the reason this place exists.”
Bita could tell we still didn’t understand. “This place, our home, was built to house
highly skilled technicians, our great grandparents. The people living here were responsible for
maintaining and repairing the life-support systems in the three Refuges.”
“Three?” I said.
“Our job was to keep you all alive,” Esme added.
“We’ve never needed your help,” I retorted. “We’ve managed to make any repairs all by
ourselves.”
“Something happened, a long time ago. Three of the original eight technicians were
killed, murdered we believe, by one of the Refuges. We locked our door from the inside, to
protect ourselves, and we’ve never opened it since.”
“What if anyone from the other Refuges needed your assistance? What if an air recycler
died, or a water filter? What if the Reactor leaked?” I demanded.
“All critical systems are monitored from inside this facility. Any time anything fails, we
are notified. Several machines have failed, but enough to sustain life are still operational.”
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“Not that it would matter, anyway.” Es was swinging her machete absently. I couldn’t
remember if she had been carrying it with her this whole time.
“What do you mean?” Geoff asked.
“Just that they’re all dead. They probably are, at least.” Es spoke matter-of-factly, almost
callously.
“How can they all be dead?” I asked. “I mean, if everything is working as it should, like
you said it still is?”
Bita frowned at Es. “We don’t know for sure. That’s just what we’ve been taught.
Whatever caused the death of those three original technicians most likely was significantly more
tragic than just a few casualties.”
“They killed each other,” Es stated. “For their resources, probably. Water, maybe. Food,
possibly. I think it was most likely for the women, though.”
“How can you possibly know that?” I asked.
“After the incident, the entrances to two of the three Refuges were never resealed,” Bita
continued. “Our monitoring has flashed two red lights, every two seconds for sixty years, telling
us the doors are unsealed. Those doors were the primary protection from the Calamity. As long
as they’ve been left open…The obvious answer is that there was no one to close them.”
I turned to Es. “What do you mean, they killed each other over women?”
“They not teach you about sex, either?” She looked at the ceiling and raised her arms
high. “What are these that look like men, but think as babes?”
I blushed. Geoff laughed. Bita was embarrassed by Es.
“Es!” she scolded.
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“For breeding stock, obviously! Hard to indefinitely ensure the survival of any species,
especially living in a giant hole in the ground, unless you have relatively equal numbers of
opposite sexes. Less men is ok, but less women and you’re an exhibit in some extraterrestrial
museum. Simple biology.”
“What happened to the women that were with them?”
“There weren’t enough, of course. No existing families were allowed. Only people
allowed in were those on the official list. And the truth is, historically, in the only positions
allowed entrance, women were unconscionably underrepresented. Idiots probably didn’t even
realize it would cause a problem until it was too late, and they were all sealed down here.”
“What positions were allowed to enter?” Geoff asked.
Esme’s face contorted angrily. “Same as has always been the case, throughout the history
of our miserable species.” She spat on the ground in front of her. “Whilst the wretched, huddled,
tired masses slept, and certain doom didst steal upon the failed race of man, the Best and
Brightest, the unrighteously blessed, didst flee below the mountains to the place which was
prepared in secret, to the place of their living entombment, living as if dead, until their final
penance paid, and mankind didst become a myth.”
“That a song or something?” I asked.
“It’s a joke,” Es said curtly. “No matter how elevated the language, what brought them
down here was cowardice and rank privilege. Florid and sacred or simple and profane, they
mocked themselves until their very damnation when first they entered here.”
“Tell me simply,” I begged. Just when I was sure she couldn’t be more nuts, I thought.
“Who was on that list?”
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“I told you.” Her tone became venomously mocking, though not directed specifically at
me. “The best, the brightest, the greatest hopes for humanity’s survival: scientists, engineers,”
she spat again, “and politicians.”
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Chapter 18: The Greater Good

“Es tells a great story, eh?” I chuckled to myself.
“What are you talking about?” Scott asked.
“I don’t know,” Geoff answered. “Seems like a plausible explanation.”
“Ha!” I started up the ladder to Water Treatment. Once Geoff had joined me, I finished
my point. “Scientists and engineers killing each other over women? Come on. That’s nuts. You
have to admit it.”
“No I don’t.”
“What are you talking about?” Scott was pulling the water filter back over the grate.
“Give me some help?”
I grabbed the other side and we slid the filter into place. “Next time, don’t fall asleep, if
you don’t want to be left in the dark.” I took a few quick steps to catch up with Geoff. “How can
we possibly even know if anything they told us is true? They don’t even know if it is. They
admitted that much. It’s just too hard to believe.”
“What’s so hard to believe? They made a good point about us not knowing anything
about history. Not really, anyway.”
“I’ll admit they’re right about that,” I conceded. “Though I’m not ready to believe we’re
as intellectually handicapped as Es wants us to feel because of it.”
“Maybe not. But, there is so much we don’t know, even about our own history. Think
about it. We don’t even know why our grandparents came down here in the first place. We don’t
know whether they were scientists, engineers or politicians.”
“If those other places even exist.”
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“Why wouldn’t they? Es and Bita exist. We didn’t know about them before, but surely
our grandparents knew about their home. Why couldn’t there be two other Refuges as well?”
“It just doesn’t make any sense, that’s why.”
“It doesn’t fit into your worldview, you mean?” Geoff grinned.
“Why would there be three Refuges? Why not just build one big one?”
“Three Refuges? There are three Refuges? Besides us?” Scott finally caught up with us.
“Including us,” I said. “That’s what Es and Bita believe. They claim…never mind, it’s too
long to explain right now, and I’m tired. I’ll fill you in tomorrow.”
“It is tomorrow,” Geoff said. “Breakfast is in two hours.”
“Dammit,” I said.
“Good,” said Scott.
We were silent the rest of our trip out of Utilities and up the stairs into the Commons. The
lights in the Commons were gradually coming up to early morning levels. I walked blankly
towards my bed.
“Where are you going?” Scott asked.
“To bed, man. I didn’t get a nap like you.”
“Didn’t you move to C Hex?”
I realized I was headed down D. “Yeah. Thanks.” I turned and started walking across to C
Hex. After a few steps, I stopped. “I’ll see you at lunch, Ok? Fill you in on everything you
missed?”
Scott nodded. I turned back to C Hex, and the next thing I knew, I was in my bed.
--
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Three and a half hours later I was in Admin, trying to keep myself busy enough to stay
awake. It was a slow day—no inspections—and the Senior Admins were attending training in
Automation down on Level 3. Maggie Goode and I were alone in the offices, shuffling reports
and double checking that all the most recent reports were filled out completely and consistently,
and then placed in the inbox of the Council Member who oversaw the section. It was mindless
and boring, the kind of work that only the most recent Admins were asked to perform.
After about an hour, I sat down in one of the large waiting chairs. I leaned my head back
against the soft leather backrest and closed my eyes. Just a few minutes, I thought. As my eyelids
fluttered closed, I saw Maggie sit down in a chair opposite me. Then, I fell asleep.
A sudden crash shocked me wide awake. I stood up quickly, thrusting the chair back so
hard that it tipped over backwards. Maggie stood up as well, but she wasn’t shocked. She
laughed at me.
“What happened?” I asked.
“The meeting room,” Maggie answered. She pointed to one of the two meeting rooms on
the opposite wall, the one in between Alvarez and Linda Blythe’s offices.
“Who’s in there? I thought we were the only ones in the offices today?”
Maggie smiled. “Alvarez and Lorenza Cable are in a strategy meeting. Regarding C Hex,
I believe. They have been in there all morning.”
“What was the crash? Should we check if everything is all right?”
“I’ve heard these meetings, between opposing faction heads can get very spirited and
loud.” She smiled slyly. “Especially when they’re between opposite genders. I’m sure everything
is ok.”
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I took a few steps towards the door. “Sir? Ma’am? Is everything alright in there?” I
waited a second for a response, but didn’t hear anything at first.
Just as I was about to cross the rest of the distance to the door, Alvarez spoke.
“Everything’s fine in here. I just tripped on the corner of my desk, that’s all. Thank you. Perhaps
you could make sure the Council Room is ready for our meeting this evening?”
“Yessir,” I said. I walked towards the Council Room. Maggie followed.
“Mind if I help?” she asked.
“No. Please do.” We walked into the Council Room.
“I already did.” Maggie shut the door behind us.
I looked around the room. The table was freshly cleaned, copies of the last meeting’s
minutes were set in front of each seat and the agenda was neatly hand-printed on the White
Board on the center of the wall. Instinctively, I walked over to Trask’s chair. “You took care of
this by yourself? I’m so sorry. Why didn’t you wake me?”
Maggie’s voice appeared right behind my left ear. “Didn’t want to wake you. You seemed
so exhausted. Busy night?” Her voice got closer and quieter to me as she spoke. “Besides, now
you owe me a favor.”
I didn’t know what to say. “What can I do for you?”
“Well, everyone knows that some day, maybe even before the next Feats, Trask expects
you to be on the Council.”
“Trask and I have no further dealings.”
“Right,” Maggie said. Her breath lightly tickled my ear. “Here’s the deal. I want to be
there, too. And you’re going to help me with that.”
“Are you qualified?”
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“Why don’t we hold a little strategy session of our own, and you can find out for
yourself?”
I turned around quickly, unavoidably brushing my upper arm across Maggie’s body. She
had closed all the remaining space between us. “Maggie?”
“Yes.” She said it as a statement. I could feel her breath on my cheek. “What happened to
your face?” She reached up to touch my forehead.
At first, I was confused. When she touched the bumps on my head, I remembered. “Had
an accident the other day, in the library. Tripped on a chair and hit my head.”
“Twice?”
“Once on the chair. Once on the ground.” I reached back to feel the third bump, where
one of the Welkers had head-butted me.
“You, clumsy? I don’t believe that. You got in a fight, didn’t you?” She grinned and bit
her lower lip as she spoke.
“Hit my head.” It was the truth, after all, even if the fault ultimately lay with Es and the
Welkers.
“Right.” She dragged her fingers lightly down my face as she spoke. “Wonder what the
chair looks like.” She reached my lips and let one finger linger there for a moment.
“I’m with someone,” I said, pulling away.
“So am I. So is Alvarez. So is Cable. So are Blythe and Trask. So are all of us in Admin.
But, sometimes deals—alliances—have to be made.”
“It’s more complicated than just that,” I said.
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“I disagree. Nothing could be more simple.” She grabbed my tunic at the chest and pulled
me into a kiss. Her lips were larger, fuller than Dees, but also rougher, and much more
aggressive. She bit my bottom lip, hard.
“What the hell?” I pushed her away.
“What’s your problem?” Her eyes flashed with anger. “We’ve busted our asses to make it
to Admin and here we are. You and I, we are the winners. The best of the best. The only two to
join Admin for the next six years. What makes more sense than us forming an alliance? Than us
being together?” Her eyes softened as she spoke the last sentence and she stepped towards me
again.
I stepped back. “Look, you’re a very attractive young woman.” She was pretty, but not as
pretty as Dee. “And you’re an amazing kisser.” That one was a lie, but I hoped all she could hear
was the flattery.
Her eyes narrowed. “But?”
“But, it really is more complicated than me just being with someone.” Why wasn’t it
enough, just to be someone?, I wondered.
“Look,” she said. “Let me be clear. You and me—us—would only be allies in here,
behind closed doors. Our little secret. Whoever your little sweetheart is, she would never know.
No one would. You and me. Strategic allies.” She took another step, backing me into the table.
“She’s pregnant,” I blurted out. The deal I had made with Trask stung me in the face as I
said it, pricking a tear from my left eye.
“What?”
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“I only just found out a few days ago. I have a lot on my mind right now. Maybe we
could talk some other time?” Maggie backed up a bit and I slipped out from in between her and
the table. I walked towards the exit leading into the Library.
“Sure thing,” Maggie said as I walked away. “Another time.”
Just as I was about to exit Admin (I had no idea where I was going, since I still had three
hours on my shift), the door to the Trask residence opened. Marissa stuck her head out of the
door.
“Oh, Thom! What perfect timing! I was hoping you were here. Nico asked to speak with
you.”
I signaled with my eyes that we weren’t alone. Marissa noticed Maggie and changed her
tone. “The Minister wonders if you have a few minutes to review some of the reports from the
last week in the Farms. He says you have some experience down there, and might be able to
explain a few irregularities.”
“I am at his disposal. When would the Minister have time to speak with me?” I replied.
“He asked for me to bring him to you as soon as possible. He would have sent De Soto,
but he’s already out on another errand and the Minister said it cannot wait any longer. Please
come.”
“Right away,” I said. I nodded a goodbye to Maggie and followed Marissa into the Trask
residence.
The door clicked shut behind us. I followed Marissa through the living area. I realized the
layout in here was very similar, nearly identical, to Es and Bita’s living space. The connection
brought with it a flood of understanding.
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The Admin offices were in the same locations as the sleep pods. That would mean that
the Council Room corresponded to the monitoring room, where Es and Bita claimed they could
see information about the other Refuges.
Several steps outside the door to Trask’s office, we stopped. Marissa turned to face me,
her face tense but controlled. “Thom?” Marissa spoke softly, almost a whisper. “Dee is not my
biological grandchild. In fact, her mother and I could be sisters.”
“I know,” I said.
“But that doesn’t mean I don’t care about her, or don’t look out for her.”
“You’re very good at that. I know she thinks very highly of you.”
“Yes.” She paused to consider carefully what she was trying to say. “I saw you and
Maggie. I heard what you said.” Her jaw clenched. “You couldn’t just do what Nico asked, could
you? Just be discreet? Wait until it was the right time?” She shook her head as she glared at me.
“You’ll acknowledge the baby, of course? You’ll ask Dee to marry you as soon as possible.”
“Hold up,” I interrupted. “Dee’s not pregnant. That’s just something I told Maggie to get
her away from me.” I expected Marissa to be relieved. Instead, she nearly exploded.
“Why in the living hell would you say something like that!” She whispered furiously. She
raised her hands as if she was about to beat me into the concrete. “That’s even worse than if she
actually was. She’s really pregnant, you just get married before anyone finds out, less harm done.
But you, for all your supposed brilliance, spread a lie like that to someone like Maggie Goode
and before you know it, the whole Refuge knows. Then, what happens when Dee doesn’t have a
baby? What will people think then?”
“Maggie doesn’t know about Dee and I. No one does.” I sighed. “I know it was a stupid
thing to say, but she wasn’t taking no for an answer.” A sadness came over me as I watched the
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anger in Marissa’s eyes fade and her face relax. Trask said Dee would eventually forgive me
about Glynis. I didn’t think Marissa would. I lowered my head and stepped around her to the
door. “I was just trying to get away from Maggie.”
I turned the knob and walked into Trask’s office without knocking. Trask was huddled
over some paperwork, reading. He held up his hand without looking up and kept reading. I stood
just inside the doorway, waiting quietly. The door shut behind me.
Trask looked up. “Oh, Thom. I thought you were Marissa. Most people knock first.”
“I know. I’m sorry. I wasn’t thinking.”
“It’s alright. I did ask for you to hurry to see me.” He set the paperwork down, leaned
back in his chair and rubbed his eyes. He watched me quietly for a moment. “Well? Come in and
sit. We need to talk a bit.”
“You had some questions about work in the Farms?”
“Nah. The Farms were Monroe’s area. Garrick Allen runs a tight ship, as you know.
There never was much for Monroe to worry about in the Farms." He changed his tone slightly.
"By the way, and this is not what I called you in to talk about, but Monroe's son, Eugene, will
likely take his father's spot on the Council. It ought to be official some time tomorrow. That
bumps you up a spot already. Quite fortuitous, isn't it?" He smiled, deeply satisfied with how
things were going.
“I told Maggie Goode that the girl I was with was pregnant,” I blurted out. Of the secrets
I held, it seemed the easiest to be rid of.
“Now, why would you do that?” Trask leaned forward.
“She was coming on to me pretty hard. Kept talking about forming an alliance. I had to
say something.”
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Trask chuckled. “Why? Some opportunities never present themselves twice.”
“Because Dee,” I said.
Trask smiled patronizingly. “As her grandfather, I applaud and appreciate your desire to
stay true to Dee in private. But, as Minister, and as your former mentor, I think you missed an
important early opportunity. Maggie’s influence over the Alvarez and Nehru coalitions will be
invaluable in the future. A covert alliance like that could have put you on the Council even
sooner than we had hoped.” He sighed. “Oh well. Too late now. Still, I wish you hadn’t
mentioned that Glynis was pregnant.”
“I didn’t say Glynis was pregnant.”
“But you said someone was. It will come out soon enough. We’ll have to accelerate our
time table. You need to be seen publicly with Glynis as soon as possible. You'll have a day
maybe before everyone's curiosity turns toxic.”
I sat silently for a moment, pondering my options. I could call it off, break my end of the
deal. But Trask had upheld his part of the bargain. I was an Admin now, and it sure as hell beat
picking vegetables and fishing around in slurry slop. I didn’t know the terms when I made the
deal. Still, I accepted the reward. And Glynis? She was doomed already, I concluded. Pregnant
and without anyone who would claim her baby, unless I did. They would whisper. They would
say things about her, as if she couldn’t hear. And no one would speak in her defense, unless I did.
Finally, and with a burdened pit in my stomach, I nodded. Trask looked pleased and sat
back in his chair again.
“Thom, I can’t begin to express how grateful I am to you for doing this for me. You’ll
bring the boy to see me at least once a week, won’t you?”
“So, it’s definitely a boy?”
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“We'll know tomorrow. But I am certain it will be. It has to be a boy. You’ll see.” He
closed his eyes contentedly and smiled ecstatically. “When I close my eyes, Thom. I can see him.
I see all of us. You, the boy, Marissa, and Dee. All of us together enjoying a pleasant family
dinner, free of all political discussion, just like Marissa likes it.”
“What’s to happen with Glynis?”
"The boy will live with her, of course. I'm not some two-headed monster who steals
children away from their mothers. But, you will, of course, have parental rights. And you must
treat him like your own, as I have treated you like my own son." Trask wiped a tear from his eye.
"His name will be Noah, after your father.”
“I thought you wanted him to be named Gustavo, after your father?”
“But that would not do at all, would it, if he is supposed to be your son, and not mine?
Perhaps I will call him Gus as a private nickname, I don’t know. But, Noah is also a fine name,
as your father was a fine man. And our Noah will one day become the Minister, as your father
should have become. You must make sure of that, Thom." His voice broke. "For your father's
honor, you must make sure our boy becomes Minister."
"I will do what I can,” I said.
"Good." He stood up and offered his hand for me to shake. "I've sent for Dee. She should
be waiting for you in the kitchen. I'm sorry you'll have to do this now, but as I said, we have to
accelerate our time table. Please ask Marissa to come speak with me. You'll have some privacy."
“How did you…?”
“I called for her shortly before you arrived. Like I said, we’ll know the gender tomorrow,
and Doc Ruskin is pressing me to reveal the father’s identity. He is, of course, unaware of our
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situation, but he has agreed to be discreet out of respect for Glynis’s privacy.” He paused for a
deep breath. “You’ll have to speak to Dee about it now.”
"I understand." I tried to appear stoic, but my insides were collapsing in on themselves. I
swallowed the feeling the best I could. Better, of course, that I be the one to tell her, I thought. I
took my leave and left.
I walked to the dining area. Marissa and Dee were seated at the table, chatting quietly.
"The Minister would like to speak with you," I told Marissa.
Marissa stood up. Her smile erased as she saw my face. "Everything alright, Thom?"
"I think so," I said. "It will be."
Marissa hurried to the office. As soon as we heard the door click shut, Dee leapt from her
seat and threw her arms around my neck. She kissed me once and pulled me into a tight embrace.
"Oh, Thom! I hate having to go so long without seeing you. I mean, I look for you
wherever I am, and I see you in all the public places, but I hate not being able to flirt with you in
public, not being able to walk up behind you and pinch your ass, things like that. It's silly, I
know, but it's the truth. I can't help it."
"Dee," I began. I pushed her back so I could look at her face. "We need to talk."
"What's the matter?"
My eyes focused on her forehead, on the ridge of dark, fine hairs that framed her skin. I
couldn't look her in the eyes. Coward.
"Thom? Tell me."
"Before I met you, I did something stupid." I wished Trask had told me exactly what to
say. "I wasn't careful. It didn't mean anything. It was over almost before it started, really. We both
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went our separate ways. I forgot all about her when I saw you in Marissa's dress." That was
stupid. I hated myself for saying that.
"Look, Thom," Dee said. "We all have pasts. So do I."
"Sometimes the past doesn't stay the past."
"What do you mean?"
"Glynis is pregnant, Dee."
Dee was silent for a minute. "How could you? Why didn't you…?" She didn't say
anything else, just sank to the ground and started crying.
"I'm sorry," I said, then I left.
The rest of the day, I spent in the dark in my sleeping pod. I didn't sleep, just stared into
the darkness of the ceiling. My stomach growled once, around dinner time, but I didn't get up to
go eat.
Finally, about 10:30, the group of men from C Hex started to congregate outside my pod.
I heard Glynis's door open and close. With Dee's grief-stricken face stuck in my mind, I got up,
opened my door, said good evening to the men and knocked on Glynis's door. Before she could
answer, I let myself in.
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Chapter 19: Self-Mastery

“Hi Glynis,” I said. “How was your evening?”
She sat on the edge of her bed, wearing a light, cotton night shirt, and watched me for a
few moments as I fidgeted with my hands, shifted my weight from side to side, and finally sat
down on one of the other beds. She smiled, but only at the corners of her mouth, without
showing any teeth.
“I’m sorry, Glynny,” I finally said. “I’m so very, very sorry.” I buried my eyes in my
hands. “I know it doesn’t mean much. And I know there’s nothing else I could say that would
mean much right now. I’m just so sorry.”
I felt Glynis’s arms wrap around my head and pull me into her breast. Her heart beat
resounded in my right ear and I thought about the precious miracle of life, and how fragile the
whole thing was. She held me there for a few minutes and stroked my hair while I cried.
“I didn’t know, Glynny. I didn’t know. I promised I would help him, but I didn’t know
what it meant.”
Glynis leaned back, put her hands on my cheeks and smiled bittersweetly. She shook her
head. She touched her heart with her right forefinger and then drew an arc from her forehead to
her right temple. My decision. She touched her heart again and lightly slapped her left wrist with
each side of her right hand. My punishment.
“But it’s not your fault,” I said. “He’s the Minister. I’m so sorry.”
No, I am sorry, she signed. My mess.
“But it’s not your mess. He’s the Minister. His duty…”
I love him, she signed.
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“You love him?”
Before. Now I love baby, she signed by touching her stomach.
“I’ll love your baby, too,” I said.
Thank you, she signed, and kissed me on the forehead. Then, she turned and returned to
her bed. Good night. Turn lights off? Ten minutes later, her breathing was relaxed and even.
I sat in the dark for an hour and a half, listening to Glynis sleep.
At about midnight, I stood up and quietly left her sleeping pod. There was no point in
trying to sleep. I'd spent the last seven hours in the pitch black, first my pod and then Glynis's,
without so much as a long blink. I started walking.
A few minutes later, I was in the Farms, picking green beans and peas, and hungrily
shoving them in my mouth. I wandered around the Farms, eating as I went—an apple, almonds
and pecans, a handful of spinach, and a radish.
Eventually, I ended up in from of the seed storage shed. Bags and bags of seed for every
plant we grew lined the shelves. I grabbed small handfuls of about ten different plants and
shoved the seeds in my pockets.
Ten minutes later I walked into Water Treatment. I realized I didn’t know how I was
going to move the water filter off the grate. I kept walking anyway, figuring I’d at least give it a
try.
The water filter had already been removed. It was moved about five feet away and
mounted on a red hand truck. The grate had been sloppily replaced over the hole and the corners
didn’t sit into the frame. Had someone seen us come out last night? I hurried down the ladder,
replaced the grate, and ran down the tunnel as fast as I could. The grate was open on the girls’s
side too. Why had they left it open?
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I ran upstairs, peeking into their farm and calling out their names. No one answered. I got
to the living level and threw open the door. The lights turned on as I walked in. “Es? Bita? Where
the hell is everyone?” No one answered. I knocked on the sleeping pods before opening them,
but all were empty. Remembering the Trask residence that morning, I dashed to the other side of
the hex, where the Council Room would have been. Sure enough, there was a small door.
“Thom! What are you doing here?”
I turned around to see Bita, her arms full of fruits and vegetables. “You’re stealing food?”
Hadn’t Geoff said two days? “How did you move the filter? I was just in the Farms. How did I
not see you?” I asked. Es, then Geoff came in behind her, also carrying armfuls of food.
“We were careful. I told them not to come with me, but they insisted,” Geoff said. “Said
it would only be fair, since we’ve been to their place.”
“There’s a pretty big difference!” I said. “There’s no one else but them here.”
“But you didn’t know that when you entered,” Es said. “And you entered in the middle of
the day. How stupid was that?”
“You would have killed us without a thought if we’d come in during the middle of the
night,” Geoff stated.
“Yeah, you’re probably right about that.” Es set her armful of food in the sink.
“Here, I brought you some seed,” I said. “Where can I put them?”
“I’ll get you a bowl.” Bita rushed past me and into the kitchen. She set her load on the
counter, went to a cupboard and pulled out a bowl. “Here. What did you bring us?”
“A bunch of stuff. I didn’t really look.” I pulled handfuls of seeds out of my pockets and
placed them in the bowl. “Let’s see, there’s watermelon, carrots, some kind of chile pepper,
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tomatoes, apple, pinto beans, kidney beans, black beans, maize and two types of squash. Also,
some alfalfa for your goat.”
“Thank you so much,” Bita said.
“Yeah, thanks. We won’t be here to plant it, but that was a nice thought.”
“What do you mean?” I asked.
Geoff unloaded his load of food. “They’re leaving soon.”
“Where are you going?”
“Where do you think?” Es began washing the vegetables. “We’re going outside. Like we
said yesterday.”
“Is it safe?”
“It’s been over sixty years. If it’s not, will it even matter? We’re guaranteed to die if we
stay here.”
“You don’t know that.” I grabbed a towel and started to dry the vegetables Es washed.
“We’ll get your farm back up and running. And if we can’t, we’ll convince our people to accept
you into the Refuge.”
“I don’t think so,” Es said. “If we stay here, it’s just us, forever. Our whole lives. It would
have to be. Sooner or later one of you would get caught coming up to visit us, and that’d be it.”
“So join the rest of us in the Refuge.”
Es laughed. “No. Too many rules. Too many leaders. We don’t do that kind of thing, we
never have.” She paused. “Bita could, if she wanted to, but I could never do that. And you’ll be
one of them too, right? I definitely couldn’t live in a place where you were in charge.”
I set down the tomato I was drying.
“It’s a joke,” Es said. “Kind of.”
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“What’s wrong with rules?”
She laughed again. “Nothing, if you’re the one that makes them. It’s the forcing other
people to live by them I have a problem with.”
“Without rules, how could you form society?”
She turned the faucet off. “Like I said, it’s just the involuntary part I have a problem with.
If a group of people decide together on a few rules to live by, I got no problem with that. Just as
long as anyone who doesn’t like the rules is free to go elsewhere, unimpeded.”
“But what if he is a danger to others. Suppose the rules he dislikes put the others at risk?
Aren’t they justified in compelling him to comply, even upon threat of punishment, since it’s in
the best interest of everyone, including the malcontent?”
“What right does anyone have to decide what’s in the malcontent’s best interest? Where
does it stop? Before long, all kinds of arbitrary rules are drafted by the call of the greater good—
whatever that is supposed to mean at the time. When passed by the slimmest majority, these rules
compel the minority to act contrary to their wishes, and in worst case scenarios, even against
their values and interests.”
“But if you have a predetermined understanding, one that provides for the rights of
minorities…In the Refuge…,” I said.
“And you weren’t the first to think of that. How did it work out? Here we are, the last of
us, maybe, hiding in caves underground. All because of the rules of society, or more
appropriately, of inter-societal incongruities.”
“So what? Your solution is everyone running around doing whatever they want, without
societal rules to constrain them, killing each other if it strikes their fancy?”
“Your face is getting red.”
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“Everything ok in there?” Geoff stuck his head from around the bookshelf. I hadn’t even
noticed he and Bita had left us alone in the kitchen.
“Thom’s just having a hard time with the news that we’re really leaving,” Es said.
Geoff disappeared again. Es shook her head. “Tie a guy up once and all of the sudden
he’s in love with you!”
“What?” I sputtered. “I have a girlfriend.”
Es smiled. “That so?” She was silent while she scrubbed the dirt off a bunch of carrots.
“She pretty?”
“Yes. Why? You jealous?”
“Just trying to figure out why you’re so upset we’re leaving. You only just met us
yesterday. Why do you care so much?”
I noticed the towel I was drying with was soaked through. “Where are the towels?”
“Third drawer to the left.”
I pulled out two towels and returned to the sink. “I just think if you gave the Refuge a
chance, you might like it. It’s safer than outside, at least. It’d only take three weeks, a month at
most to get your farm back in shape. Then, we could negotiate an agreement between the Refuge
and you two. You’d get to stay here, living as you choose, but with the benefit of getting to
interact with other people.”
Es laughed harder and louder. “You really haven’t read a history book, have you?”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Nothing. Never mind.” Es finished rinsing the last apple, pulled out a knife and began to
cut the peel off. “Thing is, I don’t want to stay here. Neither does Bita. We’ve lived our whole
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lives in here. We’re tired of it. Honestly, we’d rather die out in the open than live a long, boring
life in the same three rooms.”
“You’d rather die? That’s about the stupidest thing I’ve ever heard.”
“A life that’s not worth living is hardly a life.”
“That’s awfully melodramatic. Sentimental, even.”
She finished peeling and sliced off a chunk, offering it to me. I declined. “So what?” she
said. “Down here, every day is the same. It all feels the same. Nothing is new, nothing evokes
emotion. You three guys are the only novelty we’ve ever known, and don’t take this the wrong
way, but all you’re offering us is more of the same. I want to see stars, feel wind. I want to watch
a sunrise. If I live long enough to see a sunrise, that will be enough for me.”
I dried the last few vegetables aggressively. “How do you know those are such amazing
experiences? Something worth dying over?”
Es chewed her apple as she spoke. “I don’t. Not for sure. But, my grandma used to talk
about them. She said she would give anything to see a sunrise again. She even tried to leave,
right before she died. Got out of bed, put on her shoes and started on her way out.”
“What happened?”
“My dad stopped her. Caught her before she got to the exit. She died in his arms, crying
because he wouldn’t let her see a sunrise.”
The two of us were silent for a while. I sat down at the table. Es stored the food in the
refrigerators and cleaned up the mess. “Feel free to come up here as often as you want after
we’re gone. Do whatever you want. Bring the Farms back, make this your own private retreat, or
tell your leaders about it. Whatever you want.”
“Where is the exit?” I asked. “I’ve never known of one in the Refuge.”
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“It has one. They all do. They all exit into the same tunnel, and the tunnel leads to the
outside.” Es joined me at the table. “They’re locked from the inside with a code. Bita and I just
figured out the code to our door right before you guys broke in yesterday.”
“Can I see it?” I asked.
Es stood up. “Sure. Why not? Tomorrow we won’t be here to stop you from finding it,
anyway.” She walked to the bookshelf. “Bita! We’re going to the door.” No one responded.
“Where are they?” I asked.
“Saying goodbye, I suppose.” Es frowned. “Let’s go.” She led me to the door I had been
about to open. Before she opened it, she stopped. “This is where you were when we came up
here.” She turned to face me. “What were you doing?”
“I just wanted to know if what you said about the other Refuges was true.”
“If you don’t trust me, why should I trust you?”
I stammered a bit, trying to find something to say, but deciding against it after I had
already started to say it. Finally, I settled on “I trust you.”
“Such conviction. Confidence instilled.” She turned back to the door, and flung it open.
“Here’s your proof!”
Just as I expected, the room was exactly the same dimensions as the Council Room, but
with only two doors, the one we were looking through, and a large one that corresponded to the
Admin exit into A Spoke. In the center of the room was a large, shiny black table. Green LEDs
blinked across the surface. I was a bit surprised how simple the setup was.
“You coming in?”
I stepped into the room and looked carefully around the whole thing. There really was
nothing more than the table in the room. “This is it?”
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“What did you expect?”
“Monitors? A giant screen? I don’t know. This is supposed to keep tabs of all three
Refuges, make sure everything is working, right? Guess I thought there would be more to it.”
“That’s all that’s needed. Each light represents a specific piece of equipment. Come
look.”
I walked to the table. As I did, I noticed that several of the lights were blinking red. The
entire surface seemed to be glass. White lines divided the table into three sections. At the top of
each section was a heading: R1, R2, and R3. Each section was divided into three subsections,
one for each level, and under each subsection were rows of lights labeled with the piece of
equipment it correlated to. Two of the refuges, R1 and R3 had the same red light flashing on the
top level.
“That’s the entrance to R1 and R3?”
“Yes. They’ve been blinking for at least fifty years. Ever since whatever went wrong went
wrong and my Grandfather locked the door.”
I walked over to the door. It was at least ten feet wide, and reached from the ceiling to the
floor. An electric keypad was mounted to the left of the door. A light on the keypad was blinking
green. “You open it yet?”
“Not yet.”
“Shall we go get Bita?”
“No,” Es said. “She didn’t want to open it until we were ready to go. She was afraid she
would decide against going if we opened it before.”
I ran my finger along the seam that distinguished door from wall. “What do you think?
Shall we?”
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“I get to do it.” Es pushed me out of the way. She pushed a button on the keypad. There
was a click, a loud buzzing and then the door began to slowly open. A rush of air gushed into the
room as the pressures equalized. My ears felt like they were going to burst, and I couldn’t hear
very well for a second. I tried to massage my jaw just under the ears, hoping it would relieve
some of the pain.
“Try yawning,” Es said. She sounded like there was a foot of concrete between her and I.
“I can’t just yawn on command.”
“Open your mouth wide and breathe in.”
I opened my mouth and breathed in. To my surprise, I yawned. The pressure equalized.
The door was now completely opened. The tunnel was dark, just like the one under Water
Treatment. Es stepped out into the tunnel and a few lights illuminated, on the ground along the
walls.
“What are you doing?” I asked. For some reason I was whispering.
“You wanted proof of the other Refuges, I’m about to give you proof.”
“I believe you. I don’t need to see them.”
“Too bad, because I do, and you’re coming with me.” She grabbed my arm and pulled me
into the tunnel. “Look, there’s a door right over there.” She took off running.
“Will we be contaminated now?” I asked. “I don’t want to bring something back to the
Refuge.”
“Maybe,” Es yelled back. “Probably not. This tunnel system is sealed from the outside
world as well.”
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The tunnel was about thirty feet wide and fifteen feet tall. To the left of the door, about
two hundred feet down the tunnel, on the opposite side of the tunnel, was another, larger door. Es
was already almost half way to it. “Shouldn’t you have your machete, at least?” I shouted.
“You scared?” Es yelled back. “What happened to the guy that invaded my home with
nothing but his blind arrogance?”
I sighed, took a deep breath and jogged after her. When I caught up at the door, I could
see that it wasn’t closed all the way. Es was wedging her fingers in the crack, trying to get
enough leverage to pull it open. She got it to budge enough for me to get my fingers in as well.
We both pulled.
“Why is it so hard to open?” I asked.
“It’s a powered door. We’re fighting against the motor.”
“Won’t it close in on us, if we get it open?”
“Motor’s burned up, frozen. That’s what the light means. It can’t close. We’ll be fine.”
Slowly, an inch at a time, we were able to open the door enough to slip inside. Instantly,
the lights turned on. It startled me, even though it shouldn’t have. Almost all the other lights on
the table had been green.
The room we were in looked just like the Admin Office lobby. The door we entered
through, I realized was in the same location as the main Admin bookshelf. Other than the missing
bookshelf, the rest of the room looked almost exactly like the Admin offices. There was Trask’s
office, or rather the office for Trask’s counterpart. And the meeting rooms and Council offices,
though these had different labels posted on them: Physics, Chemistry, Medicine, Biology,
Geology, Neuroscience, Mathematics, and Quantum Physics.
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“Well, I guess we know you guys weren’t the scientists,” Es said. “Though I could have
told you that.”
“Funny.”
“I wasn’t trying to be,” she said. “Where should we go?”
“This way,” I said. I walked to what I expected to be the Council Room. “Right through
here. This will lead us to the Library Spoke and that will take us to the Commons.” I opened the
door. As the air seal broke, a terrible stench escaped into the room.
“What is that smell?” Es asked. “Wait! Don’t open it.”
The door was already wide open. We had to turn away because the stench was so
horrendous, like a thousand slurry pits rotting in one place. The lights in the room turned on. I
buried my nose in the crook of my arm and turned to look.
“Thom,” Es said. “Let’s get out of here.” Inside the room, stacked eight or ten high were
hundreds of rotting, putrified, and partially mummified dead bodies, each one missing its head.
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Chapter 20: A Betrayal

“Where are you going?” I could hear Es walking away, but my gaze was fixed on the
stacks of headless bodies filling the interior of what should have been just another Council
Room, in what should otherwise was an Admin Hex identical to the one I had just begun work in
only a few days before.
“I’m getting out of here, just like I said,” Es replied. “I don’t want to explore anymore.”
“We couldn’t if we wanted to,” I said. My legs felt like ice and I couldn’t seem to
convince them to move away. The unspeakable horrors of the past splayed out before me
mercilessly mocked my supreme ignorance. “The only way into the rest of the Refuge is on the
other side of the bodies. What happened here? Who would do this?” No one answered. No one
needed to answer. I realized I had been holding my breath, exhaling only when I spoke. My lungs
burned from the lack of oxygen.
I inhaled deeply, the full reek of the hundreds of corpses filling my lungs. I coughed and
gagged and vomited on the floor. Finally, the spell was released and I turned around. Es was
already gone. I closed the door to the Council Room and ran back out to the tunnels.
Es was sitting against the wall, her head between her knees. I stood quietly next to her for
a minute. After she didn’t move, I leaned my back against the concrete wall and slid down until I
was seated next to her.
“You ok?”
She didn’t say anything. I waited another minute in silence.
“It’s ok if you get sick. It’s ok. I did, in there, so I won’t say anything.”
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“I’m not going to get sick,” she said. She lifted her eyes. Giant tears poured down her
cheeks, but she didn’t look sad. Her jaw clenched, her eyes wide and her nostrils flared, she
spoke with utter bitterness. “So much for your rules of society.”
“I’m sorry I doubted you.” That was probably the weakest thing I had ever said, but it
was the only thing I could think to say at the time.
Es wiped her eyes and nose with the back of her hand. “I don’t know what I expected to
find. We’ve known for years that no one in there could be alive. But seeing it with my own
eyes…”
I handed her a handkerchief I had in my pocket. At least I could offer her that much.
“Maybe the other one…” I stopped myself because I knew I was wrong. The two of us sat
silently for several minutes. I wondered why I wasn’t crying like Es. She had known they were
dead, and it had still broken her--the girl with the fierce gray eyes and machete. I didn’t know
what to feel. It infuriated me.
Eventually, Es lowered her knees to the ground and raised her head. I touched her
shoulder and she flinched. “Sorry,” I said. “That’s all I know how to say right now. That’s all I
know how to feel right now. I can’t explain how I feel, besides that.”
Es nodded.
I kept talking, struggling desperately to understand what we had just seen, to give it a
name, and to somehow gain power over it. “I can’t understand how this could happen. Someone
carefully stacked the bodies. This was methodical and planned. How could things have gone so
badly?” I asked.
Es took a deep breath in and out. “The same way things have ever gone bad, you know?”
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“That’s just it. I don’t, remember?” I answered. “I don’t know how things have ever gone
bad.”
Es frowned. “Right.” She thought for a second. “Well, the basics are pretty much always
the same. The details can matter, but it mostly boils down to a group of people, united by mostly
common bonds disagreeing over an issue. That issue sparks disagreements that quickly escalate.
Each group wants desperately to be right, to be vindicated, to the point that eventually, they are
willing to impose their perspective by any means necessary, including force.”
“Why not compromise?”
“Sometimes it’s not possible.”
“Compromise is always possible,” I countered.
“People don’t usually take well to compromise. We care too much about being right.”
“That’s a pretty grim view,” I argued. “Especially when the costs of not compromising
are so terrible.”
“You’re assuming both groups are going into the compromise on equal footing. That’s
almost never the case. Inevitably, one groups is stronger than the other and is consequently
unafraid of using force.”
“In that case, why not concede? Why not save your life? Surely nothing can be as
intolerable as death.”
“Most people, at the threat of force, will fall in line behind the faction they expect to win,
but a small group resists. The more powerful faction is willing to tolerate limited resistance, but
only so long as it doesn’t threaten their power by gaining support. When it does, they make an
example of the resistance.”
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“I know I’m the ignoramus here, but I think you have to admit that you are
oversimplifying the situation.”
“I do. Still, in broad strokes, it’s the same story that had dogged mankind throughout all
history. Whatever the specifics, the situation between the three Refuges followed a similar path.”
“You still think they killed all those people over women?”
“More than likely,” Es said. “Women were certainly the scarcest resource at the time. But
who can know for sure. Plenty of wars have been fought and millions killed in the name of ideas
or beliefs rather than resources.”
I shook my head. “It’s not that I disagree. I know I have no room to speak here. But, I just
have a hard time reconciling the deliberate malice required to perform such a terrible thing with
the people I know.”
“The people you know didn’t do this. They are too young.” She smiled weakly.
“Thanks for the thought, but I did know several of those who would have been involved.
The last one was the one who nominated me to my current position. We didn’t see eye to eye, but
he was a decent man. I can’t see him be a party to something like this.”
“He may not have initially. Perhaps he was disgusted, or repulsed. Someone told him to
do something just beyond his threshold of tolerance, perhaps by offering the argument that it was
for the accused’s own good, or for the good of the community. The next time it’s a slightly more
dehumanizing act, and then even more dehumanizing the time after that.” Es coughed down a
second set of tears. “I know this is true. I’ve studied it. I’ve read all about it, but this was the first
time I’d ever seen it.” She shuddered twice. “No one can see themselves becoming monsters
until it’s too late. That’s the scariest thing about all this. Whatever the initial impulse, ordinary
humans like you and me did this. More appropriately, humanity did this. Isn’t that enough to tear
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your soul to pieces?” She grabbed my hand as she spoke. “Doesn’t that scare you to death, that
someone or some group—so very much like you—was capable of doing something like this?
Doesn’t it make you wonder about yourself? Doesn’t that…” Her voice broke and she covered
her face.
I put my arms around her shoulders and listened to her cry. “But you’re not like that,” I
finally said.
“How do you know? You barely know me! You can’t just say something is not true and
expect the future to play out accordingly.” Es wiped her eyes with the back of her hand and
sniffled. “Whoever did this, I’m sure they once thought the same thing. Truth is, none of us know
what we’re capable of until we take that step beyond…that step beyond which we cannot turn
back.”
“You’re not one to take those steps. You didn’t kill Geoff, Scott or I, for example.”
“But I was looking for an excuse. I really was. If Bita hadn’t been there, I really would
have.”
I scooted around until I faced Es. “Good thing for Bita, then.”
Es laughed. “Yeah, good thing for Bita.” She wiped the rest of the tears from her eyes,
and sniffled. “Gimme a minute for my eyes to dry, huh? Then we’ll go back inside?”
“Sure thing.” I sat back against the wall again. “I’ll miss you, when you leave. You and
Bita.” I turned to look at Es. She nodded. “It’s been an exciting last couple of days, you know.
More interesting than, well, the rest of my life, really.”
“Why don’t you come with us?”
“What?” I laughed.
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“Come with us. You and Geoff. Come with us to the Outside. I’m sure that Bita has asked
Geoff by now. Last night, she said she was going to. I told her she was crazy, but now I
understand.”
I very much wanted to say yes. I almost did. “I… I can’t.”
“Why not?” Es’s voice fell. “What’s keeping you here?”
“I have responsibilities. People are counting on me.”
“Oh, right.” Es stood up. “Your girlfriend.” She started back to her home.
“She’s not my girlfriend.” I caught up with her. “She’s not my girlfriend. But, I can’t
leave her.” My heart sunk into the soles of my moccasins as I thought about Glynis and the baby
and the look on Dee’s face when I told her about Glynis. Why didn’t I just go with Es and Bita?
Why not leave?
“What do you mean?” She angrily demanded.
“It’s a long, complicated story.” I sighed. “I just can’t leave. Not right now. Not
tomorrow.” I reached out to touch her shoulder. “You don’t want to know.”
“Now you know what I want to know?” She shoved me away. “Don’t make that decision
for me. You don’t want to tell me, fine. But don’t tell me what I want to know.”
“Why would you want to know? Trust me, it’s for the best that you don’t.” I walked
towards the open door.
“No. You’re wrong. I want to know. I need to know. Because if I don’t know I’m always
going to wonder what it was that kept you here, why you rejected my offer after…after what
we’ve seen. After knowing what your people did.”
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My face turned red as fire. I strode back to Es and exploded. “Those people are dead! My
people did not do this. They do not know of this. They are, the vast majority of them, very good
people who just want to make the best of this limited life we have.”
Es didn’t yell back. Instead, she reached for my hand. She took it between both of hers
and looked me in the eye. “You are right. That was unfair of me. I am sorry. I was just…I
thought…I wanted to convince you to come with us. That is why I need to know what is keeping
you here.”
She stared directly into my eyes and didn’t blink. She waited, quiet and determined, until
I realized she did have a right to know. I explained to her about Trask and my position in Admin,
about all the work I had done to get where I was. I told her about Dee and Glynis and everything
that Trask wanted me to do for him. About the promise I had made to Glynis.
“Thank you for being honest. I appreciate it,” Es said when I was finished. She closed her
eyes and mouthed counting down from ten. Somewhere around six she had enough. “No! Thank
you for showing me how stupid it was to invite you in the first place.” Her voice got quieter but
more intense and shaming. “That’s what you want? A life that has been scripted by someone
else? Some old guy abuses his position in order to get a young girl pregnant, and you just give up
everything you want, the girl of your dreams, so he doesn’t have to suffer any political
consequences?” She shook her head and pursed her lips. “I take it back. You’re not welcome to
come with us.”
“Yes, I know it was the wrong thing to do. I didn’t think I had a choice at first. I got
caught up in the process of reaching a goal I had worked towards for so long that I couldn’t even
remember if it was what I had wanted in the first place.”
“Don’t try to give me excuses. There is always a choice.”
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“It’s not an excuse. But, it’s not as simple now. There’s a baby involved. What will
happen to the baby if I leave? What will happen to Glynis?”
“You’re one of them, don’t you see?” She pointed down the tunnel at the second Refuge.
“You’ve stepped over the line. You’re complicit. By going along with it, you’re acknowledging
that what happened to that girl is ok with you. It’s not your baby!”
“No. But everyone will think it is.”
“Oh. You care so much about what other people think?” she sneered. “Well, here’s what I
think about the whole thing: to get what you want, you sacrificed that poor girl; and that sleaze
Trask you’re so irrationally loyal to…he, the Refuge, you and your fear of what others think—all
of you—can take a slow trip through hell.” She stormed back into the open door to the
Monitoring Room.
I waited for a moment, then followed. She was right, of course, but I didn’t see a way out
for me. The pieces were in motion, my immediate fate was sealed. Somehow, I’d have to learn to
live with myself, but I expected it would be quite a long time from now. I closed the large door
behind me, but didn’t lock it. When I entered the Living Area, Geoff was seated at the table. Es
and Bita weren’t anywhere to be seen.
“There you are. Where you been? Thought you two were in one of the pods, then Es
stormed in here like an earthquake. What did you say to make her so mad.”
“Don’t worry about it. Let’s go.”
Geoff stood up. “Alright.”
We walked in silence down the stairs and into the connecting tunnel. When we reached
the Refuge side of the tunnel, I finally spoke. “So, are you going to go with them?”
“What?”
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“Es said Bita was going to ask you to go with them when they go to the Outside.”
“She did.”
“What did you say?”
“I said I’d think about it. I’ve got my family to think about. My sister.”
“Take your sister with you. When the time’s right, I’ll tell your parents.”
“Wait? You’re not going? That what the fight was about with Es?”
“Better you don’t know. She’ll probably tell you eventually, anyway. Whatever she says,
she’ll be right.”
“Nah, man. I think I know you better than she does.”
“Some ways, yeah, you do. But, she’s very perceptive about some others. Look, the
important thing is that I think you should go. You and Bita seem like you have something special.
Haven’t seen you this happy in a very long time. Even though you always have that stupid grin
on your face, you haven’t been this happy for a while. They’re leaving, and after what I’ve seen
today, I know they have to leave. It could never work otherwise. Go with them. You know you
could never be happy if you don’t.”
Geoff laughed. “Easy there. You act like we’re planning on getting married. We barely
know each other.”
“Yeah, I know. But, sometimes two days is all you need to know someone’s deepest
hopes and darkest secrets.”
“You’re not talking about me.”
“Yes I am.” I took a deep breath. “I just mean that you’ll never be happy knowing that
you had a chance to adventure into the outside world and didn’t take it. You would be miserable.
And you’re worse than a plantar’s wart when you’re miserable.”
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“You say the nicest things.”
I chuckled. “You need to go. Take Sara with you.”
“You really think that’s a good idea?”
“Yes I do.”
“OK.”
I started up the ladder. Geoff grabbed my ankle.
“I’m going to go let the girls know. So they don’t decide to leave early or anything.”
“Alright. I’ll wait for you up top.”
Geoff jogged back down the tunnel and climbed the ladder. I watched him until he
disappeared. Once he disappeared into the girls’ Hex, I climbed the rest of the ladder, and slid the
grate out of the way.
The Water Treatment lights came on just before I stuck my head above the ground. The
motion sensors shouldn’t have been triggered yet, I thought. As quickly and quietly as I could, I
climbed out of the tunnel and slid the grate back into place. I kept my head down, crouching
behind the water filters and slowly made my way along the back wall. I hid behind a bundle of
spare pipes stacked at the end of the adjacent row of filters.
The noise of the water filters made it difficult to hear, but eventually I heard voices
approaching the row where the grate was located. I listened intently to hear what they were
saying.
“They’re afraid that we’ll treat them as outsiders, or prisoners, or something.” It was
Scott’s voice.
“You were right in letting me know about this,” Trask said.
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“I don’t know. It sounded foolish to me. What reason have we given them to fear us?
Why should we treat them as anything but equals?”
“Because thieves don’t deserve to be treated as anything but scum,” Allen said. “I’ve just
come from the Farms. Someone has stolen a lot of food.”
“You are sure about this?” Trask asked. “And what do you know about this?”
“Nothing,” Scott said. “Of course, I know nothing about any stolen food. They must have
come in afterwards and stolen it.”
I peeked over the top of the pipes to see how many people were there.
“Very well. Allen, take four men with you. Bring the girls back alive. They will be tried
in public, as proscribed by the Founding.”
“Does the Founding apply to them?” Scott asked, nervously.
“The Founding applies to all men and women—all who remain alive.” Trask’s head
passed between a gap in two filters.
“If they resist?” Allen asked.
“Do what you must, but bring them back alive.”
The next thing I heard was the sound of the grate sliding across the concrete.
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Chapter 21: Diplomatic Intercession

The truth is, I was afraid. I should have stood up and said something, stalled them
somehow. But I just crouched behind the pipes, hoping for the best, but too scared to do anything
about it.
I watched Allen and his men disappear into the grate. I only hoped Geoff had somehow
heard or seen them coming and warned the girls. I hoped, but as I played out several scenarios in
my head, there just wasn’t enough time for that to be true. If he had run straight up the stairs, told
Bita he would be going with them and run back down, he would only made it half way down the
stairs before meeting Allen and his men. Maybe he’d have a chance to warn the girls, at least, get
them into the upper tunnel. Not likely. I knew it was hopeless. The best I could hope for was that
no one would get hurt.
Only about fifteen minutes later, shouting and hollering rose from the tunnel. Trask and
Scott stood over it, looking down. They crouched down and offered their hands. They pulled up
one of the men that I recognized from C Hex. He was holding tight onto his side with one hand.
Streaks of blood ran across the floor where they had dragged him out. Scott took off his shirt,
bunched it up and used it to put pressure on the wound.
“Go get one of the doctors,” Trask told Scott.
The wounded man was followed by one of the Fitzgerald boys. He cleared Trask out of
the way and stood above the opening, in a ready position. Geoff came up next. Fitzgerald tackled
him as soon as he was out of the tunnel and threw him to the ground.
“Easy there, Fitzie,” Geoff said. “Some guys like it better when you start out soft and
sweet.”
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Fitzgerald was pressing his entire weight on Geoff, trying to restrain his arms. His head
swung near Geoff’s and Geoff head butted him with the back of the head. Fitzgerald flinched and
cursed, but finished tying Geoff’s hands behind his back. Then, he stood up and kicked him in
the side. Trask watched silently.
“Stop it, man! I’m ticklish,” Geoff wheezed.
“Shut up, Geoff,” Scott said. “You’re making it worse than it has to be.”
“What’s the matter, Scooter? Not how you wanted this to happen?” Geoff kicked his legs
out hard, hitting Fitzgerald right in the back of the knee. Fitzgerald collapsed backwards. Geoff
rolled onto his back, rocked backwards onto his shoulders while lifting his legs into the air above
his torso. With one smooth motion, he kicked both legs forward and simultaneously arched his
back. He was instantly on his feet. He walked over to Trask. “Minister Trask, I remand myself to
your custody.” Then he turned around to Fitzgerald. “Both hands behind my back, I still dropped
you on your ass.”
Bita came up next. Trask tied her up himself. She stared straight ahead and didn’t say a
word. She looked at Geoff once. Fitzgerald was smacking him around.
“That’s enough,” Trask finally said. “Scott, I told you to get a doctor.”
“Might want to get two doctors,” Geoff yelled after Scott. “My face just broke at least
four bones in Fitzie’s hand.”
Scott took off down the perimeter. Trask moved Bita over near Geoff. The third of Allen’s
men came up. I hadn’t realized it before, but it was Winston.
“Careful with this one. You better all stay out of the way,” Winston said. He readied
himself over the opening.
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Es came up slowly, gracefully even. She presented her hand to Winston, asking for help
up. He grabbed ahold and guided her out of the tunnel. As soon as her feet touched the ground,
she shifted her weight, flung her arm back and used her other arm to push Winston’s shoulder
blade, slamming him into the concrete wall and dislocating his shoulder. The fourth man had
followed Es closely. He leaped out of the opening and tackled Es. Her head slammed into a water
filter and she fell to the floor. She grumbled and struggled weakly, but then went limp.
“Es!” Bita screamed.
I squeezed my eyes shut and covered my mouth with both hands.
“Dammit, Oliver!” Trask yelled. “Is she dead?”
Oliver felt for Es’s pulse. “She’s alive. Just unconscious.”
“You’ll have to carry her, then. What is that? There’s blood all over her clothes. Is she
wounded?”
“That’s not her blood.” Allen was pulling himself out of the opening. His left hand was
missing, a piece of rope tied where his wrist used to be. With his other arm, he held up Es’s
machete. “Damn thing is sharper than it looks.” He stumbled, caught himself and slowly lowered
himself to the ground. Winston helped him lay down, tore his shirt with his still good arm and
applied pressure to Allen’s arm. A few minutes later, Scott was back with two doctors and several
other men.
“We’ve been attacked,” Trask said. “Take these three to Confinement. Separate cells.
Hurry, do it quickly, before the early shift comes on. As soon as they are secured, clean
yourselves off, and return to your pods. Do not say anything about this to anyone. I will address
everyone after breakfast. Until then, not a word.”
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The men nodded and collected Geoff, Bita and Es. I ducked back down as they left, and
didn’t dare to look up again for another half hour. I lay silently behind the pipes, until the doctors
had cleared out with Allen, Winston and the man who was stabbed. I waited another ten minutes
after I couldn’t hear anyone and the lights had turned off.
Sure everyone was gone, I finally stood up. The lights came back on. I surveyed the
scene. Streaks and spatters of blood covered every surface. A large puddle of blood where the
stabbed man had lain ran all the way back to the grate. The broken water filter had been replaced
on top of the grate. The filter where Es had slammed her head had a large dent in it.
I touched the dent, felt it’s depth, and tested the strength of the metal. If she didn’t wake
up… I ground my teeth and sprinted all the way around the perimeter and up the Level 3 stairs.
My legs began to burn as I climbed the stairs three at a time. I slammed my fist hard against the
wall in order to forget the pain in my legs and kept running.
When I reached the Commons, I ran directly to A Spoke, through the library, and all the
way to Admin. I paused for a moment at the door, took in a deep breath and threw open the door
to the Council Room.
All the Council Members were seated in their positions at the table. Eugene Monroe filled
his father’s old seat. They turned around, startled.
“Can I help you with something, Thom?” Trask asked.
“We need to talk.”
“I can see that. Can it wait?”
“No, it cannot.”
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Trask stood up and walked towards me. “I think you will find, if you take the time to
think about it, that it can wait. What we are dealing with right now is much bigger than anything
the Refuge has faced in many years.”
“That is why I am here. That is why we need to talk, right now.” I stood firm, fists
clenched, never breaking eye contact.
“Fine, if you insist.” He turned to the Council. “Please excuse me for a few minutes. It
seems like today is going to be one of those days.” A few of the Council Members chuckled,
right on cue.
I led Trask into his office and sat down in my customary chair. Trask came in a few
seconds later, moved to sit down in his chair, but thought better of it and remained standing.
“Do not think for a minute, my boy, that I am not aware of the role you played in this
whole affair. Scott told me all about it. He was worried that you might have inadvertently
exposed the Refuge to danger, and he was right. Three men are in the clinic recovering. Two of
them are in surgery.”
“And the prisoners?” I asked.
“The prisoners will receive medical attention after our people are attended to.”
I stood up to match Trask.
“Sit down,” he commanded.
I didn’t move. “I’d rather stand.”
“You’d do better to pay me mind. I’ve already done all I can to try and keep you clear of
this. I don’t expect you will thank me at the moment, but perhaps in the future, once you realize
that I was right. I told Scott not to mention your involvement, no matter what the circumstances.
Until your outburst in the Council Room, no one would have ever suspected your involvement in
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any way. I’ll have to spin it as a friendship issue. You begged me to have mercy on Geoff, on
account of your friendship.”
“I am here to speak on behalf of Geoff, and Es and Bita, but I will not beg you to have
mercy.”
Trask laughed. “Well done. I would have been terrifically disappointed in you if you had
resorted to begging. I taught you better than that, at least.”
“You did. We do not beg. We negotiate. I believe we can come to a just agreement
regarding Es, Bita and Geoff.”
“Do you now? And what would that be?”
“Simple. Release them. Allow them to return to their home. We have lived many years in
parallel with them without the slightest idea they existed. They can easily return to their lives and
we to ours without any further issues.”
“Simple?” Trask laughed and threw up his hands. “There is nothing simple here, Thom.
These girls stabbed one of our men and cut off Allen’s hand. They stole our food. They are
violent and can not be trusted. We would not be safe if they were allowed to live only a few feet
from our home. I know you feel responsible for their fate since you took the ill-advised step of
initiating contact with them, and you would be right. It is partially your fault. You will have to
live with that knowledge for the rest of your life. And I hope that every time you see Allen’s arm
you are reminded of the consequences of putting yourself above the needs and safety of the
Refuge. You did take an oath, remember.” He rubbed his eyes again. “Fortunately for you, that
will be the only punishment you shall have to face. Geoff’s behavior during and after the capture
put a firm target on his back. He will bear your punishment as well as his own, and none shall be
aware of your part in this unfortunate business.”
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“I am fully capable of accepting punishment for my own actions.”
“My boy, you are tired. You are emotional. You are hungry. You cannot understand the
favor I am doing for you here. For that also, I forgive you. But it has already been decided. The
Council voted quickly on the punishment. It has already been ratified. And you did not figure into
the game. Believe me, you do not want to collect your dues in this case.” He walked over to the
door, and stood as ready to leave.
“What is going to happen to them?” I demanded.
“They are all three a threat to the stability of our community, to our way of life and to our
very lives. They cannot be allowed to live.”
“That’s impossible? You must reconsider.”
“I must do no such thing. The Council was unanimous in this case. That hasn’t happened
in at least six years. Even should I want to change my own judgement, which I do not, the Word
of the Council would be the same.”
“You have to try, at least. I’ll speak up about Glynis. I’ll tell everything.”
Trask laughed hysterically. “So quickly you result to idle threats. Oh well. You never
were particularly good at countering aggressive moves. But, on that subject, perhaps you will be
relieved to know that our arrangement regarding Glynis has met another solution. You will not
have to raise her child after all.” He wiped a tear, a real one from his right eye. “The child, it
turns out, was a female. I don’t appear to be any good at making males. As such, the pregnancy
was terminated early this morning.”
“And Glynis?”
“She did not survive the procedure. Poor girl.” Trask stepped through the door and
closed it behind him.
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The next few moments were completely a blur. Somehow I ended up back in the Council
Room. The Members were standing up, preparing to leave. I walked into the room slowly and
methodically, one arm around Marissa’s waist, the other holding a knife to her throat.
“No one leaves this room until I am guaranteed the same punishment as the others.” I
positioned myself between the Council Members and the door.
“Thom? What are you doing?” Alvarez asked.
“I was every bit as involved in the whole affair as Geoff. True, I was not caught, but
that’s only because I hid behind some pipes like a coward. Well, I’m not a coward any more. I
am guilty, just like the others. I stole. I broke the trust of our community. I am violent. I am a
threat to each and every one of you.”
“The boy is tired,” Trask said. “He is emotionally compromised on account of the grave
betrayal of his closest boyhood friend. We cannot trust anything he says.”
“You shut up!” I screamed. “You do not speak for me! Only I speak for me! And I say I
am guilty. If they die, then I die, in the same manner, and at the same time.”
“He has been under a lot of pressure lately, that is my fault. I have pushed him too hard
all these many years.”
I tightened the knife against Marissa’s throat. “I said shut up!”
“Nico!” Marissa begged.
“You’re not a killer, Thom. Now put the knife down.” Trask stepped forward.
“You never know what you’re capable of until you’re pushed into a situation, then
everything changes, for good. Things are about to change.” I tightened the knife on her neck
some more. Marissa screamed in pain.
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“Nicodemo, why not give him what he wants?” Linda Blythe said. “She’s your wife.
Don’t gamble with her life! That is clearly not the Thom we know. I believe he is willing to go
through with it, if only to guarantee we condemn him to death.”
“Listen to Linda, everybody!” I yelled. “Either way I’m going to die by your hands. You
decide if Marissa dies too.”
“I vote aye,” said Alvarez.
“Me too,” said Eugene Monroe.
“And I,” said Zayda Nehru.
“And I,” said Lorenza Cable.
“And I,” said Linda.
“Very well, Thom. You get your wish. By a vote of five to one, you have been found
guilty of willfully contributing to the endangerment and corruption of the community, theft,
assault with a deadly weapon, and extreme disloyalty to humanity. You are hereby sentenced to
death, sentence to be carried out tomorrow morning, in conjunction with the punishment of the
others found so guilty earlier today.”
I relaxed my grip and dropped the knife. “I’m so sorry, Marissa. I’m so sorry, for
everything. Tell Dee I’m so sorry for everything.” I fell to my knees and wept bitterly.
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Chapter 22: A Terrible Sacrifice

“You’re a damn fool.”
I opened my eyes and squinted at the bright lights above. Trask? Es? I couldn’t register
the voice, just the words. “What?”
“I said, you’re a damn fool,” Geoff said. “You were free and clear. No one mentioned
your name. You had to go and screw it up, end up in here with us.”
“That’s not true,” I said. I sat up and faced Geoff, who was sitting on the ground, on the
other side of the room. “Trask knew I was involved. Scott told him everything. Trask kept it from
everyone else.”
Geoff shook his head and laughed. “Golden Boy.”
“I never asked to be. In fact, I never asked for any of it. That’s just how it went for me.”
“Yeah, I know. But you never acted like it wasn’t what you wanted.”
“True.” I looked around the inside of the room. “I’ve never been in one of these before. I
mean, I have, I guess. Looks just like a sleeping pod, but with a toilet.”
“I have, when I worked in Community Enhancement. When I was twelve. We had to
clean this place up after Vargas killed himself. You remember Vargas?”
“Not really.” In fact, I couldn’t remember anyone with that name.
“My folks and I used to live near him. He was super paranoid, always looking behind
him. If he thought you were following him, he would turn around, swing his arms above his head
and chase you, if you let him. Someone figured out that if you ran after him instead, he would
turn and run, screaming he hadn’t told anyone anything. We used to follow him and then chase
him just to see him panic like that. Thought it was funny.”
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“That’s terrible.”
“Yeah.”
“Who?”
“Me and the Welkers.”
“When did you ever hang out with them?” I asked.
“You know…” Geoff stood up, walked to the toilet in the corner and took a piss. “After
your parents died.” He finished and washed his hands. “Cole had a thing for Caroline.”
“She was only eight,” I said.
He laughed. “Yeah, I know. But he was eleven. She didn’t even know he existed. As few
of us as there are in here, she really didn’t know he existed. He asked me to talk to her about
him, so I did.”
I laughed. “Always been thick as concrete. Bet you never even mentioned his name.”
“Of course I did. When have I ever tried to steal a girl from a friend? I even introduced
them.”
“Oh yeah? What happened?”
“He just sat their like a wall, and looked at her. Said hello and that was it.” Geoff
chuckled. So did I.
“How come I’ve never heard this story?”
“‘Cause of how it ended.” He sat down on the bed across from mine. “Thing is, even
though Cole couldn’t even talk to her, he kept following her around. He just lurked everywhere
she went, never approaching her, never even waving. Just following. It creeped Caroline out. She
asked me to tell him to get lost.”
“That when you and Caroline became friends?”
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“No. That’s when Cole beat me up. He thought I was trying to steal her away from him.
He and his brother cornered me after class one day. They pushed me into one of the classroom
divisions and punched and kicked me for what felt like an hour. I curled up into a ball and
waited for it to end. Fisk stepped in and broke it up. He used to see Ms. Gillespie, the Sixth Year
teacher, you know? He got rid of the Welkers and asked me why I didn’t fight back.”
“Why didn’t you fight back?”
“Two against one. I told him I didn’t think I could win. He grabbed both of my shoulders
and looked me straight in the eye. He said, ‘You always fight back, no matter what the odds.’ The
next day, the Welkers cornered me again, but this time I fought back. Broke Cole’s arm. That
time, Fisk stepped in to stop me from going any further.”
“So that’s the deal between you and Fisk. Wondered about that.”
“What do you mean?”
“At the Feats,” I nodded. “That’s why you beat me in the Feats.”
Geoff nodded. “Nah, I beat you in order to remind you that even when you became a selfimportant, better-than-everyone else Admin, I could still kick your ass.”
“Once does not a habit make,” I laughed.
“Once was all it took.” He laid down on the bed and stared at the lights. “After the second
fight, that’s when Caroline and I became friends. I started hanging around, just to get Cole off her
tail and we became friends. Then, we grew up, experimented with being more than friends.” He
was silent for about three minutes. His eyes were closed and I thought he had fallen asleep. “It’s
a real shame that we were so young. Ruined what we had, before we even knew we had it, you
know. Her and I were good together, would have been, at least, if we’d each had a couple other
relationships before getting together. Hindsight, you know.”
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“Yeah.” I sighed and laid back down on my bed. After a few minutes, I turned on my side
and asked “So, how do we fight this one?”
Geoff laughed, but didn’t look at me. “You put so much work into making sure you got
your fair share of our punishment and now you’re asking me to help you plan a way out of this
mess? You’re a funny one, Thom. A good friend, after it all, but a funny one.”
“So, you don’t plan on fighting, even against all odds?”
“I’ll fight it, in my own way, though I don’t see any way of getting out of it. An execution
is not something you come back from, you know?” He laughed at his joke. “Still, they’re not
going to control how I feel about the whole thing. They’re not going to make me cry, beg for
forgiveness or even be afraid.”
“You’re going to take some slurry.”
“You really are a sharp one, you know, Thom. Lousy at picking friends and allies, but
otherwise pretty sharp.” He rolled onto his side, facing the wall. “I’m going to sleep. The lights
don’t ever turn off in here, just so you know. That’s what finally did Vargas in, my opinion.”
I followed his example and turned to face the wall. “You know, Geoff, I’m not sorry
about any of it. And I don’t blame you either. These last two days—the time we spent with Es
and Bita—were the most interesting and exciting days I’ve ever had. I feel bad that we dragged
them into this mess with us, but other than that, I don’t regret any of it.” Geoff didn’t answer. I
waited ten minutes, then cupped my hand over my eyes to try and block some of the light, and
went to sleep.
Several hours later, there was a knock on the door. Eugene Monroe entered the room. He
left the door open. Two other men, Flynn and Gordon, waited just outside the door, their arms
crossed, their faces grim. Each carried a butcher knife in one hand. Three against two. I looked to
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Geoff for a signal of some sort, but he sat quietly on the edge of his bed, his face completely
relaxed. Had he taken the slurry already? Where did he get it?
Eugene carried a brand new set of clothes for each of us. “It is time, gentlemen. Please
change into these clothes. When you have changed, come out one at a time and be restrained.”
“Just like that? We’re supposed to go without protest?” I sneered. “Wouldn’t it be a lot
more fun if we had a bit of a brawl before it all. I mean, seeing as it’ll be our last chance to get
into it.”
“Second guessed your rash actions from yesterday, have we? You didn’t have to die. Your
position afforded you certain privileges. If you have decided you would care to exercise them
now, I am afraid that the time has past. They no longer belong to you. We in the council are well
beyond looking the other way, now.” Eugene shook his head. “Perhaps a little forethought might
have avoided all this unpleasantness for all of you. As for whether you protest or not, the dignity
of your final moments depends entirely on you. Should you refuse, we will compel you to
comply.”
Geoff was already quietly changing his clothes. I took my set and changed quickly. No
use in giving Eugene the satisfaction. Geoff went out first. Flynn tied his hands in front of him. I
followed a few minutes later.
While they tied my hands, I stared directly forward. I made up my mind I wouldn’t make
eye contact or acknowledge anyone’s existence except Geoff, Es and Bita. No one would ever
tell a story about how scared I looked, as I looked at them right before I died. Geoff seemed to
have chosen the opposite strategy. His eyes moved from person to person, daring them to make
eye contact. No one did. They all looked down and away. He didn’t make any sound, or show
any trace of a smile at this little victory. He just breathed evenly and deeply.
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We were led down B Spoke, past the infirmary. In front of us, nearly at the end of the
spoke, Es and Bita were flanked by Linda Blythe, two other women and a man. I couldn’t see
who the others were. It made me smile a little inside to see how much more trouble they believed
Es was capable of than Geoff and I.
As they disappeared into the Commons, I could hear the shouting and jeering begin. As
we got closer to the Commons, the shouts became louder and clearer. “Thieves! Whores!
Murderers!” they yelled. I felt the back of my neck get hot and red. In a few moments, they could
call Geoff and I whatever they wanted, it wouldn’t bother me, and to large part, it was deserved,
or at least justified. They had no right to say such things against Es and Bita. They didn’t know
them. They had never even been given the opportunity to defend themselves. I strained my wrists
against my bounds. The rope stretched and groaned a bit, but it didn’t slip at all.
When we stepped into the Commons, the shouts began to change. “Traitors! Outcasts!
Kidnappers!” they yelled. Some even threw leftover breakfast at us. Those closest spit on us as
we passed. Trask must have given quite the speech to get them into such a frenzy. Only thirty-six
hours ago—when they all believed that we were unique, that we were alone, that we were the
only remaining hope—any of these people, regardless of their faction would have called me their
neighbor. Now—that belief shattered—they treated us as if we had executed a failed coup, or
murdered an infant. What about Glynis? I searched the crowd for her face. Trask was certainly
capable of lying to me about her. I seethed against the ropes again. For the second time in
twenty-four hours, I was reminded of Es’s statement that no one knew what they were capable of
until circumstances pushed them to make a choice and act. What I would do to Trask…for
Glynis…Then I remembered what Es had said to me about my own guilt.
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We were led onto the same platform where only ten days earlier Monroe had nominated
me to represent his faction in the Feats. As I stepped onto the platform and looked out over the
crowd, I notice that there were some, near the back, that did not shout or throw food. Geoff’s
parents were there. His twelve-year-old sister, Sara, stood next to them, clutching her mother’s
hands as if she was only a toddler.
Oh Sara, I thought, you ought to have left this place with Geoff yesterday. And today I
was supposed to tell your parents that the two of you had left, gone to the Outside.
I twisted my ropes again. If only I had made a point to kill Scott before trying to reason
with Trask. I broke my rule, and searched the crowd for Scott’s face. I didn’t find it anywhere.
Coward.
They placed us in the back of the platform, standing to the left of the podium, flanked on
each side by Flynn and Gordon. Behind us stood the women, also armed, that had accompanied
Es and Bita. Geoff stood next to Bita. I was on the opposite side of Geoff. I wanted to look at Es
and Bita, to tell them I was sorry, but I couldn’t gather the strength to do it. Mostly, I was afraid
of meeting Es’s eyes with my own. She was right about everything, and I was wrong. Now we
would all be executed, beheaded, like the bodies in the science Refuge.
Directly behind the podium were only two chairs. To the right of the podium, in the
center of the platform was a two-foot tall wooden block. I tried not to look, but it held a strange
power over my eyes and I kept turning towards it. It was about two-feet long, but only about six
to eight inches deep, with wooden support legs sticking out from the bottom. I had never seen a
piece of wood of those dimensions anywhere in the Refuge. It didn’t appear to have ever been a
part of anything else. This was a tool for a specific purpose. If anything, it resembled a deep
butcher’s block, lain on it’s side. How appropriate, I thought.
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The shouts of the crowd began to blur into a low hum in the background. Time felt as if it
was dilating around me. Everything seemed slow and clumsy. I thought I could almost see
individual photons zapping through the air like thin, snaking sparks. Had Geoff somehow slipped
me some slurry, too?
I turned to Geoff. His eyes were closed tightly. A thin smile formed at the corners of his
mouth. He held his hands in front of him, fingers intwined, like the rest of us, but his fingers
seemed relaxed. His stance was wider than it needed to be, and as I looked down, I saw he had
widened his stance until his foot had reached out to Bita’s foot. I finally looked at Bita. Great
tears flowed down her cheeks, but the same smile Geoff bore was also engraved on her face.
The crowd became silent as Trask and Linda Blythe stepped onto the platform. They each
took their seat in the center of the platform. Neither of them looked at any of us. As Trask set
down, I strained against the rope again, until my wrists began to bleed. This time, the ropes were
slightly looser when I relaxed.
Trask sat only for a few seconds before standing again and walking to the podium. “My
Brothers and Sisters in Refuge! Death! Death has brandished his vile head around every corner it
seems of late. First, my esteemed colleague, Josiah Monroe, last of the original Founders left us
to the eternal slumber. With the great sorrow that befell us all at Monroe’s death, one might think
that death would be a most unwelcome companion. And we would be correct in abhorring it. Yet
those before you now not only wantonly courted Death’s return to our peaceful haven, but did so
in the most vile of manners.”
“Having been beset by Death with such impunity lately, I am always loathe to court it any
further. We must be allowed to mourn. We must be allowed to heal. But to heal, we must first
payout the wages of murder.”
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“You are all aware that just this morning, our brother, husband and father, Herbert Glover,
passed away as a result of knife wounds inflicted by the convicted, Tabitha Descartes and
Geoffrey Mann. They shall shortly receive their punishment.”
“You are aware of the wounds inflicted upon Garrick Allen by the other young woman
here before you, Esme Fletcher. I ask you, How shall he perform his duties in overseeing our
food supply with only one arm with which to work?”
“You are also aware that a special, dear sister of ours, Glynis Gilbert, passed away just
two days ago. Miss Gilbert, I was recently made aware, was pregnant with a girl—a girl whose
father also stands before you. Thomas Roth. Having learned of Thom’s dalliance with Ms.
Fletcher, it is believed that a broken-hearted Miss Gilbert attempted to terminate her pregnancy,
with fatal results for both her baby and herself.”
I might have expected to become even more angry with Trask’s bold lies, but I wasn’t
(what could I have been any more furious?)—even with the vile things he was saying about poor
Glynis. I accepted the guilt that I bore for her death, but I would not let Trask get away so easily.
I will kill him for her, I thought. This thought was clear and pure. There was no anger. I
would kill him, and be happy. I smiled hysterically as I thought about it. But I was not angry with
Trask. The anger had transformed, become something new and inspiring, something almost
transcendental and sublime. For the first time in my life, I understood what it felt like to hate
someone with a passion equal to the intoxication of falling in love.
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Chapter 23: The Bowels of Hell

“But before we judge the unfortunate Glynis,” Trask continued, “let us ask ourselves who
put her in such a terrible situation. Let us ask ourselves if the traitor, Thomas Roth is not also
guilty of hers and her unborn child’s murder?”
Many in the crowd shouted “Yes!” Others shook their head in shame. Someone threw an
apple core that hit me in the face.
“This pains me beyond what I would be able to bear, having been a mentor and, I
believed, a friend to the younger Mr. Roth. And I know that many of you feel the sting of his
atrociously selfish actions. I gain the strength to perform my duty and do what I must from the
support of you, my brothers and sisters. Without your diligent support and tireless belief in our
way of life, I could not see beyond the personal tragedy that this represents. But, once, a long
time ago, I took an oath to put all of your interests before my own—an oath that Mr. Roth no
sooner took than he violated in such an egregious and unforgivable manner.” His voice broke
slightly.
Always a showman, I thought.
Trask cleared his throat. “The Council has therefore found Mr. Roth guilty of not only the
murder of Miss Glynis Gilbert, but also the innocent child of her womb.”
“Lies!” Es shouted. “You shameless and filthy serpent! Liar!”
“You will remain silent!” Trask yelled.
“Or what? You’ll kill me?” Esme spit a great glob of mucus at Trask. It hit him in the
shoulder. “That girl, Glynis. She was having your baby. Thom was covering for your
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indiscretion, and not only did you sell him out, but I am certain you are also responsible for her
death. Liar! Murderer!”
Trask walked across the platform and backhanded Es across the face. She spit on him
again. Trask punched her in the stomach. She fell to the ground. Bita rushed at Trask, who
knocked her to the ground. Flynn and Gordon moved to retrieve the girls.
As Flynn grabbed Esme by her hair, she twisted onto her back and kicked him directly on
his kneecap. He fell to the ground. Immediately, Bita jumped on him, biting his arm that held the
knife. Geoff stepped in front of Gordon as he lunged at Bita. Geoff caught the knife in between
the palms of both his hands. He shifted his weight, stepped into Gordon’s torso, as if throwing a
headlock, and threw him over his shoulder. I lowered my shoulders and rammed the two women
behind us off the back of the stage.
Cole Welker and Eugene rushed the stage from the right, armed with Es’s machete. The
tool, I surmised, was intended to serve for our execution. I retrieved the knife that Bita had bitten
out of Flynn’s hand. Holding it blade down between my bound hands, I crossed the stage and
tackled Trask. When we hit the ground, Trask was on his back and I was kneeling on top of him,
pointing the tip of the knife into the soft spot between his throat and collar bones.
“Stop now!” I yelled. “I will kill him!”
“He’s not a killer!” Trask said. “He’s bluffing. Kill him!”
I removed the blade from his neck and furiously stabbed him in the shoulder, withdrew it
and placed it back against his throat. Trask screamed in pain. “I thought I already was a killer,
according to you. Shall we find out how very much I would enjoy killing you?”
“Drop the weapons!” Geoff commanded. “Welker, set the machete down and slide it over
here. It doesn’t belong to you.”
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Welker hesitated, so I added some pressure to the knife on Trask’s throat.
“Do it!” he sputtered. “Do as they say. Quickly now!”
Welker set the machete on the ground.
“Now, back away,” Geoff said.
Welker and Eugene slowly backed away and stepped off the platform. Geoff retrieved the
machete. He returned to me and Trask and put the machete against Trask’s throat. I stood up and
used the knife to cut my hands free. Es had wrestled a knife away from one of the women and
was holding it against her throat. Bita was cutting her hands free with the knife covered in
Geoff’s blood.
“Let her go, Es.” I said. “He’s the only one we want. The only one we need.”
Es stood up and stepped away from the woman, holding the knife still pointed at her
heart. Once she had backed away, she cut herself free. I noticed she was bleeding from her side.
“You alright, Es?”
“I’m fine.”
“Everyone back away from the platform, now!” Geoff commanded. Some of the men had
started to circle around the back of the platform, trying to surround us. “You want to die, then
come on, then! We can’t kill you all, but we will surely try. And I guarantee Trask will be first.”
“Back away you fools!” Trask squealed. “Let them go. Let them leave. No more blood
needs to be spilled.”
I grabbed Trask’s arm and pulled him to his feet. I wrapped my right arm under his arm
and around the chest and held the knife against his throat with my left. The four of us backed off
the platform and to the nearest stairs.
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As soon as we got into the North stairwell, Es turned and punched Trask in the face. “You
bastard! I’ll kill you.”
“Es! No. Leave him to me.”
“Kill him!” she screamed. “He’ll slow us down.”
“We need him,” I said.
“She’s right. We need to leave him. The others will be trying to head us off, we need to
get to the grate before them. He’ll only slow us down.”
“Kill him!” Es yelled.
“You all go,” I said. “I’ll take care of him.” They hesitated. “I have to do this. Go!”
“Let’s go,” Geoff said. The three of them turned and hurried down the stairs.
“You’re not a killer,” Trask snivelled. “You’re not ruthless enough. You’re too good.”
I threw him against the wall and held the knife tight against his throat. Drops of blood
dripped from the skin. I thought of Glynis, her eyes red and swollen, as she rushed out of the
library. She was dead, and he should die. There wasn’t enough time to do it properly, I thought.
“You never know what you’re capable of until someone pushes you too far.” I smashed my fist
against the side of his head. He dropped to the floor, and I ran down the stairs.
I caught up with Geoff and the girls just as they were about to enter Water Treatment.
They stopped at the entrance and waited for me. “We need to stay together,” Geoff said. “Some
of the others might have already made it down here. Move quickly but cautiously.”
We formed a ball and quickly walked towards the grate. Geoff took the front, I took the
back. Es had her machete back. We passed row after row, cautiously peaking around the corners
in case of ambush. Finally, we reached the last row.
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Around the final row of filters, Scott stood quietly in front of the broken water filter.
“What the hell?” he said.
“Get out of the way, Scott,” I said. “None of us are very glad to see you right now, so you
better get out of the way.”
He noticed the blood dripping down Es’ side and the blood-soaked cloth wrapped around
Geoff’s hand. “What have you done?” He stepped back against the broken water filter.
“Unless you want to find out, you’ll move out of the way,” Es threatened.
“Sure thing, just don’t hurt me.” He backed away from the water filter and stepped
towards the pipes I had hidden behind.
“What are you doing down here?” I demanded. The four of us circled around the water
filter. We tried to push it out of the way, but it wouldn’t budge. “Again!”
“I don’t know. I just didn’t…”
“Again!” I yelled. It didn’t budge.
“Where is that hand truck?” Geoff demanded.
“I couldn’t be there when…”
“Shut up, Fat-one!” Es said. “If you feel guilty about selling us out to be murdered, then
you need to know that you will never be forgiven, but if you help us move this damn thing you
might just be able to live with yourself.”
“Right. Ok.” Scott said. He stepped over to the filter.
“Easy,” Bita warned. She held out her knife as confirmation.
Scott wrapped his arms around the filter and we heaved it out of the way. Geoff removed
the grate and hurried down the ladder. Bita followed and then Es.
“Where will you go?” Scott asked.
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“Anywhere we can be free,” I said. I stepped into the darkness and pulled the grate back
into place. As I touched the ground, I saw Scott heaving against the filter, pushing it back over
the grate. He was interrupted by a bunch of shouting. I ran quickly down the dark tunnel. Then, I
heard him scream in pain.
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Chapter 24: Above

As soon as I stepped into the girls’ utility room, Es replaced the grate and Geoff and Bita
pushed the old machinery on top of it.
“What about the exit to the tunnels?” Es said. “From the Admin, like the one we entered
in the other refuge?”
“It’s behind a false wall and there’s a bookshelf in front of that,” I said. “I checked the
other day when I was with Trask. It will take them at least fifteen minutes to get through that, if
they even know about it. Then there’s the code. I doubt anyone but Trask knows what it is.”
“And he’s dead, right?” Es looked at me hard, begging her to tell her Trask was dead. I
didn’t answer, just looked into her silver eyes.
“It’s been nearly ten minutes already,” Bita said.
“Let’s move!” Geoff said.
We hurried up the stairs. When we were almost at the living section, Es stopped.
“Wait!” Es said. “Pepe and the hens!”
“We don’t have time,” I said.
“I’ll not leave them to die.”
“C’mon, Es,” Bita plead with her. “We have to go.”
Es turned to me and grabbed my arm. She set her jaw and stared at me, then took off
down the stairs. I watched her for a few steps, then took off after.
“You two grab what you can, meet us in the Monitoring Room.” I leaped down the stairs
five at a time to catch Es, twisting my ankle as I reached her at the Farm landing. “Dammit!
These eggs better be worth it.”
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Es didn’t answer, she ran into the Farm and straight to the goat pen. I half-ran, halfhobbled to the chicken coop. All the chickens were gone.
“They’re gone,” I yelled. “The hens are gone.”
Es shrieked. I turned to see what was wrong. She was kneeling down in the hay, her
hands covering her face. In six seconds I was at her side, even with my twisted ankle.
A large patch of the straw in the goat pen was soaked in blood. There was no sign of the
corpse.
“He was my goat,” Es said. “My mother gave him to me. Told me to protect him, for as
long as I could. To love him as she loved me!” Large, furious tears rolled down her cheeks. “I’ll
kill them all! Every last one! I will consume their flesh as they consumed Pepe!” She collapsed
into the hay.
I watched her for a few seconds, then reached down and picked her up out of the bloody
hay. She punched me a few times, then grabbed me around the neck and buried her face in my
shoulder. “Come on,” I said. “Let’s go.” I retrieved her machete, and we walked to the stairwell
and made our way back to the living area. Es cried into my shoulder the whole way.
“What took so long?” Geoff asked.
“Where’s …?” Bita started.
I shook my head to stop her.
“Ok. Let’s go,” Geoff said. “We’ve got everything we could find. They took most of the
food we brought up here the other day, but we still have a little, plus the seeds you brought,
Thom.”
“I’ll get her changed.” Bita grabbed Es and pulled her into her room.
“We need to hurry,” I said. “How much food do we have?”
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“Enough for a few days. Three maybe. And this.” Geoff held up the bolt of fabric I had
brought up the first time we brought the girls food. “In case it’s cold outside.” He grinned.
I smiled back. “What about Sara?”
Geoff was silent for a moment. “I’ll come back for her, eventually. And my parents, if
they’ll come. Some day.”
Es and Bita returned. Each had changed their clothes and also carried a stack of bed
sheets and blankets. Es laid a sheet over the top of the monitoring table, piled the other sheets
and blankets inside and tied up the corners into a bundle. I noticed a slight bulge wrapped around
her lower ribcage as she hefted the bundle onto her back.
“How bad is it?”
“Not bad,” she said.
“Let me carry that,” I offered.
“I’m not helpless,” Es retorted.
I laughed. “No, I know. I promise I’ll give it back as soon as we’re out of the tunnel.” She
let me take the bundle from her hands.
“Ready?” Geoff asked.
Bita grabbed Es by the hand. Es looked at Geoff and smiled weakly. “Yes,” she said.
“Let’s get the hell out of this cursed place.”
I pushed the button, and the door to the tunnel swung open. Geoff and I checked the
tunnel in both directions. “The lights are off,” I said. “That’s a good sign.”
“Ok, let’s go.” Geoff lofted the bag of food onto his shoulder and stepped out into the
tunnel. “Which way?”
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“The other Refuges are to the left. I suppose we go right,” I said and stepped out the door.
“Why else would the tunnel continue in this direction?” The lights turned on. “We better hurry.”
Geoff led, followed by Es, then Bita. I took the rear. Every thirty seconds, I turned around
to check for anyone following us.
I doubted that anyone, except Trask maybe, knew about the hidden exit, and he was
hopefully too dazed to think clearly. Hopefully, I hadn’t injured him permanently, such that he
wouldn’t be able to function normally. He needed to be aware. He needed to return to life as
normal, with full use of his faculties. Because, when I returned to kill him, he needed to
recognize me. He needed to be aware of the pain. He needed to recognize my smile.
Ten minutes later, we came to a large steel door, the size of the entire tunnel. A large
metal lever on the left side of the door bore a red arrow pointing up. Geoff grabbed ahold of the
lever. He closed his eyes. “One, two, three.” He heaved upwards. Nothing happened. “Dammit!”
he tried again. Nothing.
“Shame that Fat One was such a spineless loser. He does seem to have his uses, if only
occasionally,” Es said.
“I think he’s dead. For helping us,” I said and joined Geoff at the lever. I set my shoulder
under the end and crouched down.
“Ready?” Geoff said.
I nodded.
“Threeeee!”
The two of us pushed upwards as if, by doing so, we could tear the mountain asunder at
its seams. I squinted my eyes completely closed. In my mind, I saw the look on Welker’s face
when I beat him in the Feats, the devastation in Dee’s eyes when I told her Glynis was pregnant,
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the redness behind Glynis’s tears, and finally, the fear in Trask’s trembling lips as I held the knife
against his throat. I ground my teeth and screamed as I lifted with renewed force. A grinding
squeal sounded from the joint, followed by a loud pop and a click.
“Now what?” I gasped.
“Push.” Es pressed her body against the door, it swung open easily, despite its massive
size.
“Must be six feet thick,” Geoff observed. “Weighted nicely. You have to say that about
the bastards, at least. As big a mess they made of the outside before retreating underground, they
sure did their best to make sure none of it could find its way inside.”
“Too bad they brought it all with them,” Bita said.
None of us responded. We were standing just outside, our necks stretched back as far as
we could manage. After a moment, the lights in the tunnel turned off and we were enveloped in
the blackness. Above us, spread out far beyond the reaches of our wildest imaginations, shone
billions and billions of perfectly asymmetrical, irregularly clustered, unevenly bright, and
infinitely twinkling lights. And off to the right, just above the tree-line, the moon, as pure and as
free as us, rose to illuminate the weathered and neglected road before us.

<<<<>>>>
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